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SOUL-SCIENCE SERIES.

The following Volumes by the same author are about
ready for the press, each Volume beine comUete
tn itself :

Volume I. Soul-Science. Here both science
and philosophy are discussed in their ap-
phcation to the soul and its religion: the
scientific basis of the Bible; Epistemology,
or the science of cognition, or of knowledge
and knowledge-taking; modem psychology
and religion

; the science of comparative re-
ligion

; and the state of the heathen from a
religious point of view.

Volume III. The Human Psychine, or Soul
and Spirit. Here are discu^ -ed the soul, or
psyche, as an " enswaithment of the spirit,
or, the spirit-body; the subjects treated by the
London Society for Psychical Research in-
cluding spiritism, faith-heahng, hypnotism,
telepathy, and automatisms. These are dis-
cussed both from the \'iew-point of science
and the Bible.

Volume IV. The Disembodied Soul, or, Be-
tween Death and the Resurrection.
Ihis subject is treated from the point of view
supplied by the Bible and biblical principles,
and, as here discussed, contains a considerable
amount of new evidence, as well as additions
to evidence already presented by other writers.

*** The present volume is the second in the series.



INTRODUCTION.

Knowledge is progressive, and in this progress every age

is placed in a more advantageous position for the comprehen-

sion of any subject than the last Every enquirer, therefore,

finds himself on higher ground than his predecessors ; he can

avail himself of their latest acquisitions without the labour of

original discovery, and thus with unbroken spirits and unsub-

dued vigour, he can commence his career at the boundary of

theirs.

—

Bailey.

The present work contains part of the results

of the study engaged in, and the experience gained,

in a ministry of over a quarter of a century. For

little less than the half of this period the ministry

was exercised in two congregations successively

in Scotland, the country where the writer was born

and bred ; and the remainder of the ministry was

exercised in two congregations successively in the

Dominion of Canada.

The present volume may perhaps be described

as semi-popular in style, and is the first one pub-

lished of a series of four volumes on the subject

of Soul-Science. The first volume, which will be

the second pubUshed, has for its subject Soul-

Science, and is more scientific and philosophic

than the present one ; but each volume is com-

plete in itself, and each is nearly ready for the

press.

Volume I. discusses inter alia the apphcation of

science and of philosophy to the soul and its religion.

It also discusses the significance, and part of the

history, of reUgious Epistemology . E] ^temology

i



11 INTRODUCTION.

IS defined in the standard dictionary as " the theory
of the grounds of knowledge "; but I take a wider
view of the science than is here indicated, and view
and treat it as being the science of cognition, or
oi knowledge and knowledge-taking. Inter alia
this science deals with the important question •

now do I know that I know correctly ? As the
science is comparatively new, more liberty than
might otherwise be seemly may, perhaps, be exer-
cised regarding what is, or ought to be, included
therein.

Modern psychology sometimes essays to deal
with inner religion, but it does so only as if ex
gratia, or in amateur fashion. The treatment
of religion by the psychology of the day is as a rule
exceedingly unscientific. Its procedure is fre-
quently self-inconsistent and otherwise illogical •

but perhaps its most radical defect is that the
fsranch of the science which deals with religion
IS engaged in, as a rule, by men who have no direct
or first-hand, access to the main materials which
lorni their professed subject-matter. In other
words, these men are personally inexperienced on
the subject of which they undertake to treat
scientifically. They can, therefore, proceed at best
only on hearsay, which, it is needless to say no
competent scientist ever attempts to do Thesemen must, therefore, lack the essential inner verify-
ing conditions for deaUng with their subject
l^or instance, the spiritual teaching of the Bible
must be to them at best only an unverified and
unvenfiab e hypothesis. Two whole chapters and
part of other chapters, in the first volume of the
series on Soul-Science are devoted to a discussion
ot this subject.

The Science oi Comparative Religion is a science

iliiiHHi
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which is receiving considerable attention now-a-

days ; and this is well. But its present basis, I

venture to assert, is hardly scientific. It defines

religion somewhat analogously to a definition of

food as being that which one eats. Of course,

one can eat poison also, which is not food. Fur-

ther, this new science, being professedly of an in-

ductive nature, essays to gather materials from a

review of all the chief religions in the world, and

then to deduce from a consideration of these

materials the nature of the true religion. But the

standard, or ideal, in the light of which the final

decision is to be made, is not yet brought into

view by this new science. Moreover, there seems

to be
" something self-inconsistent in professing

Christians of the living typo proceeding in this

fashion, as if they were capable of holding their own
ideal i>uh rosa, or neutrally in their pockets, whilst

they are sitting in judgment on other religions.

Again, our scientists of Comparative Rehgion seem

to confound religion with the natural basis of reli-

gion, or that which is gifted to man by Nature

for the pui-pose of building up his religion thereon.

This forms another of the topics of discussion in the

first volume of the present series.

In the present volume the truth of the Bible

teaching on spiritual matters is assumed. In the

first volume the scientific and philosophic basis

of this teaching is sought to be set forth. All that

need be said at present on this basis is that whoso-

ever complies with the conditions for verification

set forth in the Bible itself will find the resultant

verification all that he can desire ; and there is no

inner experience, which does not come in a mere

na. J . al manner, but requires compliance with cer-

tain conditions for its realisation. The conditions
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for the inner realisation of the truth of the
spiritual teaching of the Bible are entirely moralnot magical: m other words, they partake of thenature of that virtue which 'Bishop Butler aver^that every one you meet puts on the shew of

"
Inductive science has been defined as "theknow edge of causes." This is a more comprehend

sive definition of the knowledge-part of inductive

S^Tlm ^1 "^^l
^' ^''' sight appear. There arethe efficient mstrumental, conditional, and final

entered on, there must be the contemplation of thephenomena pertaining to the subject-matter to be

vo^nl^^h'
^^^t"t^fi^^"y treated.' In the presetvolume these phenomena are taken from Scripture.eachmg on spiritual matters, a teaching the truth

^ which IS sealed by all those who havf compHed

Tr thP i l^'^T^I
conditions. The phenomena,or the materials for an inductive science of soul-rehgion or of the soul and its religion, are thematerials set forth in the second chapter of thepresent volume, although not there set forth for the

technical purposes of inductive science. The form

rent'vnT""'
^^ '^'' ^'^^^"^^ «^ ^^apters in the p^sent volume assume is accounted for by the natureof .he definitioii of inductive science which has justbeen given. The treatment, however, is not tich-mcaly scientific Yet the materials 'set forth in

?.? ? "• T *^' "^^*^"^^s t« ^hich, if the Chris"

har
'
firfl'h

^'.''"'' '^'
T'""'' «^ ^^"gi°" demandsthat first-hand access be had by all comnetent

scientists in religion. Those who essay to bTsden
tists without direct access to the mater als of tTe^rscience lack what we may call sdence-virtueXdthey thus exhibit an incapability for being com-petent or trustworthy scientists in any domfin

^

L



INTRODUCTION.

The psychology of the present day makes much
of what has come to be called the " subliminal

region " of human consciousness. There is a sub-

conscious region in man's mind, where the stores

of his memory and several other materials are.

Materials come up ever and anon f cm this sub-

conscious or "subhminal" region into the supra-

liminal, or working consciousness. Although the
" subliminal " is mentioned in the present volume,

it cannot in any sense be said to be treated herein.

It is, however, treated in the first volume.

The researches of the London Society for

Psychical Research have brought to the front

several subjects of the most absorbing interest

for religion. These subjects include spiritism,

telepathy, hypnotism, sensory and motor automa-
tisms, and the other subjects described in the two
posthumous volumes by the late F. W. H. Myers,
who was for over twenty-five years secretary

of the Society named. The volumes are entitled
" Human Personahty and its Survival of Bodily
Death." The late Mr. VV. E. Gladstone said that

the subjects studied by this Society are beyond all

other subjects fraught with the greatest interest

for science. These subjects are discussed in their

biblical and scientific aspects in the third volume
of the present series, and under the title The Human
Psychine, or The Soul and Spirit. The psychine
is the name I have ventured to give, for conveni-
ence of discussion, to what in Scripture is often
called the soul, or the Greek psyche, or psuche.

The psychine I take to be an " enswaithment,"
or the ethereal body, or envelope, of the spirit,

and is probably the post-mortem spirit-body. In
the New Testament the term soul is most frequent-
ly employed to signify both the spirit and its
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" enswaithment," or the container and the con-

tained, although sometimes in holy writ the soul

is discriminated from the spirit. In the present

volume the psychine is mentioned, although but

little use is made of the theory regarding it.

Another subject of absorbing interest with many
people in the present day is that which is concerned

with the state of the soul between the death of the

body and the final resurrection. This forms the

subject of volume iv. of the present series. The
subject is treated on the basis of Bible statements,

and deductions from bibilical principles. Several

writers have already dealt with the important sub-

ject, some of them profusely, but, as I venture to

think, none of them exhaustively. I make no
pretence to deal exhaustively with the subject,

for there is sure to be more light which will yet

break forth from Scripture thereon. Yet I

seek to bring forward considerable evidence which

I have not seen treated elsewhere, and to much of

the evidence adduced by others I add several

further items.

The late Professor Salmond of Aberdeen can

hardly be said to have dealt satisfactorily with this

subject in his well-known volume. Neither does

W. R. Alger, in his " Doctrine of a Future Life."

Bishop Dahle, in his " Life Aft t Death," deals

much more thoroughly with the abject
;

yet his

volume is considerably weakened, as I think,

by highly speculative discussions on the Apoca-
lypse. Bishop Dahle misses some important parts

of the Bible evidence. The Rev. Arthur Chambers,
in his volume, " Our Life After Death," grapples

fairly well with the part of the biblical evidence

which he deals with.

There is a valuable discussion of the subject

v.'« ~f rnj" ^m
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in a volume published in 1721, in London, Eng-

land, the author of which is " the Honourable

Archibald Campbell." The volume includes discus-

sions on the same subject by several other learned

men of Campbell's day. All the discussions are

logical, but all the evidence is not treated ; and,

moreover, a feature which characterises the most

of the works on the subject by divine; ^f the Eng-

Ush church, Campbell's work is occupied to a large

extent with a discussion on the subject of Prayers

for the Dead. This work is referred to by the late

Prof. C. Hodge in Vol. HI. of his Systematic Theo-

logy (p. 74i)-
. ,. ,. , ,

The future state is discussed in several volumes

issued on the basis of the work of the London
Society for Psychical Research, or on a similar

basis, and where Scripture evidence is not dis-

cussed. But the writers of these works give httle

information of the state of departed spirits from a

religious point of view, at least as far as I have yet

seen. However, if they can succeed in establishing,

from their own point of view, the existence of a

spirit-world, they will do very much indeed. But
were this existence fully established upon this bas:>,

or on any other scientific basis, would not that hv-

ing by faith which is characteristic of the Christian

economy be to a great extent superseded ? And
are we prepared to live by sight ? These questions,

however, are not here asked for the purpose of

suggesting that science ought not to proceed as

far as she can feel her way in the line indicated

;

but they are asked for the purpose of suggesting

that science here, in her apparent hopes of what she

may come yet to prove in her present line of proce-

dure, may be in conflict with the biblical system
of spiritual living in the present world.

A2
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viii INTRODUCTION.

II

In the present volume considerable attention

is devoted to the question of the probable state

of the majority of people professing Christianity.

This is both a serious and a delicate question. In
seeking to come to right conclusions with regard to
it, one ought to be on his guard against laying too
much stress upon sentiment or feeling in connection
with Christianity. It is true, as Jonathan says,

that true religion consists for the most part in

the affections ; but, as he also says, and devotes
the major partion of his work on The Religious
Affections to shew, it is the nature of the affections,

as this nature shews itself in the earth-life, that is

the true criterion, and not merely the existence

of affections, feelings, or sentiments of any seeming-
ly good kind, that is the proper test as to whether
living Christianity is in the soul.

The people in Isaiah's time, and also in the time
of our Lord, had abundant feelings and sentiments
connected with religion ; but what kind of feelings
and sentiments were they ? The stony-ground and
the thorny-ground hearers have feelings and senti-

ments, and, as far as they go, true enough feelings
and sentiments also connected with the right re-
ligion. So hkewise have the fooUsh virgins.

As already said, each human being has been
created with a natural basis for religion. This
basis will cause one to become attached to, and in
several instances to have more or less feelings and
sentiments connected with, the religion in which he
has been brought up, whether it be true or false

;

and one tends to become fossilised in heart around
his religion, and to think it true, whether it be in
reahty so or not, as a miser gets fossilised in heart
around his shining coin. Whatever religion is pre-
sented to one's natural basis, if it have the sanction
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of custom and tradition in one's district, one will

embrace that religion in nine cases out of every ten,

even if false, unless or until he be evangelised ;
and

after a certain time of life very many resist all

attempts at evangelising them.

Let it be further and very particularly noted,

it sometimes matters not whether it be the true or

a false religion that is presented to the natural

basis ; the acceptance thereof by the soul is not

real nor genuine. Suppose that the physical sys-

tem of every individual craved for pills, and, of

course, pills of the right kind for the system.

In that case anything in the form of pills, having

the sanction of custom and tradition, will be taken,

whether they be the right pills or not. But if the

pills remain whole, or un-broken-up, in one's

inside, they will have none of the right effects on

the system ; and in that case it matters not \-' Hher

they be the right pills or not that one takc; But

if one has been in the habit of taking certain pills,

he will adhere to these, and will, if needful, fight for

them, no matter whether they be the right ones or

not. All the more likely will he become bigotted,

fanatical, or prejudiced in connection with the pills

if they are false, or even if true if they be not

broken up. If ire broken up, however,

then the true p. .il be probably known by
their effects on the i.mer system. But if not broken

up, it matters not whether they be the true pills

or not that are taken, there are non' < f the genuine

effects of the right pills experienceu in that case

within the system. In that case also, there is sure

to be much made of the colour of the pills, the

manner of putting them into the mouth, the times for

taking them, etc. ; and this will be so because the

genuine effects of the true pills are not experienced.
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Were the true effects experienced, it would soon
become known that the colour, the manner and
mode and time of taking them make no differ-

ence. So it is that those who aro seen to quarrel
about and make much of non-essentials in religion,

suggest strongly that the pills that they are taking
do not get broken u{) in their system, and that,
therefore, it makes no difference whether they are
zealous about the true or the false pills. The
Pharisee is zealous about iiis pills, that is, his reli-

gion
; but he puts store on non-essentials because

the pills he takes are not broken up in his system,
and he, therefore, does not experience the inner
effects of the true pills.

A religion gets broken up when one understands
it, applies it in self-examination, embraces it in

truth, and carries its precepts out in daily life.

If one does all this, except the last, the religion does
not get broken up, but is swallowed whole, and
remains whole until it passes awav from the svstem.
The seed sown may be the good'seed in that case,
but its husk is not broken, and the forces in the
kernel do not combine with those in the soil in
order to cause growth and ultimately give a har-
vest. The foolish virgins have neither the seed nor
the soul broken up. Notwithstanding all the ado
which thev may make, yet the pills remain whole
in the inside. So also with the slothful servant
in the parable of the talents ; and similarly with
all those who try to love God and also mammon of
any kind. Religion is un-broken-up in all these, if

they have any of it at all ; or, which is the same
thing, they do not permit religion to break up their
souls to the core. In that case, if of the Pharisaic
disposition, they will be zealous about the form,
colour, and size of the pill, that is, about forms.
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platitudes, attitudes, and the appendages of reli-

gion, and will be ready to fight the battles of the

Lord with the devil's weapons. The Romish

church would, if the civil law permitted, fight the

battles of the Lord with the sword ;
for she once

did this, and, of course, she is infallible, and cannot

change. But if she knew better the real effect

of the pills on the system, she would know that this

mode, and many other modes which she adopts

for thrusting the pills down people's throats, arc

not the right way for causing ; le pills to get broken

up so as to save the system.

The two disciples who wished to call down

fire from heaven to consun; ^ certain opponents,

were told that they did not know what spirit

they were ^i. Yet they were in a saved state

even then ; but they were at that time saved with

that salvatioi "hich the Baptist was saved with,

who had not come into the new form of the

kingdom of heaven. The disciples were afterwards

converted from this spirit of vengeance, as well as

from their pride, exclusiveness, self-sufficiency,

and worldliness. But after the gospel light shone,

what had been permissible in the darkness, or com-

patible with a saved state before then, might not be

so after this full light had come. If New Testament

professed saints did all that even David did in his

polygamy and concubinage, they could hardly

be considered as in a saved state.

The science of religion is a science which is

coming to the front in the present day. Even
modern psychology is getting more courage to

handle religion, although still, as I believe, very

unscientifically. One thing in particular is left

out by the major i)art of the modern science of

religion, especially when that science embr.ices
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a consideration of Christianity. Suppose religion
to be the corn which the mill, that is, the humanmmd with all its furnishings is engaged in grinding
and suppose further that this corn, as it passes
through the mill, has effects of a beneficial sort on
the machniery of the mill. Then our modern
scientists of religion study all thev can about the
machinery of the mill, but omit to"study either the
corn ground by the mill, or tiie effects of this corn
on the machinery.

Indeed Professor W. James, of Harvard, U.S.A
professor of philosophy and psychology in the
university there, says in effect that it is" a sort of
natural motion of the machinery of the mill that
brings the corn into being, that is," such corn as there
is. There may, indeed, be no real corn at all he
says

;
but if the mind think there is, it is all the same

whether there be real corn or not. Illusion is as
good as actuality, that is, in religion, although no-
where else. Further, this psychologist tells us
that alcohol, ether, nitrous oxide, chloroform, etc
will cause the mill to go, and will produce by it the
very best corn indeed. A bad liver, or a weak sto-
mach, will have similariy good effects. But one must
not be too curious to scrutinize his religion, we are
told, or the motion of the mill, or else he may dis-
cover the folly of the whole thing ; then the steam
would cool, and the machinery would slow down
and stop. So this engineer would have a ticket
placed up above the engine-room door with the
words

: No admittance, even on business The
real religious leader must be a " cranky " " psy-
chopathic," "Arab-in-the-Desert," individual "

in-
flicting " rather than teaching his religion.

'

Fur-
ther discussion of this subject will be found in the
first volume of this series.*

• See Gifford Lecture by Prof. James.

OH
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All that need be added to what has been already

said in this introduction is that some parts of the

present volume consist of what had been delivered

by the writer in the form of public addresses, and

this circumstance partly accounts for the form in

which these portions now appear ; and, no doubt,

the author's habit of making direct personal appeals

and application will account for the hortatory,

or semi-hortatory, garb in which a few of the sen-

tences appear. Yet, in the view of several possible

readers, no apology would need to be tendered

for this form, or garb ; they will wish rather that

this form had been somewhat more pronounced

than it here is.





Chapter I.

HEAVEN EXISTS ON EARTH.

We are probably disposed to dwell on these glorious

pictures of the holy city without a sufficient recognition of the

fact that they represent a development and a new creation of

the religious life.

—

Blunt.

Heaven Above can be entered only by those who
enter Heaven f>elow.

Let us suppose that in the direction in which a

man is walking daily, he will come upon the ocean
if he continues on walking in the same direction.

When he reaches the ocean, if he be still walking,

he will fall over the harbour, let us suppose, and
run the risk of being drowned ; for, let us say,

it gets dark occasionally during the traveller's

journey, and always does so more and more as he
nears the ocean, so that he will not know when he
comes to it, or is nearing it.

But let us su})pose also that close by the travel-

ler, as he is walking daily, there is a river flowing
in the same direction as that in which he is walk-
ing, and on this river there is a boat sailing down
with the stream, and keeping ])ace with tiie travel-

ler. The boat has a rope attached to it, the other
end of the rope stretching out towards the side of

the river on which the traveller is walking. At any
moment which he chooses, the travellei can lay
hold of this rope, and by using some energy he can,
by means of the rope, pull the boat to the side of the
river next him, and get into it. If he does this, then

B
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he will sail down the river in the boat, and when he
reaches the place where the harbou 's, he will still

sail onwards and out into the ocean. He cannot
in this ca ^ fall over the harbour or be drowned.
Let us s' pose further that the waters of the
river are of the same kind as the waters of the
ocean itself, and that the river mo\es onward and
out into the ocean until its current cannot be dis-

cerned from the shore.

We have, then, in this supposition an illustration
of what occurs among people in gospel lands in
reference to their journey to the next world.
It is open to each traveller to enter heaven now
on earth, and to pass onwards therein into heaven
on the other side. If the traveller venture to move
onwards in the direction of the ocean without
getting into heaven here, he may come upon the
harbour at a moment when he is not looking for
it, fall over and be drowned. The darkness may
begin to envelope him in the midst of the light.

If the traveller has a distaste for being in the
boat on the waters of the river, and prefers walking
on land because of the pleasures and pursuits he
there enjoys, he will have this distaste, let us say,
grow upon him more and more the longer he walks
on lanH So it is that as people move onwards
towards the next world who have not come into
heaven here below, they get a greater distaste for
heaven the longer they refrain from entering it

here. They have thoir sensibilities for discerning
heaven, and " taking " to it, more and more marred
by the pleasurable but destructive winds and
miasmas on land. But the ri\-er breezes, let us
say, cause the weakened sensibihties and the
marred vision to recuperate and come to health-
ful function.
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Many that are brought up under the full light

of the gospel expect to get to heaven when they

die, who yet give no sign whatsoever that they

have entered heaven here below. Several of them

do many things that those do who have entered

heaven "here ; but they do these things without

having first entered heaven, and, therefore, what

they do counts for nothing in preparing them for

heaven on the other side. Though I bestow all my
goods to feed the poor, and though I give my body

to be burned, and have not love, it profiteth me
nothing. In so giving and so doing, I would be

acting merely in a way analogous to the jackdaw

that would expect to be turned into a peacock

by sticking a few peacock's feathers into its black

coat. This manoeuvre would not convert the jack-

dow into a peacock ; it would be still a jackdaw

even after it had covered itself all over with pea-

cock's feathers. Let it first turn, if possible, into a

peacock, and then peacock's feathers will grow

naturally upon it ; its black coat will then soon

be radicallv changed. To adopt the simile of our

Lord, first'make the tree good, and then its fruit

will be good
;
you cannot produce heaven's fruit

until the tree be first planted in heaven.

There may be various sentiments and feelings

accomp-^ ving " good work.^ " in the case of many
who have not entered heaven here below ; but

there is as much difference between feelings and
sentiments of this sort, though raised about reli-

gious subjects, and the real spiritual sentiments

and feelings of those who have entered heaven here,

as there is between water raised by natural heat

to the boiling point and water turned into wine.

Those who have entered into the boat are analogous

to the water turned into wine ; those who travel
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on land are analogous to water which is still water,
whether it be cold or warm water.
No amount of good works done outside of heaven

here below can have any effect in preparing the soul
for heaven above ; they are all " dead \vorks."
But even a cup of cold water given a disciple in the
name of a disciple, after the giver has enfered
heaven here, will in nowise lose its inner effect in
putting more of heaven into the soul of the giver.
If one take a violin in his hand, holds itself and the
bow properly, and practices faithfully according
to right rules, he will by and by come to hear his
own music on the instrument

; but one who merely
takes up the picture of a violin into his hand, holds
it there, and trios thus to go through the perform-
ance of playing, will never hear any music brought
\ >y him out of this picture of the instrument. Those
who try to do some or many things here below
to prepare themselves to join the choir above,
but who have not come into heaven here, are like
the one who tries to play on an instrument by
handling merely the picture of that instrument.
Heaven's music must be learned here below ; and
those wjio have no musical ear here will not' have
one on the other side. There is no concert for a
deaf man, nor any sights for a blind man.
Very many comfort themselves with the idea

that since no one is perfect, and vet many get
to heaven notwithstanding, they also may get
to heaven although they are not perfect, provided
they do here what the saints do. The saints how-
ever, are already in heaven here in what they do •

but those who are not saints are not in heaven here'
and whatever the latter do they do it on the outside
ot heaven, and it counts for nothnig.
God is merciml, say some, and they hope on that
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account to " get off," although they are not per-

fect. Yes, God is merciful in having provided us

with the boat, the means of salvation. But that

he should further bring to heaven at last any who

have not entered heaven here, is a very different

thing ; and whatever God may do in the case of

those who never heard the gospel, those who are

brought up under gospel light and who yet refuse

God's invitations to enter heaven here have no

solid ground to expect that they can ever see

heaven above.

God is able to save to the uttermost, say others,

and he may save me, says one, although I may
never come to heaven here below. But what God

is able to do is not our rule, but what God declares

he will do ; that is our rule. God cotUd save a man
who should cast himself down a precipice, or he could

save one from drowning who should cast himself

into mid-ocean ; he could make the latter walk on

the water, as Jesus did. But has God promised so

to act in these circumstances ? Unless one use

ordinary means to save him.^clf from danger, he

has no warrant to expect that God will save him

from it. God tells the soul to come into heaven

here below, and the soul that disregards this invi-

tation has no right to expect that God will bring it

to heaven above when the harbour is reached;

and especially it has no warrant to expect this

since God himself expressly declares that he will

not do so.

ii

Heaven Above is of the same Nature

as Heaven Below.

It might be an unspeakable boon to many to

have it proved to them that heaven here is of

^ SI i
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i

the very same nature as heaven above ; that the
waters of the river, to revert to our illustration,
are of the very same kind as the waters of the
mighty main. Were they convinced of this fact,
they might then see that if they have not sufficient
taste for heaven to enter it here, it is certain they
will not have any taste for heaven above ; and
those who have no taste for heaven above will
never enter that heaven.
Heaven above is precisely the same heaven

as is here below ; the one is not only like the
other, but is exactly and in reahty the other, as
far as the nahtre of each is concerned. The light
to which you come at length in the railway tunnel
and before you reach the end of the tunnel, is the
very same light exactly, as far as its nature is con-
cerned, as the light into which you come at the
end of the tunnel ; and the light which shines from
the end into the tunnel increases more and more
from its first shining until you reach the full light
at the end. So the wise man says that the path of
the just IS as the shining light that shineth more and
more unto the perfect day. The light of the per-
fect day IS the same as the light that shines in the
path all along, and that began to shine even ere
the sun was up. The lights are in nowise different
except in degree.

Some say
:

" Let us do our duty here, and let
the future take care of itself." But our duty and
privilege here are to enter heaven here, live in it
breathe its atmosphere, rejoice in it, and grow in its
spirit

;
to live thus is the best and only way of

reaching an assurance that the future will take
care of itself The future and the present are
not separate for the true people. There is a much
greater change in souls that enter heaven here
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than in souls that pass out of the present heaven

into the heaven beyond. So Scripture represents

matters, as we shall presently see

A workman's wages are not of the same nature,

as a general rule, as are the materials with which he

works. The road into the city is not of the same

nature as is the city itself with its buildings and

inhabitants. Yet heaven above and heaven here

are not thus disparate from one another in nature

Grace is glory in the bud ;
glory is grace in the full

flower or fruitage. Grace is the light of the rising

sun • glory is the light of this very same sun when

in Hs meridian splendour. The stream rises in the

soul oa earth which flows in the soul through the

episode of physical death and into heaven above.

The waters of the stream are muddy here, but they

will be pure hereafter ; nevertheless the waters are

the very same in kind here as they are above.

As the man is virtuallv in the boy, so is heaven

above in heaven here. As well may one expect

to be translated into the state of a man who never

was a boy, as that one may expect to be translated

into heaven above who never had passed through

heaven here. As the full-grown spreading oak

is reflected all along in the sapling and in the young

crowing oak tree, so heaven above is reflected

all along here in the soul-experiences of the pilgrim

heaven-wards. . .

We are by nature inclined to fill our imaginations

with distant things, which we are apt to suppose

we understand and appreciate, whilst these very

things themselves, when in a measure present

already with us, we fail either to understand or

appreciate. The Jews imagined they understood

and appreciated God the Father, whilst (xod the

Son who was the brightness of the Father s glor>r

' -I
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and the express image of His Person, they failedto understand, know, or appreciate. Even Sn
vkTuallv Xl'f '"^^'''"§ *h^^ t^^^ Father was
nf Si^ ^"^'^ .exposed to his view. xMarthaof Bethany e.xperienced no difficulty in bd ev n^

i tl e'asT fav^"t t
"^ ^^^'^/^ *^^ ---"^"n

mourned and^^^^^^
"«* ^^'•-^' ^"t

above we have Z'""^ "^"^ "^ ^^^^^ heaven

heave,; here
'^'' '""^^ '^''^ ^^' -^Joicin.^ in

Our Lord spoke of the kingdom of heaven onearth as being like the earth u^,ich ^ brmJ
I t r thaTth fuir''

'-'' '^' ^^^^^' *^-^'"-
\vu 1 ^"" ^°'"" "^ the ear " (Mark iv 2H^

maturity in theTarth s^ .f fu°™ "P '° '""

granary^abovrarethrvervlmrso,,' '"^V"
""^

up to maturity in he^v i r^rth \ Lfth™

hownu,ep^cerSt?SCn^:at^-<;
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into com or wheat. Unless wheat will grow up as

wheat in the earth, and be harvested as wheat,

it will not turn into wheat in the act of cuttuig,

or whilst it is being removed to the granary.

>-* J

1; . i t

Entrance on Heaven Here in a Great Change.

The Bible represents this change as a translation

out of darkness into light, out of the power and

kingdom of Satan into the kingdom and power of

God. The change is one said to be from death into

life, from enmity to love, from esteeming the tlungs

of heaven as follv into the esteemmg of them as the

wisdom of God and the power of God. Old thmgs

are passed away and all things are made new.

Outside of heaven here below the soul is blinded by

the god of this world, the " strong man armed,'

who holds his " hall " and his " goods " in his own

kind of " peace." The soul outside of heaven here

is held captive by the enemy at his will. The light

that may be in it is darkness. It dislikes the light

;

that is, the verv light of heaven it has no taste for,

neither cometh'to the light, says our Lord.

The power which changes the soul from this

terrible state is a divine power ; it is the same power

a- wrought in Christ when He was raised from the

' .ad (Eph. i., 19-20), and set at the right hand of

God. God shines into the heart to give the light

of the knowledge of his glory in the face, that is,

in the life and work, of Jesus Christ. The soul thus

changed is said to be even born again, born from

above, born of the Spirit. It is made willing in a

day of divine power ; it is made a vessel of honour.

It walks in newness of life. It is able to look in a

m
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new manner into the unseen world, and has ear-
nests, postulations, and prophesyings here of the
heaven which is above.

All this does certainly constitute a great and
very decided change in the soul. Yet the changemay come on so gradually, as far as the soul's ovvn
consciousness is concerned, and notwithstanding
the soul-struggle, as that the soul may be in heaven
below ere itself is fully aware of the fact. Bu* if so
the soul will not continue thus unaware of the fact'
even though it may afterwards sometimes, and per-
haps often, fall momentarily from its assurance
It is not to be supposed that such a great change
as this would not make itself known, nor that a
change of such importance would be such as that
It could not be known, nor realised, by those who
uMdergo It. It may be easilv understood how
extremely anxious earnest soul's would be were it
not open to them to make sure of this change
having taken place here below. It is, indeed, the
case that many souls that are really inside heaven
here below are not always in full assurance of that

n'fVo/f ;
they are not, they are not easy-mindedm that state. We know how the true spouse acted

as recorded m the Song of Songs, when she missed
her Beloved. She rose and went about searching
for him even though she met with much opposi-
tion and evil treatment, and she did not give overher search until she found and embraced him
resolving in so doing that she would not again
le him go. No matter whether the Song be anallegory or not

; the laws of true love are alw^sand everywhere the same. ^

.

In our next chapter we shall enter more fullyinto the details of the experiences of heaven a itexists in souls on earth, and we shall see that there
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is no room, either in the record of Christian ex-

perience or'in Scripture, for any ^oubt that Ijeaven

is the same here as it is above, nor for any doubt

therefore, that souls that enter heaven above must

first enter heaven here.

I i

M
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Chapter II.

HEAVEN EXISTS ON EARTH (Continued).

Within and behind all that we see there lies a spiritualuniverse, m which are hidden the causes of this great na"urascheme and order amid which we live.—Coa;.

Christ in you the hope of glory.—Pau^.

Let Comparisons be Made and Conclusions Drawn.

The main aim in this chapter is to supply
materials for the makmg of comparisons between
heaven above and heaven below, and affording the

Ifn.?f
^PP^^t""iti^^ of drawing the proper conclu-

sions wi h respect to his own state, or condition
personally, in reference both to heaven here ar^dheaven above.

ma^"ff'fh?''^ ^r^"^"'? l"
*^^ ^^^P^^^ the readermay, if the wording of the sentences does not take

andTufth^"''
'.™^'^^

V""
^^^"^ '^'^ that form!and put the questions : Are these things true of

below" iTTh""^
^'' they equally true^of heavenbelow ? If they are equally true of each then

s3 tTn't'jr""
^^ -^^tually\ere. and offered to

A,?hf ^7 ""^y ""^^^ th^^^°n here and now?And If a soul enters not this heaven which hereexists IS there any reasonable ground for hope
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Righteousness of Position and Disposition.

13

Righteousness here means rightness. Souls that

enter heaven above must be entirely right, or as

they ought to be. both in position, or standmg

and disposition. Their standing must be right

even ere they enter heaven here below The

sentence of condemnation must be removed. C^od

will not begin to heal the disposition of any soul

until its position be first set right. St. Paul says

that the kingdom of heaven consists in righteous-

ness that is, rightness, and in peace, and m joy

hi the Holv Ghost. It consists in these and similar

things. (Rom. xiv., 17). Here below, those who

have been delivered from condemnation greatly

appreciate the fact, and they rejoice in hope of

the glory of God. (Rom. v., 1-5). And m
heaven above the saints will never forget their

deliverance from guilt throiigh Jesus
^^^f

but

will for ever sing praises to Him Who lovea thein

and washed them from their sins in His own blood.

Heaven here, then, is the same as heaven above in

^^Thf^dfsposition of saints is not perfect here,

but it is constantly progressing towards perfection

They are growing in those Christian graces which

culminate in glory. Their joy here is often a joy

unspeakable and full of glory. This signifies hat

even here their joy is saturated with that glory

in which it will e\'entually culminate.

Life and Light Evcdasting.

Again and again do we read that he that believes

hath even now a new life, and that tins life is one

which will be agelong, or eternal. The soul that

"< ^\

\
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believes will never die. Because Jesus, Who is the
lite of this soul, will live for ever, so also must this
soul Itself live for evermore.
The life of the soul is begun here ; but this same

iite not another, is that Hfe which will be enjoved
in heaven above. Physical death has no power
over It. " He that believeth in me," says Christ,

shall never die." He has already passed from
death into life eternal. Jesus came'to bestow this
hie in greatei fulness, or, as He Himself puts itHe came that His own might have hfe, and that
thev might have it more abundantlv. He is in-
deed, Himself that very life, and he'that hath thebon now hath this life now

; and he that hath not
the Son of God hath not life. He that hath not
lite here will not have life hereafter

In Christ theTe is life, and this' life is the light
of men now Heaven above is described as a king-dom of light. The inhabitants there have no need
of the sun, nor of the moon, nor of any candle, forthe Lamb is the I amp of this kingdom (Rev. xxi.,

ih!: u f u ^^% ^^"^P ^^^e below also for althose who follow Him. These shall not walk indarkness even now. He Himself saj's, but shall

world 'K ^'^\ "^
^'^l

^' '' " '^'^ I'ght of the

rZ\: V^t ^' *^^ "^^t of heavin above.Cod has shined into hearts here to give this light

Ww ^^'' 1^ ^^"^' J^^"^' that if, in Hishle
teaching, and work. St. Peter ave;s that thosewho attend to, and carry out in diligent pracdcehe divine teaching represented bv the^ vTrtues

and'^he"', '''T''''''''
^'^^" h^^^ the day dawnand the day star arise in their hearts This star

IS the Star of Bethlehem, which is formed in hearts

Pefe^n'' t?Th
^'^ :^^P^ ^^ glory '' above (2men.). If, then, this "dawn," "day star,"
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" hope of glory," are all here below, is not heaven
here ? And can one enjoy these above who is

a stranger to them whilst here ?

Spiritual Vision.

i.-' H
I ll

i* II

This vision is imphed in the life and light already

described. But Scripture often speaks of a capa-
biHt" >i vision as well as of a light. For vision

onf ^"^ <^yes as well as light. Of course, if one
ac\ . . ees the light, this is proof that he already

possesses eves. Yet eyes are not the same as

light.

He who is born again sees the kingdom—that is,

he inwardly experiences its spiritual power and
graces. Regeneration is a washing, and imparts
the beginning of that purity, that holiness, without
which no man shall here below see, that is, experi-

ence, the Lord as being his God. But blessed are

the pure in heart, for they shall see (iod both here

and hereafter ; and shall, therefore, have heaven
here as well as there.

Jesus says that He will manifest Himself here on
earth to the souls that love Him and keep His
commandments. Mark, He does this here below.

(John xiv., 21-23). \\'hatsocver doth make mani-
fest, says the apostle, is liglit. To those who
love and obey Jesus, the divine Spirit shews Jesus
in Jesus' own light. The heart that turns to the
Lord has the veils taken off it, and, in the unveiled
condition, it here beholds the glory of the Lord re-

flected as in, or from, a mirror, and is being changed
from glory to glory, until it come to be in the per-

fect image of its Lord (2 Cor. iii). This change
which is carried on in the present earthly heaven,

I
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IS a change which is described as one which is pro-ceeding from glory to glory. Obser^-e, it is even
called glory It ,s the glory from abo^'e projecting
Itself here below and causing the heaven belowIhe change which is being carried on here will be

.TpTh! f
^^'^^7 the souls engaged in it come to

see the glory of their Lord as it actuallv is. Butboth the agency and the effect will be at last in
their nature what they actually are here below

imn'I '''t T^^''^' u^"^
'^'''^' "^t« t'^e divine

?Zfi. ]
^5^^'^" ^^")'e all saints shall see theirLord face to face

; but here also they see the divineglory in the face of Jesus Christ. (2 Cor. iv

)

It is said that eye hath not seen, nor ear heard

which'r ^1 Tfr^ "^'"
'^f

^''^'' "^ "^^"' the thLgsvvhich God hath prpi.ared for those that love HimIhis glowing description applies cspeciallv toheaven aoove. But by no means exclutivelv to itfor the apostle says that Cxod hath already re-vea ed them to us by His Spirit (i Cor. t 10)

Union and Communion ivith Christ and His People.

Bible readers know how very frequently in oneprm or another, union with Christ on the 'part of

He'Ts tfe'f'
^=^

:r^"^
°' "^ *^^ ^^^- Testament

th! H ? X "^' ^^"^y ^^"^ the branches. He isthe Head, tney are the members of the bodvTl^iey are new creatures ;;/ Christ Jesus. There is

Chris?"Sr'"R .*° them becau'se thev are
4'

of dorJ'- ^, S' f ^°™^f ^" souls, the '• hope

he that iivM K f''rl^'''T^
*'^^^ ^t was not really

dwell aAvv 11 ^^'f *
V^^

'^^'"^ "^ hi"^- ChristdvvclL and walks in the Christian as in a temple
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Of the one who keeps his word Christ says :
" We

will come unto him, and make our abode with him."
" If any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is

none of his."

This union of Christ will subsist in a still closer

and more perfect form above. Our Lord prayed

that all who beUeved in Him might come at length

to be one with Himself and with the Father, even

as He was already one with the Father ;
" that they

also may be one in us." (John xvii., 21). Christ's

people in their present imperfect union are growing

up into Him Who is the Head. The present

growth into union will be consummated in glory

above, or even at the great marriage supper on the

threshold of glorv- Christ's people are now be-

trothed to Him ; and even betrothal is a degree of

marriage, for marriage is constituted by mutual

consent. They are Christ's friends, and not merely

His servants \ and, in Bible signification, a friend

is as one's own soul. Christ is, indeed, so close

to every soul that he who sins against Him wrongs

his own soul. (Prov. viii., 36). Christ is the Ufe

of the soul, and he who does not choose Christ

is said to love death. The moth will eat up those

who are against Christ, (Is. 1., 9), and the moth

originates in the garment itself. The consuming

fire will originate in the souls of the rejectors.

Tt was prophesied that in the new dispensation

saints should have the name Baali (my Master)

tako.i out of their mouths, that is, out of the

spirit of their service, and that they should no more

serve in that spirit ; they should call Christ Ishi

(my Husband) ; for they would be married to Him.

(Hos. ii., 16-20). As a young man marries a virgin,

and rejoices over her, so Christ, it is said, would

rejoice over His bride. He gave Himself for His

i : i
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Tnd ulhrl'f ,

"' "^'^'^^ ''^'^ them with water

churci*' nnl^
P''''"* '^'"^ t° «^"^^^Jf ^ glorious

thL ' Th T^ '?°*' «" ^^'""k'^' or any such

t,w!' ' '''^'^V"g '^ •" process he,-e
; it is some.

J] I
;;^P^esented as a refining process and is

^ZiToltt ''^^•^'"'^^ HiLSf" Alarm."
ca;Hprf

^vashmg, rehning process will becarried on m heaven above, any more than fh!

t mofe'i? ^fTT'^ temple Were'^d^e'edne" thetemple itself but m the quarries. But thenthe dressed stones could be Ln even in the quar-'nes. :,o also if souls are being dressed in heavenbelow, their dressing will have In effecfhere in Thesame way as it will have above. Th s dressinV inthe proportion in which they will acquire it w
rbo?e'""Th'T

'"^ "\*° thelxpe'iS of heav
"

abo^ e. The true people have Christ here and Vh^.rhave one another here, and the dressed state vviH

arrived 'nTb.floT'R^^ ^^''' ^^^" ^^-'
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.

of the heaven above are there, yea, even that very

heaven itself is in that soul. It has even more

than earnests, more than foretastes of the niherit-

ance above ; it possesses in a measure the very

inheritance itself.
^ , , , .

Christ is the Lamp of the final heaven ;
but

He also shines in the souls of all His followers here.

He manifests Himself to them now. He is here

the very Bread and the Water of life. His people

eat and drink Him here. Here He gives unto them

that water which will be in them a well of ater

springing up into everlasting Ufe ;
that is t*. say,

the same water as they receive here will be the

water which thev will drink above. Christ says

that he who drinketh this water here shall never

thirst • and no more could be said of those who

drink the same water above. He shall there lead

His people to living fountains of water ;
but this

water can be no other than the water He speaks

of as being given to His followers here below. The

river of the water of life issues from the throne of

God and of the Lamb, and it courses through the

Holy Citv here, that is, through the souls of the

true people ; for these, with their Divine Head

constitute the Holy City. The ancient Psalmist

spoke of the river which gladdens the city of God.

So also Ezekiel had a vision of a river issuing from

the threshold of the temple, and making fertile

the land round about. The good man has his roots

spread out beside this river, and is kept ever green

and fruit-bearing. On either side of the river there

grows the tree of life, which yields its fruit every

month and the leaves of the tree are for the heahng

of the nations. These Scripture statements apply

equallv to heaven here and heaven above.

Springing from union with Christ, there is also

111
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Oft::^S^^J'^ T^^y are al, .embers
This oneness on thpt^!^.^'^'"^"^^^'^^

of His body,
of First CorTntWas^'1'1 *'^^*^1 "^ the Twelfth
Ephesians. This o ''

^i J"

"

^^^'^^ °^
organic union above. ^' anticipates tlie great

.

Springing also out of union with n • . .u
IS communion with the F^ i

9'"^*' ^^^'^
Spirit, and commu on also ,/i ;^^ ^^^^
themse ves St T..h.. x

fmong CJirist's people
this fellmv^hip oi c^ r*' ^'' ^''' ^P^^*'^ so tha?
more largely^' This cZr^"""'

"'•'^^^^ ^^ ^"Joved
being acconipan ed v^^n^r'^ '' '?°^*^" «f" ^s
and with rest and Jfh '^'"^ ^nd great joy
understanding.' Wl^lfsLT.h1"^'! ^^''^'^ ^li

home, then the great m.rnl ^" ^" ^^ve gone
mence. But eve^ nol^^f/ere fs' i'ov'l^';

^^^" '«"^-

even one sinner thai rlZ ? ^^ "^ heaven over
below. There" pv inThl Fath"- 't^"^"

'^^'^

among the members of thpt
^^ther s heart, and

the prodigal rerurn
^ °-.

\\\ TeJ^T^^'f^ "'^^"
be merry, for this, my .ofZ.% f "^'J'^^''

^nd
again

; and was lost and" k? ?m ^^^ is alive
feast of fat thinJTnadt . "'i"^"

^^^^re is a
lees well refined^ a" xxv^T)

°'" ''"'" °" '^^

man hear mv voirp an. .! "S"'^- If any
in un,o him and wm suT wi/h r'~'' ' ""' ™">^
me," ^"P ""n '"m, and ho with

peo°p"le""'' FmS.''""^' "'" »« to each of His
But He gives h" mr,'"'°

"''' '°-^ °< "-v Lo
"'•

things haVl s"po?e
'

,Uo>',^7/-7
^'^° ^' " ^^-e

remain ,„ ,,ou, and U^.t'^^'i^l^^'g'^

I I
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Christ intended that the joy of His people should

be full even in the present life ; and if it be so, then

surely heaven above is not only in kind here,

but in degree also ; as the dying saint said

:

"I question if I could have more joy even if I

were in heaven itself." Believers who die are said

to enter into the rest prepared for them by God,

called both His rest and theirs. But to the weary

and heavy-laden even here who come to Him,

and who take His yoke upon them, Christ gives

rest. His own rest, for they learn it of Him. His

rest. His joy. His peace. His fellowship, union

with Him, communion, light, bread, water, being

change 1 into His image ; what more can saints

enjoy in heaven above, except that in the final

heaven there will be a greater degree of these

blessings !

Heaven's Love.

Union and fellowship of the genuine kind cannot

exist except in the atmosphere of love. Love

is the bond of union, and the bond of perfectness.

Christ reveals Himself here ; and in self-revelation

there is love. Love both reveals and gives self to

its object. Christ loved the Church and gave

Himself for it. He loved the Father, and gave

Himself to Him in perfect love and trust, so that

He might make Himself a meeting-place for the

Father and the true people. But this love on the

side both of Christ and His people is so special a

feature of both heaven above and heaven here,

that the next two chapters will be devoted to this

theme and its concomitants. We therefore need

not dwell thereon at the present stage.

\f^^
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Service and Reward.

We read that Christ's servants shall serve Him
Him h ""F'^ ^^^'^\ ^"^ ^'^ ''^'•^ants serveHim here also. The love of Christ to them isnowerful oyer their hearts here, and constrains
:

11 here to live not unto themselves but unto
^-in. 1 he necessity of service is set forth in manv
P aces ni the New Testament, and among other

Sounds" Th?rf ""'

*'S
*?^^"^^' - "^"-' oltZpounds. The final reward for faithful service isrepresented as an increase of that very thing whichthe service itself increased. There is lov^e, jiy

of th!: M^ r^'' communicated. These are someof the Master's goods, and not a few forget thatthey are given to be traded with. They desi?ethe sweetness and assurance of them but shTrk

mpo'L ^Th
^"*-^-^-h the possession of them

oT^fW.
^^^>;?^«"ld sit still, and merely drink

as a man I'^f^' '^'T ^°' '^''' °^" delectation,

fLf u u^ '" ^ t^''^^" ^"d drinks. Many losetheir gifts, however, through lack of proper use.
But when the gifts are used, they are increased •

t'Sr'tT are increased. Llowsh^wthtne Master and with one another are increasedfor there is capacity for this fellowship increased

se^rvTnt Ind"'"?h"^^,
"" *^^ P^^* °^ ?h"faTthfu1

reckon n.^K-'^M^^ ^'* '^^y' the great day ofreckoning, to him that hath shall be given, and heshall have abundance of those very things which
hpin

^'^t obtained from the Master, an^d which

i^n nZ^T"^
^''' ^"^^^ hy faithful use.

' Expressed

ul servaitTl??.'
^^^^^undance which the^Sth

fllrpfi,
^^""^ ^'"^e" him will be, as we havealready seen, entrance into the Master's iov felloXship, love, rest, and glory. There is thisVep'^esenS
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a continuous growth of heaven below into heaven

above ; the latter shall only be an increase of the

former.

ightec v\\\. areThe cities which th

told be appointed to rule over, Luke xix., 17-19;.

will 'be cities which will have a government of the

very same kind as is exercised here below by the

faithful- for the qualification to rule is obtained

by their knowledge gained, and by their practice

here below. Holiness, justice, goodness, and truth,

are moulding their hearts here, and are not

held by them merely as a formal creed. Ihey

are here tried and proved, and being found faith-

ful, they receive what becomes eternally their own

property of spirit. (Luke xvi., 10-12).

Service here, to be acceptable, must proceed

from love (i Cor. xiii.). and service increases love.

Express love in word and deed, and you increase

it! Thus it is that heaven is wrought into the soul

even now, as one works a melody into his ear and

soul by continuous practice in singing or playing it

until it is securely lodged within. The rules for

heavenly singin^ are presented in the gospel. The

potentiaHtv, at least, for the music is bestowed

as nature's gift. The actual music begins to be

heard at regeneration, and then also the voice

comes :
" Son, go work to-day in my vineyard.

At last to the faithful servant who has learned to

perform his part in the concert here below there

will be said :
" Come, enter, take possession ;

thou

hast exercised a loving spirit below ;
enter now

into the full enjoyment of that same love
;
thou

hast been practicing heaven's music below ;
come

now, join the choir above."

I
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^.

If worn here, it also fu'uZTstt'lT " ^'''
'
^"^

wJuch IS had here of a h .-, tn?
^^^'"^ '^ nothing

not function here If i'^' 'l^^"'"^ "'^''^h doe!
that it is incr 4Ied t •; Tu'^'^.i

'^>' f"nctionnf|
to be what it is. And f the . Vr '

'' '' ''^^''^ed
put to use here, thi use v^n

1''"^'"^ ^^'""^^"t '^
same kind as it^ use at h^n

^^'"ewhat of the
Lamb. It fits ^or Lt.sT.nT'''^P'' ^^ ^^^
there.

Iello\\^hlp liere as well as

Jt also functions here and dn
°'^ ^' ^^^ here

to what it will do vU! i°^' '« similarly
^Behold the B idegroom V^^

''^ '' ^^^^d^
H^m." The oil i TeeSlr ?,°"* ^^ "^^^t
"igs with the Bridegroom as wIl'^T

^°'" "^^^t-
fina] meeting Man, T' f ^^ ^or the great
species of flaL, bu harnn''"';^. P^°P^^ ^^^e a
sou s,-none that wll stand in th

^°^^'" '" ^'^-"^^

Bridegroom Thpv 7^^ ? "'*^ presence of the
of thiir Christl%'\t."s:u^ thorough work
or too thorny; and the fact i^ 'n T^'f

^°° ^tony
of them through those VTT^^"^ ^^^"^ "^any
in vvhich they engage n fr'^'-f''"'S exercises
expedients which afe^fn.H l^^^'^^'-ch-meeting J
-gs meantime mst:"do7ttr:at^"^>' " ^^« ''<^1-

,, ^''-'ndusions.
Uhen one rcflecis on th
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below, one need not remain in mnch doubt as to

whetli- or not he himself is an entire stranger to

them. If heaven below go on im])roving one's

disposition ; if it give life and light everlasting ; if it

give spiritnal vision of Jesns Hims'.lf, Jesus lieing

to the soul inside this heaven, Bread, Water,

Peace, Rest, and Joy. If the Lamp which illu-

mines heaven be shining in the soul that is inside,

so that the very " substance " of heaven is in that

soul, it not being merely the soul itself that lives,

but Christ hat liveth in it • if there be union and
communion with Christ <. 1 I's people, along with

the day star shining wiiimi, an entrance having

been ministered abundantly into that kingdom
which is everlasting ; and if there be a rejoicing

with joy unspeakable and saturated with the glory

of heaven above, how can there be room for us to

doubt as to whether or not we are ourselves ])er-

sonally acquainted with heaven here below ?

If one be not in heaven here, let it be remembered
that there is only one other kingdom in which one

can be. The object of the Prince of tlie kingdom
of light is to save souls by making them like liini-

self. The object of the prince of the kingdom of

darktiess is to destroy souls by making them like

himself. In the kingdom of darkness the main

means for accomplishing the end in view are two,

namely, first, operating by darkness, deceit, or

delusion, so that the soul may be made, if possible,

to imagine it is safe, or safe enough meantime
;

and, secondly, its capabilities for coming to see

and be a partaker of heavenly things here below are

gradually atrophied and destroved. so that the soul

will not care as to what state it may now be in. Our
Lord aid that the prince of darkness was a Uar
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beginning, anrth''i'„t^',^X^-;,2:.'«'' '" '"^
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Chapter III.

HEAVEN'S LOVE ON EARTH.

God loves more earnestly than man can do ; for it is His

essence, and He never changes.—5toci.

And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and

though I give my body to be burned, and have not charity,

it profiteth me nothing.

—

Paul.

The Bible represents Perfect Love as the Soul's

Perfection and Chief End.

We may take love as the representative of all

the main heavenly experiences in the soul. These

e.xperiences may be said to consist in life, light,

love itself, union, communion, and joy, or happi-

ness. Wherever true love is present in the soul, all

these other elements are also present. Love com-

bines all these elements as the white hght combines

all the colours. We may, therefore, treat of love

to God and our neighbour as summing up all the

experiences of heaven in the soul. Perfect love is

perfect heaven.

Christ's mission may be said to have consisted

in the preparation of the means for bringing souls

to the condition of perfect love. The Sinaitic

law said : Love perfectly. It is here implied that

if one love perfectly, he is himself perfect. So St.

Paul also says, that he who loves perfectly is a

f '!
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be perfect, or reach perfect on AJ I'
'^ ^^^^'

one covenant no h4is^llZ'- hnt
"^'"^.^^ ^^^

the gospeJ-covenant^eVls pVotlnf^^

man dv m^>ans of wh.vi, ul.
P™^'iaea tor fallen

attain ^ to perfectLn Bu?V('
'^ ^^¥"^' ^^ ^^"gth

each coveranUs nonp -^i^ *^!''
Perfection under

perfect W^^^^Sfc ?^ st^^?1^r^
.'uTern^t-^^^^^^
perfect Io^'e by mean 1,f ?hp ^°'P'^^ '''' ''''^^

gospel contains f^reach^L^fP'^'T^^." '''^'^^ the
is, that whethe S hfin'^'Y^'

but the point
law-love is the end ^^^^ ""'' *^« Sinaitic

.

?^^e entire teachini? of the Bi^ln k„+i ^•
indirect, and ah its exhoVfpf,,; '

°*^' '^^''^^-t and
itnal matters, may be su^*^^^^^

'^^"^'^ to spir-

have reference to ih/? "pm saying that they
human beings The ultT^'.^r*'"" ^^ ^'^'' ^"^°4
dential dealings xwfh Hil^ .""'T

"^ ^'°^^'^ P^vi
and internal f^r^v deSe?Ts^ b

?'^ ^'^'^''"-l

perfectin,:^ of love TW. J
'

f
Production and

threatenings, inrtruc"; n^ a Lrts'^of'^
^""•^^^>

tours 01 church-counsels ^Tvch'ffi
missionary

tions for work etc of wh,- i
^

^ ^""^'^^^' Pi"epara-
Faith and hope exis? fo^tb'

'"' T^ "^ ^^^ Bible,
tecting of love Puritv nf

P^^^^^^tion and per-
God, and to sc'ealso the\oul om'"''^'^^ "^ *«^ee
feeing we love. Po'4?J^°l"'^P^^^^^
humility, and all the p^IL 'P'"*' meekness,
qualify the soul for its f;ercrse

^''^''' ^°^ ^«^-^' °^

lai
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The more direct teaching of Scripture about Love,

We read in Mat. xxii. 35-40, and in Mark xii.

28-34, about Jesus being questioned as to which

was the first and great comman 'nient of the law.

Jesus replied in substance that it was the com-

mandment which enjoined perfect love to God
;

and the second, He said, was like unto the^ first,

namely, love to one's neighbour as to one's self.

On these two commandments, says our Lord, hang

all the law and the p.ophets. This signifies that

all the teaching, types, shadows, symbols, religious

days, civil politv, ceremonial, sacrifices, etc., of the

law under the old di'-pensation existed for the sole

purpose of preparing people to love. The prepara-

tion went on from age to age, and reached a great

culmination when Jesus Christ came to the earth

to open up the way for the Father's love to go forth,

not, however, to create that love,—and to be Himself

the'embodiment of love, and to prepare and teach

men to love. The entire teaching of the prophets,

Jesus implies, had also for its object the preparation

for love. Jesus came not. He Himself expressly

says, to abolish the old commandment of love,

but rather to restate, broaden, clarify, and empha-

sise it. In the first volume of the present series,the

cause is set forth at length as to why God could not

approach so near the people of the old dispensation

with personal revelations of His love, as He can

do under the new dispensation. This cause cannot

be entered on here.

Very much was taught under shadow, type, and

ceremonial, during the old-dispensation period.

But the reUgious soul is evermore apt to come

to adhere to the " means " as if they were the ends.

This tendency culminated in ancient Israel in that

K
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lii

this law is7erfetrtr;"''1 !',?""" ""' «*""

means this hwX come'°,^ 'h""" .^>'
*'^'"«'«'-

be placed perfectfy her" ere et™ 'S " "T'perfect. Of course H^ u ^}^^'^^^ "le can be

"P the way anSproWde ^''^^
'^"^f *° «P^"

this law perfec?lv wiHi n n T^J ^^'' P^^^'"g
al] His people m4T be at len^k^'''^ ^'t^^ '^^^

y H iiiigni De at length one with Himself
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and the Father, and this oneness implies perfect

love He expresses this Himself, and He also

savs that the end of His declaration of the Father s

attributes was that the love wherewith the Father

loved Him might also be in His people, and He in

them. (Jo. xvii).
<« r. ^

In Rom. xiii. 8-10, the apostle says : Ovve

no man anything but to love one another, for he

that loveth another hath fulfilled the law. For

this Thou Shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt

not kill, Thou shalt not steal. Thou shalt not bear

false witness, Tho'^ shalt not covet ;
and if there

be any other commandment, it is briefly compre-

hended in this saying, namely. Thou shalt love

thv neighbour as thyself. Love worketh no ill to

his neighbour : therefore love is the fulfilling of the

law
"

St Paul says to Timothy that the end of the

commandment is love, (i Tim. i., 5). ^^This means

that the ultimate object to be fulfilled bv all

the divine commandments is the production of love.

When perfect love is produced, the end of the divine

command is fulfilled. So also in Gal. v. 14, the

same apostle says that " all the law is fulfilled in

one word, even in this : Thou shalt love thy neigh-

bour as thyself." St. James calls the law which

commands love to one's neighbour the royal

law " as the rule : deal one with another as you

would have another deal with you, is called " the

golden rule." • ^ 1.

In the Bible teaching whicn we have just been

noticing the perfectior of love is regarded as the

perfection of the soul, and as the perfection of

eternal hfe in the soul. But if the Bible thus

teaches that perfection of soul means practically

perfection of love, we might anticipate that there
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would be in the sacred volume a large body of
teaching and direct exhortation about the exercise
of love, without its being always added that perfect
love is the soul's perfection

; and this is precisely
what we do find.

A peculiar feature connected with the Bible
representations about love is the prominent place
which IS given to love to man, to one's neighbour
to the brethren, the household of God, and even to
one^s enemies. It would almost seem that love
to God, or to Christ, is elicited for the sake of pre-
paring the heart to lo\-e one's fellow-men. No
doubt love to God, or to Christ, is the first and chief
love. This love opens the heart to love men
But love to men seems to be made most of in theNew Testament as far as extensiveness of reference
is concerned.
Man absolutely requires his equals for his perfec-

tion God will be evermore infinitely above himAnd man s relation to his equals must be that of
the most intimate union and communion if the
relation is to be perfect ; and this relation'cannot
exist without love. If the relation is to be perfect
the love also must be perfect. We are apt if
religious to chide ourselves for coldness towa'rds
^06, or Christ, and well may we do so

; but we arenot so apt to do the same thing when we feel cold
towards_our fellow-men, and especially towards
the brethren. But the fact is that, as far as self-
examination IS concerned, love to one's brethren
a^ords a better test of one's religious state thanone s supposed love to God. None emphasises this
fact more than the apostle John. St John saysin substance, that if one speaks, thinks, i feels^s
If he loved God

; and if at tlie same tin^e he hatesor does not love, his brother, that one is a liar;

J
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;?

deceived, in darkness even until now, no matter

how long he may have been making a profession

;

for if one love not his brother whom he hath seen,

how can he love God Whom he hath not seen ?

The Divine command, he says, is that the one who
loves God love his brother also.

The I otable passage in Mat. xxv. is well known,

where we read of love to Christ's brethren being

the final test for admission into heaven above.

Christ assumes His brethren to be on the same

plane as Himself with respect to love ; love to them

being the testing principle. All souls will be in or-

ganic union in heaven above, and love is the bond

of union ; it is the silken enswaithment of the soul

necessary for such close relationship. Here the

physical body affords protection, so far, for the

pearls of one's soul. But in heaven above all will

be transparent, and, therefore, the love there must

be perfect. The perfect organism above will be

the perfection of humanity ; therefore, no wonder

if love to the brethren be so much inculcated in the

Bible. The best preparation here for heaven above

is the acting of the same organism here as will

live and act in heaven, and living and acting here

in the same wav, and with the same inspiring spirit

as will obtain "in heaven above. To regard and

live as if God, or Christ, were a mere Master, issuing

commands which must be obeyed because He
is supreme, and in order to one's " getting off

"

at last, or getting the reward of obtaining an

entrance mto heaven, is a conception which be-

tokens a slavish and selfish spirit, and is an entirely

inadequate view of man's ultimate goal.

In the Thirteenth of First Corii ns we have

love set forth in sharp contrast v" even the gifts

of the Spirit imparted for the edification of the

c
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church. Among the " gifts " are included apostle-
ship, the prophetic gift, the teaching gift, the gift
of miracles, speaking with tongues, healings, helps,
governments, diversities of tongues, interpreting,
etc. The apostle desires that the Corinthians
covet earnestly the be>t of these gifts. But they
might have these in great brilliancy, and yet be
mere children in real spiritual attainments, that is,

in true personal preparation for the great organic
union above. And, as a matter of fact, the Corin-
thians who possessed these gifts manifested that
they were merely children in this respect, walking
as " unrenewed " men walk, and needing to be fed
with milk. And how did the apostle make this out ?

Simply by means of the strifes and divisions among
them. These strifes, heartburnings and vanities,
were begotten of the flesh still rank in them, and
shewed that they were still far from being fit for
the organic union of love m heaven above, notwith-
standing that the Spirit made use of them for cer-
tain ends. The Spirit can use even a Balaam for
His ends, and can speak even by an ass, and the ass
remain an ass still, and the Balaam whom He uses
may still love the reward of unrighteousness.
Though I were able to speak with all the

eloquence of a Demosthenes, or even of an arch-
angel, had all the spiritual knowledge of Paul
himself, or of all the apostles combined, had all
miracle-working faith, and yet had not love, 1
should be simply nothing as far as fitness for
heaven above is concerned. And though I bestow
all my goods to feed the poor, and though I give
my body to be burned, all of which is possible
through ostentation or vanity, I would still be
nothing without love.

Now observe in the description of love which
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follows how much of this love refers to its exercise

towards man :

—

. , , „u
" Love suffereth long and is kmd ;

love envieth

not ; love vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up
;

doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her

own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no evil

;

reioiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth,

beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all

things, endureth all things. Love never faileth.

Here by far the greater part of the reference is to

love to man. Love has faith and hope in it, and it

will never end. The perpetuity of love refers, no

doubt, to that love to man which the apostle had

so largely in his mind. It is true we know God

here only in part compared with our final know-

ledge of' Him. But the same is also true of our

knowledge of our fellow-men. Finally we shall know

even as we shall be known ; we shall then know both

God and man more intimately, and by the direct

kind of knowledge by which God knows us now

But he that loveth here also knoweth here. Perfect

knowledge implies perfect love. We could not

be admitted to perfect knowledge, or vision, with-

out perfect love, for sight of spirit imbibes spirit

;

and where there is this latter there must be response

ot a proper kind, or else there would be a trampling

on pearls.

There is some evidence to show that the apostle

drew a shar}) distinction between his own gifts

as an apostle, and his graces as a personal Christian.

Though he was an apostle, yet he had to strive for

the crown in a lawful manner, as he expressed it,

just as other Christians have to do ;
and there is

some ground to believe that the apostle feared he

might not be able to distinguish in himself the fervor

which came upon him as a gift for his apostleship,

11
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I

and the fervor of real spirituality of mind and
love. He feared lest whilst he preached the gospel

to others, he himself should eventually prove a cast-

away ; therefore he kept his body under, and he
had undergone the loss of all things that he might
personallv win and know (Christ, and be found in

Him. (Phil, iii.)

The church in Ephesus had great knowledge,
and tried those who said tliey were apostles, H'ld

were not, and had foimd them liars. She
laboured in Christian work up to the very fainting-

point
;

yet she had not actualh, linted, but had
patience, and, for the sake of tl great Name, had
endured and gone on in her woi . But nothing of
all this could be accepted as a substitute for the
warmth of her first love. From this v.-armth she
had declined, and so serious was the delinquency
regarded by her Lord, that she was told that unless

she was zealous, and considered her former state,

whence she had fallen, and unless she repented
^.nd did the first works, her Lord would come upon
:.er in an hour wlien she did not expect him, and
would remove her means of light, and break up her
church-state. It was absolutely necessary that
she should abide in her Lord's love in order to bear
true fruit. If she should lose irrevocably her
warmth of love to her Lord and to His people, she
would be cast forth as a branch and withered.
(Re\'. ii.; John xv.)

The same was true of the Laodicean church,
which had become lukewarm, and neither cold nor
hot. She had been entirely misjudging her state.

She imagined she was rich spiritually and increased
with goods, as was true of her members teraporally.
But her fulness of bread had played havoc with her
heart and her judgment, as was the case with
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Sodom of old. Her Lord was placed outside her

heart, and she knew it not. (Rev. ui )
Ihe

extreme in this line is reached by those of whom

our Lord speaks when He says that the time would

come when he that puts His people out of their

churches, and will kill them, will think that he

doeth God service.
. ,, ,. ^i i ^

When St. Paul had been in Lphesus the love

of the Christians there had been very warm,

(Acts XX. 36-38), and in his epistle to this church,

he says that he had pra>ed that they might be

strengthened by the Spirit in the inner man,m order

to come to know experimentally the wonderful

love of Christ, though it actually passes knowledge.

In this manner the Ephesian Christians would,

as the apostle expresses it, be filled with all the

fulness of God. (Eph. iii.)
, ,, t, , .

These, then, are some of the New Testament

teachings and exhortations about love, and in the^

all there is implied the fact that perfect love is the

goal of soul-evolution. Especially is this implied

in the teaching in the latter part of Mat. xxv.,

where we are informed that love will be the pass-

port into heaven above. The reason of love being

the passport will not be that those who oyed

were so good as to do what they were told, and that

now thev are to get their wages ;
thi reason is

that love will be absolutelv necessary to be in exer-

cise above as the bond of the great orgamc union

there. . p
The same truths are prominent also in i L-or.

xiii where love is so much magnified beyond all

things else in Christianity; all other thmgs existing

only for the sake of producing and fostering love.

Thev, therefore, sadly mistake the me.anmg and

spirit of the gospel of Jesus Christ, who imagine

! 11'
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wlien riJi -ioctrines and forms of worship are

successfully toughi about, and made to prevail,

that the main olject of the gospel in the present

life is fulfilled Doctrines, creeds, confessions of

faith, forms ot worship, ttu, which are no direc-

tions nor helps to the production or fostering of

love, are not of much utilitv. All ol the that tre

really good are translatabl* into love, eittn-r direct-

ly or indirectly. The doctrine of the cross is

translatable into love, for the cross opened the

way for lo\e, gives an example of the exercise

and self-denial of love, and is the prcfcuring means
of the Spirit of love.
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Chapter IV.

HEaVLNS love OiN EARTH ((

Uve IS . meek and blessed mfluer .e. '

x^..re, unawares upon the heart t cumes

out vx. itement. it has no terrors, no g m

It does no- rouse up the passions .
i

hai.ds (4 it Author, glowing from the

the great ' \t.—Ruskin.

Love as Affe(

ONTIM

>, If

n-i diati

in, as n

.md with
'loaches,

rom the

sence of

,re thain ae phase,

al love. Loveirue love of every kin' Ha

a id this IS also the case u
,

: an affection is, perhap •

1
-e ^ love that

V- best knowti, and most luently tl^ought of

lonathan Edu-^rds says that ' Irue rehgion, ma
ireat nu-asure, consists in the a^f-'^-'^'.

^^^^^^^^

devotes a chapter m hi. Religious \ftections

to the proof of this. ,

The affection of lov a times reaches a iorm

of ravishment, but it a, ^ > not usual v conunue m

Is high tide. Yet the affection oi^nr^U^\o^^

ought not to be permitted t.. subside. \\^ are

?rught this fact from the message to the church in

^^Hffe^J^n J:f\ove cannot be satisfied with

anything short oi union and comniunion with its

obiect. It gives self, id it craves for the sdfthaX

it ioves. Rut affection mav ciavt. lor tni. Without

remaining in the same form of affection as it had
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at first. When food first comes into contact with

the palate, if the food be sweet the sweetness is

then felt. But when the food is eaten and assimi-

lated, the sweetness is gone, but the strength of it

is then experienced, and work can be done through
this strength. There is no strength from it when
the food is in the stage of mere sweetness.

A mother does not, perhaps, seem to love her
child so much as the passing stranger appears to do.

But let the child's life be in danger, and then see

who loves the child more. Crises, such as danger,
partings, meetings after long separations, mis-
understandings, etc., often reveal a strength of

love which had not been suspected as present at all.

Much of the psychine (or soul)* is in the "subliminal
region " of the inner man ; only a comparatively
small portion thereof comes up into the working
consciousness except in times of crises. The time
of emergency in war often brings out the real

leader. Crises often brings up an amount of love
from the subliminal, which had not been known in

a direct manner to have been there at all. The
approach of death often brings much of heaven
up from thi" subliminal of the Christian, and often
brings up foretastes of the antipodes of heaven
from the subliminal of the non-Christian. We
know not the full contents of our subliminals except
in crises. But one ought to be most careful to
have his subliminal stored with proper contents
that will get incubated there, and will rise up in
time of need.

But, as already said, that which takes strong
hold of the system is often not experienced in
a sentimental, ravishing, emotional, exciting form.
The love in wedlock grows stronger as life, with its

* vide Intrixluction p. V.
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c^ntmuf ii the same form as on
^^^-^-^^.^^Zl

not so exciting. The cause being that the love ha^

eov.e through the entire system. The shallow

ft earn is heard at a distance, because it /s shallow

fhe d^ep riv^r moves along in its channel quietly

l^ecause^it .. deep. Love in the -vishinent-stage

is often demonstrative, because it has not ^et

as"heir own bodies. But no man was ^er -en

hugging his.own body m ^'^ 'o™ to U nor makmg

demonstrat ens over it ;
and the cause is

h;'

Tov^ to it is deeply '"^'^'"'^'"'°^'\^^^J.^Z^.

'^^^^:^:x^'p^s|t S;

Lrf;ot so demonstrati^:e. ^Vi.en the prod.gal

returned there was feasting and '"''"y-"'^)'"^'

hut this would not continue m the «ime fom.

The man healed at the beautiful gate ot the temple,

InterTthe temple walking and leapmg,and prais-

ing God ; but, of course he wou d noc be in all

these exercises his whole life thereafter.

Lmie as Principle.

I ove in this form contemplates itself as a duty.

It seeks Joc^nider and yield all the claims of its

object It keeps itself from whatever would

P\
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weaken it. This keeping of itself is incumbent
on love where it is dutiful to give the love ; as, for
instance, when it is plighted. It is our duty to
seek to love our neighbour as ourselves ; and what-
ever habits are known, or may be known by careful
enquiry, to weaken this love, ought to be carefully
shunned. How many of us remember that when
we are doing what weakens our love to our neigh-
bour, or prevents it growing, we are denying our
neighbour his rights. People of the world are apt
to suppose that if they do their neighbour no posi-
tive wrong, their neighbour can say nothing against
them.

Love as principle considers well its outgoing,
and seeks to grow in knowledge of the proper
objects of love, and of its right outgoing towards
these objects. The phenomena of the outgoing of
love would indicate that when love of certain kinds
is given, there is a substance of some kind that goes
out from the system. This substance may be the
soul, or psyche, of the New Testament, which is

sonjetimes distinguished from the spirit in a man.
Because the term soul is commonly used to signify
the entire inner leligious man, let us provisionally
call the substance in question by the name psychine.
Let us, then, adopt meantime as an hvpothesis,—
as algebraists do with the letter .r,—that the psy-
chine exists, and that it can leave the body by con-
viction,—that is, without a conductor, as electricity
can leave a body. The third volume of the present
series is devoted to a discussion and exposition of
the doctrine, or hypothesis, of the psvchine. At
present the verification of this hypothesis cannot
be entered on.

The psychine, let us say, is the container of the
physical life, is the medmm between the body

mfm *m. .uw
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will be lost, bo bt. 1 aui pi > . ,
^j d scern-

Philippians may grow in
^^^^^^^^'X-^^^^ th^t are

slide, (i^^- ^^^'^
,

•'

-^f rod is the true channel

law of God bids ,^s
j°^^^',^l°"^irlove be mad-

where the law of God prohibits It love d

r^"ll'.htto b: n" sTrntbtUd' dtci^^^^^^^^^S aTfbrca';ab^ of be.ng ^vithdra..^^^^^^^^^

one meetmg with that
-^^^^^^

worketh death. One cannot lo
^^^

mon. If any man love the world the
^^^

the psychine is capable.
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Husband and wife are one in psychine, but not
necessarily one in spirit. If both are living Chris-
tians, they are also one spirit, and true and everlast-
ing members of one another. Love in the spirit takes
up into itself, and sanctifies, love in the psvchine.
On account of the common psychine-love between
them, St. Peter exhorts believing wives who have
unbelieving husbands, so to conduct themselves
as that the psychine-love shall issue in the spirit-
love, (i Peter iii., 1-7).

When a worthy .self is given in its love, the object
ought to respond with self. It can do this by pro-
per use of the means for so doing. Especially is
this the case with spiritual love. When spirit-
love, or even psychine-love, is given, if the object
be unworthy, there may be an absorption of spirit,
or psychine, and possibly a turning again and rend-
mg, as Delilah did with Samson, and as the Jews
did with Christ Rut the dav of fire will eventually
come which will restore all. " When true love that
ought to be responded to is rejected, there mav be
something absorbed that will kindle the fire within
some day. Especially is this true of the rejection
of Christ's love. There will be a consuming-fire
kindled sooner or later in the soul that rejects His
love. These things often happen in the case
even of man's unrequited love to his equal.
Christ revealed His love, and in it He revealed
Himself so far to the Jews. But they were un-
discernmg and irresponsive. They disliked the
qualities of hoUness and righteousness in this love.
But the sight of the love made them unconsciously
absorb Christ's Spirit. They in a manner saw His
pearls, and they trampled upon them, and turned
and rent Him. The Baptist was unable to bring
down all the mountains, or make all the crooked

TT
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ri^ Rnt the licht v.hicn the Jews saw and tne

VTe'ihrgsTh[ch'bSged to thoir peace beeame

aet covered over with >oU, ana ait
geicwvti

, These trees are ottcn dug up

Sennit t^*;, ..X. '°™;'.^^f.^^S

is effe'ctcd ;
it ^'T^'^^^^ Z iTic.

repentance, and that either in unit

^"^

Some hearts cannot be made to move out at all,
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- !

but are selfish and self-contained. The hearts of
some move out in so man> unworthy channels
that they have no hearts left to move out in suit-

able ways. Hearts can become fossilised, hypno-
tised, fanaticised, etc., either in their reserves or in

their outgoings. For instance, the miser's heart
is hypnotised by his shining coin. So hearts get
warm towards idols, or towards what has been
long before them. Many get warm towards religious
creeds, customs, traditions, etc. ; which they
have never examined and do not understand.
Some psycliines are somewhat like what the sea
would become were there no salt nor storms there.
The waters in tliat case would become putrid.
So some psychines have not, on account of being
possessed of temi)oral riches, been duly disciplined,
or been made to go out energetically in the duties
of life. They have managed to slmn trials, and are
not plagued as other psychines are. Therefore their
old scent remains in them, as was the case with
Moab of old, who, we are told, was not emptied
from vessel to vessel, but was settled on his lees.

Because they have not changes, says the Psalmist,
therefore they fear not God. Thus the hearts of
many remain in a manner stale in their affections

;

they care apparently little for either God or man.
God';, love is entirelv governed bv righteousness

in its outgoing. He gives or withholds His love as
He pleases. It is sovereign love. Unless its out-
goings were gox-erned bv righteousness, he would
love wrongly. He cannot with safety reveal His
love to consciences which remain dislocated. The
evil conscience shews the presence of the absorbent,
unreciprocating, trampling, rending elements with-
in. The conscience I take to be the soul's con-
sciousness of the truth that in God we hve, move,
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I

and have our being, and tha He ,s our God.

It echoes the sum of our moral relations to Cod

In the presence of the divine overtures of love and

mercy, If the soul remain irresponsive God cannot

reveal His love directly to that soul. Further

the soul that is awakened to know its own real

state in relation to God, demands a God that is

holy and righteous, as well as loving. But it

would have no God of this kind if it had only a

God that would let His love go forth all the same,

whether man kept His commands or broke them.

The awakened conscience demands an atonement

The conscience which is not thoroughly awakened

does not see the need of such a thing.

The atonement is not the cause ol the Father s

love to men ; but it permits of the outgoings of

that love in a direct manner through Christ. Christ

has obtained everything needful for His people.

But we have no space to enter here into the impor-

tant question of the atonement.

When our Lord says that he who loves father,

mother, sister, brother wife, children, or his own

life, better than he loves Christ Himself, is not

worthv of Him and cannot be His disciple He

does not implv that one should try to balance

his love of affection towards these various objects

against his love of affection for Christ. It is to

love as a principle that Christ here refers.-loye

as the suni of our normal relations to Himself^

If His commands enter into cmpetition with what

would seem to advance our worldly .interests,

preserve our phvsical lives, or be in ine with obedi-

ence to our friends, we ought always to obey

Christ's commands, and trust Him with all our

interests. It we have not this single eye we cannot

see whither He may be leading ;
we cannot hear

m
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His voice on account of the din of other .lings

in our ear ; and this is what is meant when it is

said that we would not then be worthy of Him
;

we would not, that is, be in a suitable seeing or
hearing state. Jacob is said to have loved Rachel
and hated Leah ; and God Himself is said to have
loved Jacob and hated Esau. The meaning is

not that there was hatred in these cases,—in our
sense of the term hatred,—but that there was a
preferfMice for one object over the other. So one
must in this sense hate his relatives, and even his
own life also, when these compete against Christ's
commands.

Love as a State.

A sympathetic man is not always sympathising,
nor is a loving mai. always experiencing the emo-
tion of love. A very loving father and husband
will leave his home daily for his duties, and will
ha\'e long spells in which he will not " thinking
at all of his wife or children. Yet li- is easily
m"ved to the affection of love towards them by
the sight of them, and especially by the appearance
of crises. So also a living Christian is net always
and equally in the conscious exercise of the love
of affection, or emotion, towards spiritual objects.
Often, indeed, he is colder than he ought to be.
Yet he is kept from falling away. He can be
reached by means that others will not choose to be
reached by. He will sooner or later be moved out
again from his chill into the warm currents.

Love as Character.

The character formed b\' love is formed when
much has been learned, acted out habitually in Ufe,
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and suffered, in order to inform and strengthen the

affection and principle of love. Often after acute

and prolonged suffering, properly borne, the love

of God comes to be shed abroad in the heart.

(Rom. v., i-s)- Therefore the apostles gloried in

tribulation. Thus love comes to be stablished,

strengthened, and settled. The full formation

of love as character takes considerable time ;
but

when once it is formed, it is not so fickle as is love-

ravishment too often seen to be. " Sow an act,

real) a habit ; sow a habit, reap a character ;
sow a

character, reap a destiny." The established char-

acter of love will be the passport to heaven above,

which is the destiny of loving souls.

Their are Varieties of Dispositions, Love,

Service in the Great Organic Union.

and

III the gieat organic union above, every soul

needful for the organism will at length be present.

The organism will not be complete until every soul

essential to it will be brought home. Those going

before will not be i)erfected until those coming after

will have arrived. ;Heb. xi., 40). The spirits of

iust men are said to be now made perfect ;
but this

means that these spirits have finished their course

on eartli. The organism of the physical body

would be incomx>lete were any part wanting.

Every o.,^an has some function to discharge

towards other i)arts of the body as well as towards

itself.

Every member of the organic union in heaven

above will also have some function to perform

towards the rest of the body there as well as to-

wards itself. Everv sheep in the Good Shepherd's

flock has a name which no other sheep can hear

M
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called out, nor even understand. There are many
things which will be spoken bv the great Head

which can be heard alike by all. But there are

some things which He speaks to the individual

which are special, and dependent for understanding

on the idiosyncracjes of the individual. The in-

dividual can take out of Christ what no other

can take,—something which is in Christ for that

individual alone.

But the individual can mediate something also

out of Ch-ist for other individuals, which these

other individuals cannot mediate directly for them-

selves. Others can thus see the infinite variety

that is in Christ through what they are given to

perceive in the individual. Christ reveals Himself

here through indi\'iduals ; and it is very probable

He will do the same in heaven above.

The one who overcomes is promised the new
name. ^Rev. iii., 12). This means that the one

who comes successfully through great tribulations,

and is purified in thsm, will hear his name called.

His manner of meeting the tribulations, when
thrown on his own resources as far as appearances

go, will cause him to know his own idiosyncracies

bett<T. He vvill look up and say : the Lord is my
God . and God will look upon him and see the

imagt of His Son in him according to the pecuHar

reflection which comes from that special soul.

And God shall say : it is one of Mine ; and He shall

sav this, as it were, within the very soul itself.

(Zech. xiii. 9 ; Mai. iii., 1-4 ; iv., 1-2).

Those who are purified through much tribulation,

and hear their names often, are not so apt to build

wood, hay, and stubbie into theii souls as are other

Christians who are not so much tried, or who
manage in some measure to shirk their trials.

J
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But the final dav of fire will burn up the abnormal

materials which" fires here had not cleansed away,

and then many souls that seemed of great propor-

tions here will be there comparatively shrunken

things. ;'i. Cor. iii., 12-15)-

Every soul has a certain definite path laid out

for it wherein to travel, so as to develo]> its own

peculiar features. God has appointed all its times,

and its bounds of habitation, so that it might in

these seek Him, find Him, serve Him, and prepare

to be with Him above. All this, however, is not

to be done in isolation, but in the organic union

which exists here below as well as above.

Now all these things betoken a great variety

of soul and disposition as existihg in the organic

union both here and hereafter. St. Paul treats

of the various members in the body, and he

does this possibly because he had heard some

Christians say that since certain others who pro-

fessed Christianity did not walk with ihem, nor

agree with them in all things, they could not be

Christians (i. Cor. xii.). There are various members,

says the apostle, but the same spirit pervades them

all. All members have not the same functions.

If all were an ear, where were the seeing ? If

all were a hand, where were the feet or the ability

to walk ? Between a bundle of hands, or feet,

there could be no union, although there might be

uniformity. Hands alone could not make up a

human body. What if the hands should strike

work until the feet should become like them ;
or

if the feet should say :
" We shall serve the trunk

but not the hands, and we will carry the hands

nowhere until they consent to become "feet like us."

Then the hands might say: "we will keep aloof

from the feet, and if anything goes wrong with the
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feet,—if a nail should get fixed in one of them,—
we will let the feet take care of themselves, since

they will not consent to become hands like us."

The feet seem, say the hands, to have a creed which

suits only tlumselves, and we can have nothing to

do with them imtil they abjure that creed and sign

ours.

And what if a community of bacV.elors should

be banded together in a vow that none of them

would ever marry until all women should become

men ? And wliat if a comnmnity of spinhters

should be similarly resolved that all men should

become women ere they would entertain thoughts

of accepting a proposal of marriage from any

of them ! What a mess would it make of

social life were these ideas becoming prevalent

!

No man ever made the acquaintance of her who
became his wife in the exact way that any otlier

man did a similar thing ; and no woman behaved

in these circumstances exactly as any other woman
ever behaved. But love can pervade all varieties

in these respects. Did a peculiarity of behaviour

indicate a deficiency in love, it would be a very

different thing from its merely indicating the

individual idiosyncracy. Of course, people ought

not to aim at peculiarities, nor make themselves

eccentric of set purpose, or else they may succeed

in making themselves merely ridiculous. People

ought to aim at conforming to what is common and
is right, and in seeking this aim there will be

abundance of room for the shining forth of in-

dividuality even unconsciously to the individual.

There is no face exactly like any other face,

although every human face is human. Neither is

any human soul like any other soul in all details,

although in general outlines all human souls are

ho:.
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alike. Every bird is not like every other bird,

either in nature, construction of body, plumage,

nest-building, habits, or song. No blade of grass

is exactly like any other ; there are different kinds

of animals, and c ven within the same species no
individual is exactly like any other. No human
voice is preciselv like any other. Some can sing

treble, some
variety here ..ikt.

variety, the n' . r

monotone. 1' • ^

same pitch, '^ -'^

I'.f)

.1

others bass, or alto. The
harmony ; were there no
be a dull and wearisome

I >ot sing every note on the

same length of time. W'e

have intervals, rests, rhythms, shakes, cresendoes,

diminuendoes, etc. Nature craves for, and sup-

pHes, variety ; and nature here, as in mucii else,

is a pattern of grace.

In heaven above there are many mansions. In

fact each individual will have a mansion there for

himself. This does not implv that there will be

isolation. The mansion will be simply the room,

or scopi', for the individuality. There will be a

lovinp and appreciative recognition of individuality.

T re ought to be so here below also. Everything

theie ought to be imitated, or rather produced,

here We ought to practic«> heaven here, its love,

and Its union, and its concert. A Luther can medi-

ate courage to a Melancthon here and perhaps

there ; and a Melancthon can mediate gentleness

to a Lutiier. A John can mediate love to a Peter,

and a Peter 'xtldness to a John.

No doubt the individuality may become the

cause of special errors. One may take uj) with

erroneous views owing to his individuality not being

properly treated. One might go about unwashed
and unkempt, and plead that whit is really filth

and slovenliness are his individuahty. There is

1]
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abundant scope within the gospel for the exercise

and cultivation of individuality, although there

should be agreement in regard to principal doc-

trines. One Christian is great in prayer, another

in Christian work, upbuilding, or evangelisation,

or in all. One signalises himself as a church

lawyer, and another as a scholar, and so on.

But every part of one's creed ought to stand

the test of the philosophical and bibilical principle

of love,"the love that shall never fail. What is

the worth of eyes and ears that do not mediate to

one from the outside world, nor put one in living

and direct contact with that world ? What would

be the use of having the most correct doctrines

about eyes and ears if we did not walk up to these

doctrines, and make our eyf^s actually see, and our

ears actually hear ? So thVre is no practical use in

having even a correct creed about love itself unless

we turn our creed into vital, i)alpitating love.

Much less will doctrines do us any good, but likely

be an occasion for strife, if they be such as that no

one can convert them into living flesh and blood.

But if one, either with or without doctrines, have

true love in exercise,—the love that shews itself

in deeds, involving often much self-denial, flesh-

crucifixion and toil, -then he has the true creed in

his instincts. It ought not, however, to be left

there. His credemia ought to be converted into

intcUigcnda.
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Chapter V.

EFFICIENr CAUSATION OF HEAVEN ON
EARTH.

Christ has boeii wieUling his delegated sovereignty for

men's salvation ; and He has wiilded it effei tually—0<i»»rf-

lith.

We are his workmanship. -Pou/.

Calvinists and Arminians.

We are now to b«;Riii an enquiry into the efficient

cause, or catises, of heaven's love on earth. Ciod

is the primary efficient cause, whilst man himself

has a secondary efficient causation in originating

and sustaining heaven's lo\'e in the soul.

Not a fe\.' ex|)erience some difficulty in coming

to any delinite conclusions as to the part of (lod

and the part of man himself, in the work of origi-

nating and sustaining heaven in the soul. Much

of the (hfficulty has been exhibited in philosophic

rea-^oning about what has been called the " freedom

of the human will." Many have experienced a

difficulty in taking the statements of Scripture

on the point in what seems to be their plain mean-

ing, and they hav(> either left the Scripture teach-

ing' on the subject out of reckoning or else ex-

plained away the seemingly plain nu-anrng of this

teachii\g. Differences of view on the point in

question divide Calvinists from Arminians, -Pres-

byterians from Methodists, -iti point of doctrine.

'

i-
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Very much confusion in regard to the subject

has arisen, and has been accentuated, through

misunderstanding of some of the terms used in

discussing the subject ; but this has not by any

means been the sole cause of the differences of

opinion which have manifested themselves.

By several Arminians it is thought that if

God' exerted anv special agency in a direct manner

on the soul, then the soul's own virtue, its responsi-

bility, its sense of responsibility, and the vigour of

its own efforts in its salvation would all be im-

perilled, if not destroyed. Moreover, it is thought

that did God exert any special, overt, efficient

agency in connection with some souls which He
does not exert in connection with all souls, there

would be an injustice done.

Of course this is philosophical reasoning, or what

assumes the garb of such, as distinct from profess-

ing to take direct Scripture teaching. There are

varieties of view on each side of this important

question.

But, as I have said, much confusion has been

introduced into discussions on the point through

the want of all parties having the same under-

standing of the chief terms employed in the dis-

cussion. This has been the case very specially

with respect to the ierms—will and freedom.

The Human Will.

The human will is simply a faculty, or capability

;

or, as some would call it, a function of the inner

man, the soul, or the mind. The late Professor

Max Miiller disdained the employment of the term

function in this connection, although the term is

preferrti by some modern scientists of repute.
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In any case, the will is simply the capability which

the inner man, or soul, possesses for resolving,

deciding, choosing, etc. When the soul has chosen

and is in course of carrying out its choice, it is said

to be in a willing state. The will is defined by

others to be the inner man's capability of volition.

This definition is the same in meaning as the other.

A few define the will so as to include m the defini-

tion the motives, wishes, and inchnations which

move to choice, or resolution. This definition is

apt to lead to confusion. Better adopt the former

one.

But even among those who adopt the former

definition, there is often confusion arising out of

treating, and speaking of, the will as if itself were

the mind, or soul, whereas it is only the soul s

rapability, or power, for resolving. To speak of

the will itself resolving, or choosing, will be scon

to be a different thing, as far as the words go from

speaking of the soul, or mind, choosing or resolving.

The power which the body has of walking, and the

body itself, are iwo different things. It is not the

power that walks, but the body througli the power.

Similarly it is not the will that resolves, but the

soul ; and the will is merely the name for the

capability the soul has in this respect.

Jonathan Edwards, in his famous treatise on

the Freedom of the Will, has no difficulty in corner-

ing up those, chiefly Arminians, who treat ot

resolutions of the m//" instead of rcr^olutions of the

soul or mind. He shews that if we speak of the

will itself resolving, there must be a power ot re-

solving in the will,—that is, there must be a will

within the will ; and for a similar reason there

must be another will within that second will, and

i
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SO on. The late Mr. \V. E. Gladstone, in his
" Studies Subsidiary to Butler's Works," supposes

that Jonathan Edwards is illogical in his reasoning

in this respect. Obviously, however, Mr. Glad-

stone was mistaken, as he was also with reference

to another point in Edwards' works, to be noticed

after a little. It may be evident to anyone who
takes sufficient time to think of the matter, that

one cannot but be wrong if he attribute to the will

itself what ought to be attributed to the soul or

mind. E\en Professor Julius .Miiller, in his great

work on Sin, whilst discussing the Freedom of the

Will, errs freiiuiMith' in this direction, although
he does not scciii, like some Arminians, lo be mis-

led much, if any, by tlie error.

When the will is viewtnl and treatcfl as if it were
itself something like a mind, then certain erroneous
things can be said of it with all the greater plausi-

bility. Sonu' .\rminians, for instance, speak of

the will being iminHuenccd, having a " liberty of

indiffereiue," an " cfiuilibrium,'" inclining neither

to good nor cv il, when the gosju-l c (im«'s befon' it
;

so the will ( ail thus, it is said, be responsible tor tiie

deci>i()n to which it comes. It it were inclined

either way it could not be made responsible.

Others treat of tlie will as gaining in strength and
t haracter once it has deci(l»-d and begim to prac-
tic", somewhat as on(^ learns by practice to play
with fai:ilit\ on a musical in>trument. There are
otht-rs again who maintain that alter excry act,

or decision, tin- will ha^ to return to its state of

balance between good and evil, being inclined per-
maneiitl\- t<t neither the one side nor the other. And
once more, I'm ic aic Arminians wlio suppose that
there are nitluc iict-s j»la\ing on the will from good
sources, and nitlueiu es from evil sotuces, and tliat
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these must be evenly balanced ere the will can be

either virtuous or responsible in its decisions.

Professor Julius MuUer has no difficulty in shew-

ing that all these positions are unscientific, un-

philosophical, and unscriptural. God could not

have bestowed such an even balance on the will

as that it would be decided neither for him nor

against him to begin with. He would not have

given such a freedom to the will as would be the

ground-work of its virtue, dignity, responsibility,

and its means of acceptance of the gospel-offer ni

true fashion, -a freedom which would also mean

that the will must be so far against the divine law

to begin with, as that it must not be in harmony

with Ciod'- <vill anv more than with evil.

(iod's will is set forth in the moral law, and into

])erfect harmonv with that will every soul which

will reach heaven abovo must at length be brought.

The gospel is a mean*^ for enabling man to reach this

conformity, so that he may at length love Cod with

all his heart, and love his neighbc^nr as hinu->elf.

This is the philosophical and biblical princi])le for

our testing of all principles in tliost- " means "

whereby man is to be brought to his final state.

The fact that man is far from this state in his un-

evangelised condition will be very apparent to*

any one who really understands what perfect love

implies. It is, therefore, impossible that the will,

or, to express it more correctly, the mind, or soul,

could at the outset be free with that freedom

which means a balanced state

evil. And were it poss

even ly-l)alanc({

or the other, for whatever i

good and

,ible for it to be in this

1 state, it couUl never decide one way
omes in to incline the

scale to dcscen

must destroy the balance
d either the one way or the other

Tlu' soul itself can never
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move without an adequate moving cause. Every
movement, or effect, must have an adt'Cjuate cause
to produce it. This is as true in rehgion as in

physics. Moreo\'er, no soul is ever in this evenly
balanced state. Of course, to say that a soul in

deciding for God must pass through an even
balance at some jioint in its passage from the one
side to the other is a mere quibble. To maintain
seriously that it must stay at this point for some
time in order to realise where it is, and in order to
be virtuous, responsible, free, and then go ahead,
is surely to trifle with a sacred subject.
The Scriptures assert that unregeneratc man is

spiritually dead, blind, at enmity against (iod and
His law, esteeming spiritual things as foolishness,
blinded and held captive by the god of this worldj
the " strong niati armed," who holds his own palace
and goods in his own sort of peace. Scripture also
asserts with equal e.xplicitness and emphasis that it

is (iod by His Sririt that raises the soul from this
spiritual deatli. tliat it is He who opens the eyes
to see spiritual things, shines into the heart, trans-
lates the soul out of darkness, death and the power
and kingdom of Satan into the ])owcr, kingdom, and
marvellous light of (,od Himself. The soul 'thus
ch-alt witli is Ijorti again, born of the Spirit, goes
through the washing of regeneration, and the re-
newing of the Holv (ihost, is raised from spiritual
death into life by the working of that same Al-
mighty p<.\ver whicl'. wrought ni Christ when He
was raised fnmi the dead. Eph. i., 18-20). \\V
are (, nil's wcdkmanship, not our own nieielw We
are cnuiU'ci in Christ Jesus unto good works, (.od
gives fiiith

; there is a power calkn! the law of
the s])nit ol life in Christ Jesus, which is sent to
operate in the soul, to free it from the iM.wer, or
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law, of sin and death. All the Christian graces

are 'represented as being the frnits of the Spirit

;

and so is everything the Christian does from be-

ginning to end said to be done in the Spirit. There

is love in the S])irit, rendering of praise and thanks-

giving in the Spirit, being stirred up by the Spirit,

hoping in the Spirit, rejoicing in the Spirit, etc. We
are taught of the Spirit to love one another. All

this implies far more than that the Spirit merely

presents the truth. He works in the soul to make

the truth effective there. There is an entire Chris-

tian armour provided by (iod wherewith to war

against the powers of darkness ;
and the idea

that the soul must be in a balance if it is to be

virtuous and responsible is certainly directly

opposed to all this express teaching of Scripture.

Man would be for ever lost unless dod wrought

mightily in him both the will and the deed, and

unless he obtained from Ciod the new heart.

But God's manner of working in the soul does

not destroy man's own efficiency in his salvation.

God works from behind the soul's consciousness ;

that is to say, the fact that God does work, or that

it is He that is working, does not appear to the soul

itself. It does not appear dircctlv in our conscious-

ness that it is in God that we live, move, and have

our being. It tloes not a])pear in the consciousness

of the mother that it is God who gives and sustains

her love to her child. The birds have it not m
their instincts that it is (iod that fecH^ tl.cm. God

bear on tiie soul, and, inter

tual
ocan luring motives t

alia, can take awav its in; apabilitv to se- spin

things. When it sees, thou it is ^tiri'd u{) U) strug-

gle for its salvation. Hut thi bring.^ ns to the

consideration (»f the (piestion of freedom in connec-

;

4

'

tion with the -onl's bt^ing willing.
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Man's Free Agency.

The term Freedom has been employed in a variety
of senses in this connection. A jjreat many have
employed the term to signify natural, chieCy ex-
ternal, fret'dom. F()r instance, a soul is not free

CO resolve that its body shall fly to the moon, be-
cause it knows this feat to be impossible ; so we
are not understood to chc )se, nor resolve on,
the impossible. Neither is a soul mulerstood to
be free to do even natural things if it be insane,
or if the body be i)aralysed. i^ut a{)art from such
conditions, the soul, or mind, some say, is free ;

or, as they oftener cxjiress it. the uill is free. It

is consciously free to do as it pleases.

P.ut tliere is a deeper and a wider senr-c than this
in which the term freedom is employed. i lit soul,
or less accurately, the will, i.iav feci free when it is

far from being in reaiit\- free. The feeling free,

and the hchii^ really free, are two verv dilterent
things. The soul can ha\-i' a will, or a [)ower of
willing as it pleases, and vet be reallv in bondage.
The drunkard boasts (jf hi^ freedom whilst ht is

reall\ a sla\-e. Iii> soul is in h tters ; vet lie has
a will

;
he can resolve as lie pleases, and feels (|uitc

free. I he fi^,ii!i^ frei is no guarantee w iiatsot", er
of the possession of real freedom.

Before wf ean s;i\- whether an\- act, ntov«'ment,
or eiK rgising, either in phv-ical, moral, or rel:,'i')us

matttrs is free, wc re-pure to know, to begii' with,
what the true aiuj, or ideal, is of the act, n)ovement,
or energisuig. Suppose a train to be making for a
certain de-lination. and movuig thereto on a cer-
tain line ot rails. The train is fri-e if nothing dis-
turb^ its movement in going in the direction of its

destination. Whatever hinders it, on the othtr
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hand, renders it so far utifnr. So wo require to

know the soul's real destination, and tlu: right con-

dition for it to be in, and to be enort,'ising m, ere

we can say what destroys or mars its treedom,

or makes the soul a slave! If it b- thr soul\ true

state to be in, and advancing in, the kiiigdom of

heaven here below, th^n whatever hind- rs tins,

whether externally or internally, if tiie Inndrance

be such that the soul can overcome, but does not

do so for lack of will, then the soul i> so tar a >lave
;

it is unfrc:.

Some descriiK' this latter kind ol unlreedom

as disahilitv instead »)f unfreedom. We might

almost describe it as the want of inrlmation, or,

as some would put it, the want of i^'illini;iics'i.

Hut th» disabilitv is too dttp. and h.is too gieat a

hold, for Its being ilescribed as the mere lack of

mc'ination. We often speak of the lack of inchna-

iion to-day in directions wlu-rein we may be in-

clined to move to-morrow. We may also speak

of not being inclined at j)resent, when a very little

per:^uasion would make us inclined. So if we would

describe this nnheedom as tlu- iavv want of ade-

(juate inclination, w.- might cntnelv mistake and

misjudge, and lead otlu's to mls]n(l,^e, the depth

of the seat of the untreedom.

This unfp'edom in tiie unregenerate has its

seat very deep in the -oul ; ><<, !)< it p.uiicularly

observed, it ma> appear in consciousness as an

innocent weakness which mav pass away upon a

stronger re^olution at any time. rims the untr.e-

dom is entirelv misjudged by every one under it.

It is certainlv not some mere disinclination of

a temporarv M)rt which can be made to pass away

by the kind ol H's<,hilion which manv think of.

It cannot pa>> away withnut a great struggle, an

' >
' I

^^•/
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agonising to enter in at the straight gate. There
must be a taking of heaven below by great force.
Violence of a ])ronoiniced kind must be exercised
for this end. The right hand, and the right eye,
if they hinder, must be parted with. All one has
must, if needful, be sold to buy the pearl of great
price. The soul must energise from iis basis,
and must, so to speak, draw its entire self along with
it ere its efforts to enter it at the straight gate are
successful. This will entail a revolution, a perfect
upheaval, within.

And, be it obserwd, all this is at the commence-
ment of tlie spiritual life

; how then can we ration-
ally suppose the soul to be in an even balance
to begm witli ? If it be so, where is it to obtain
the great energy which is requisite to enter in
immediately tiiat it sees its duty ? It must grow
with tremendous rapidity if it' is to satisfy tiiis

philosophy. Some ("alvinists think that .\rmin-
ians iissnmc a great deal of fervor, iiut the latter
require to put on \-ery much indeed if they are to
leap from the e\en balance into the full fervor that
wiil carr\- them in at the straight gate, or to go pcK
sdHmn e\eii from " common grace " into the lull
( hristiaii state. Furtht i, .Armiiiians recjuire to
keep u]) tins fervor, or iiatura'. '.eat, by assump-
tions and puttings on all the time afterwards, for
what is virtuous at the out.s. i must bo so . !l along.
And even after all, the Anniiiiaiis say they ina\-
fall away, that is, after having !.ad atasleof the
kingdtMn. After being in heaven they may go to
the other place. Of course they may if they thcm-
se! es are the sole, or the main authors of their
own energising

; and if no sinritual dynamic from
above is to hold them, they must then keep up
the fuss.
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The soul is free with the wider aiul inner freedom

in proportion as it reahses no hindrance, or barriers,

in the way of its advancement in the kingdom of

heaven here below. There is a com])arative free-

dom of this kind when the hindrances and impedi-

ments are not snffered to be effective in causing the

soul to relinquish its onward movement. Com-

plete freedom of this higher kind is not attained

until the final i)erfection is reached.

It is comparative freedom of this sort that our

Lord refers to when He says that if we continue

in His word we shall be His real disciples, shall

know the truth experimentally, and the truth shall

make us free. One gets by practice freedom in

playing on a musical instrument. So if we practice

living Christ's wortl, and in the surrendered ])osi-

tion, we shall by and b\' hear the heavenly music.

We shall attain to freedom in walking in the true

way. This \\ill be Christ's principles making us

free, or the Son Himself making us free, which is

the same thing. Then we shall be free indeed.

(John viii., Ji-Jb). St. James also speaks of the

perfect law of liberty, or the perfect law, wliii h is

liberty, or freedom-gi\mg, when followed out

consecratedlv and carefully in the daily life as

distinct from the mere hearing of the word, or

mere hearing with the addition of rituals in wor-

ship. (James i., 22-27). liven a thorough wilhng-

ness to do God's will bestows a measure of the trnc

freedom, for it r s an ability to hear the Divine

voice ; and wh* this is heard there is a certain

measure of spiniual freedom realised ;
tlir --heep

hear and they tollow, and this following b. tokens

a measure of inner freedom.

All those who have not this inner freedom of

I

movement towards or within, heaven 01 earth,
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are in bondage. They are inwardly fettered, how-
ever strongly they may suppose they possess free-

dom. They are really disabled, but not with a
disability that discharges them from unaccount-
ability, or responsibility. We do not excuse an
adulterer, murderer, thief, if he say that he is

unable to give over his villainy. The laws of the
land do not excuse him unless he be insane. We
should think it strange, indeed, if our civil laws
should excuse the wilful criminal, unless insane.
This feeling on our part is a reflection of what
it is right for the great Judge to do in the case of
those who are under moral disability, especially
since the way is open to get spiritual freedom.
Of course, if men do not contemplate what real

rehgion, or the kingdom of heaven on earth, actu-
ally is, and if they suppose it to be some unearthly,
or magical experience, then they will not feel the
same sense of responsibility in connection with theii

own efforts in commencing religion. They will

satisfy themselves by asking : Who shall ascend to
heaven, or go over the seas, for rehgion for us,

and bring it to us, and make it level to our capaci-
ties ? But man is responsible for his want of in-

clination itself in the moral and religious domain,
even though we should describe it as the lack of
moral ability.

Professor Julius Miiller, in his work on Sin, treats
of a formal freedom, as well as of what he calls

a real freedom. The latter is substantially the
freedom which I have j ust sought to describe as the
wider freedom. The formal freedom D:. Miiller

makes to be that possibility of sinning which is

present to every one. If one were forced to be
what he ought to be, he would not be possessed of
freedom in every sense of the term. Therefore, in

•iltt *-H&L:
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opposition to his coercion, there must be liberty

to be the opposite of what we ought to be, if we

so choose. But this Uberty, or possibility, although

it exists at first, and exists in a sense all along dur-

ing our earthly course, 3'et is meant to be annihi-

lated by ourselves; that is, it is meant to be

converted into an impossibility. This conversion

is complete in h iven above.

It is, therefore, the case that God has a primary

efficient agency in man's conversion, and man him-

self has a secondary efficient agency therein. Man
is passive in regeneration, or the new birth ; but

he is active in conversion, which is his turning, and

is the earliest result of his regeneration. Man
ought to wrestle for God's help until he obtains it ;

he ought to " feel after Him " until he find Him.

His very wrestling is meant to be a blessing by

way of stirring up his entire soul to come, so that

the whole of the soul may be saved. As far as

consciousness is concerned, man feels as if he had

the whole work to do alone. Yet he is not alone.

It is not " the will of good pleasure " on God's part

that struggling man should not succeed. But that

God must have a part in man's entrance into the

kingdom is plain, not merely from the direct state-

ments of Scripture to that effect, but also from the

representation made in Scripture of man's terrible

condition whilst unregenerate.

Divine Fore-ordination, Election and
Fore-knowledge.

Those whom God regenerates He intended to

regenerate. Man has no claim upon God. He
forfeited all such claim. If man has any claim,

then salvation is not any longer of grace. If

I
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man can himself, and without special help
from God, bring himself to salvation, then his ruin
by the fall is not what Scripture represents it

to be.

The livine election of an innumerable number
to evf lasting life ought not to discourage any soul
frorr seeking salvation. Election must follow
iroui the fact of God's help being absolutely re-
quired, and His help being certainly efficacious
when rendered with the object of saving. Those
who are actually saved are those whom God in-
tended to save. Some ask whether God would
create any man to damn Him. The fact is that
some are damned, and why then did God create
these since He knew what would happen in their
case ? If He cannot prevent damnation even if

He would, then there is no use praying to Him to
try, nor can He keep any from falling away, nor
bring them to heaven above, even after they have
come to heaven below. Such a God is not omni-
potent, nor to be trusted. Here it is that some
speak of free-will. But God can influence the will
without destroying its freedom. If not, then He
spoke inadvisedly in the many places in .' ripture
where He states that He was to bring about certain
circumstances which involved the play of free-will,
as it is called.

God foreknew all that was ever to come to pass.
This implies that all was fixed to happen ; that is,

that all was certain to happen that God foresaw
was to happen. Jonathan Edwards describes this
as a necessity of happening, and the late Mr. Glad-
stone falls foul of him for so doing, because, says
Mr. Gladstone, God's foreknowledge is not the
cause of the things happ-ning as foreseen. A
knows B is at his dinner, and, therefore, B must
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certainly be at dinner ; but, says Mr. Gladstone,

A's knowledge is not the cause of B being at dinner.

This is really quibbUng on the implicates of the

term necessity as employed by Edwards. But

surely everyone that reads Edwards may know his

meaning. If the word necessity implies causation,

then let the word fixed, or certain, be employed in-

stead. If God foreknew everything that was to

happen, he could, say, have written it all down
beforehand. Suppose, then, that in the case of a

certain man we had a map of his whole life, we

could truly say that this map was a fixture,—that

the man would just go through the things set forth

in the description. Now this fixture does not des-

troy the man's consciousness of freedom in any-

thing he does. He might, indeed, feel hampered if

he himself knew beforehand the course of his own

life. But no one knows this in his own case.

But God knows it in every case, and " therefore
"

every one's course is fixed.

Further, God foresaw also the ver\ causation of

every event. Many events that might seem trivial

He foresaw would have millions upon millions of

links in their chains of causes. But this fore-

knowledge would not deprive the actors of free-will

in their acts. If, therefore, God fave-ordaincd

everything, this would not deprive the free agents

of their free-agency in their acts, for His decree

would mean nothing more against free-agency

than His foreknowledge would imply. And we
cannot reasonably suppose that God decreed a cer-

tain number of things and left the remainder to

chance, as we call it ; for the things left to chance

might interfere with the decreed things. He de-

creed the good directly, and decreed to permit the

evil. But everything is in His hand, and nothing

f
I
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passes from under His control. He overrules
evil for good.

God's election is simply a part of His universal
fore-ordination. No one feels hampered by uni-
versal fore-ordination. Every one proceeds to do
just as he wants to do, and what he thinks he can
do. So if one wishes salvation let him proceed to
seek it, and fore-ordination will not stand in his
way If he does not want it, then what has he to
complain of if he be left to his own way and wishes }

God is sincere in offering salvation to all, because
whosoever will come will be saved ; none that come
will be cast out. Further, it is not God's purpose
to announce beforehand who the saved are to be,
because, were He to do so, this would slacken the
efforts of the saved. The help He renders man
must be so tempered, timed, and measured, as not
to interfere with man s om'u free-agenc}-. We are
informed that the tares will be among the wheat
till the end, and this is part of the divine scheme
to stir the saved up, to make sure that they will
not be among the tares. If they reach assurance,
they must win it

; and this circumstance will pre-
vent their being settled down in their corruptions
with their assurance

; they will have purity of
heart along therewith.

Let it be noticed in concluding this chapter that
the Arminian creed does not represent man as being
so completely ruined by the fall as the Calvanistic
creed does. Therefore, according to the former
creed, man does not need so much divine help and
need not, therefore, be in such a hurry to come for
it, nor pray for it so earnestly, nor be so thankful if

he receive it, as the Calvanistic creed would lead
him to be or do. Man on the easier creed need not
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be so anxious to submit to God, nor take God s time

nor way in order to receive God's help. This is

what suits the worldUng.

I II

11

i.
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Chapter VI.

INSTRUMENTAL CAUSATION OF HEAVEN
ON EARTH.

The Christian, therefore, looks at duty. . . . Every
act of it, done in faith, is an act of fellowship with the Father
and with the Son ; and by the grace of the Spirit, every act
brings the Father's love through the Son's salvation into expe-
nence.

—

Romaine.

Love is to be Learned by Practicing it.

The late Mr. Beecher Stowe used to say that the
way to do a thing is just to do it. The way to
enter the kingdom of heaven on earth is to resolve
to reach Christ, and actually to reach Him. The
way to mcrease in the light and personal assurance
pecuhar to the kmgdom, after we have taken our
stand withm it, is to practice the moral with Christ's
help, and in union with Him. The way to learn to
speak, write, play on an instrument, is simplv
to practice what we thus wish to learn. The mere
formalities of worship will not, of themselves im-
part the light and assurance of the kingdom.

People often Prefer Forms to Love and Virtue.

We find that in the old-dispensation Period many
souls sought the divine favour, and sought to reach
a consciousness of that favour, by being diligent
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in their formal religious duties. In Isaiah's time

this was a common faiUng, as indeed it was in the

time of every prophet.

In Isaiah's first chapter we read of the people

spreading forth their hands and making many
prayers ; and of their sacrificing of their best,

and observing with scrupulous exactness all the

times, forms, and ceremonies of their religion.

But all was of no avail. God hid His face from

them. He described their attendance in the place

of worship as a " trampling " of His courts. The

people were guilty of unloving deeds in their daily
' ves ; and they were exhorted to confess their

..ins, to wash themselves from their unkind and

cruel deeds ; then God would hear them.

Similarly in Isaiah Iviii, we read of Israel attend-

ing faithfully on public religious ordinances, and

even dehghting to know God. and to meet Him
in these ordinances of His own appointment.

They fasted, and mourned, and did far more

than many moderns do who attend church, for they

wondered, and enquired anxiously why they did

not meet the Lord, and why there were no answers

to their prayers. They had a message sent them

to the effect that their formalities were of no avail

as long as they practiced unloving, cruel, and un-

just deeds. God said to them :

—

" Is this not the fast [the religion] that I have

chosen ? To loose the bands of wickedness, to

undo the heavy burdens, and to let the oppressed

go free, and that ye break every yoke ? Is it not

to deal thy bread to the hungry, and that hou bring

the poor that are cast out to thy house ? >Vhen thou

see=t the naked that thou cover him, and that thou

hiae not thyself from thine own flesh. Then shall

thv light break forth as the morning, and thine
t i'
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health shall spring forth speedily : and thy right-
eousness shall go before thee ; the glory of the Lord
shall be thy rereward Then shalt tliou call, and the
Lord shall answer ; thou shalt cry, and He shall
say, ' Here I am.' If thou take "awav from the
midst of thee the yoke, the putting forth of the
finger, and speaking vanity. And if thou draw
out thy soul to the hungry, and satisfy the afflicted
soul

; then shall thy light rise in obscurity, and
thy darkness be as the noon day. And the Lord
shall guide tiiee continually, and satisfy thy sou. i
drought, and make fat thy bones : and thousha^c
be like a watered garden, and like a spring of water
whose waters fail not."

Here the light and assurance of heaven are repre-
sented as bemg brought into the soul by the prac-
tice of the moral. So at the last dav we shall not
be asked to what religious denomination we had
belonged whilst on earth, but whether or not we
had done kind, loving, self-denving deeds to
Christ's brethren. The great thing, then, will be
the proof of loving hearts. Though I give my body
to be burned, and all my goods to feed the poor,
and do it not in love, it will avail me nought, but
will be merely trying to stick a few peacock's
feathers into my jackdaw's coat.
How many there are that are dishonest and shady

in their daily lives, and who yet attend church,
and act in communion therewith as true Christians
do. They are money-lovers

; and there are few,
ifi'any, that are so who are not also in some measure
dishonest. If they know not, nor heed, that it is
a fact that one cannot serve nor love both God and
mammon, it is unlikely they will be upright enough
to heed the strict rules of honesty and \irtue.
They cannot love their neighbour. Here is what
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God says of one such in the old dispensation,

namely, Jehoiakim, the son of King Josiah :—
" Woe unto him that buildeth his house by

unrighteousness, and his chambers by wrong
;

that useth his neighbour's service without wages,

and giveth him not for his work. That saith, I will

build me a wide house and large chambers, and

cutteth him out windows ;
and it is cieled with

cedar, and painted with vermillion. Shalt thou

reign, because thou closest thyself in cedar ? Did

not thy father eat and drink, and do judgment and

justice, and then it was well with him ? He
judged the cause of the poor and needy

;
then it

was well with him ; was not this to know Me ?

saith the Lord." (Jer. xxii., 13-17)-

These things of the flesh and of mammon will

not bring the knowledge of God. He ^hat lovdh

knoweth, and to know God is eternal life. " Thus

saith the Lord, Let not the wise man glory in his

wisdom, neither let the mighty man glory in his

might, k not the rich man glory in his riches.

But him that glorieth let him glory in this, that

he understandeth and knoweth me, that I am the

Lord which exercise loving-kindness, judgment,

and righteousness in the earth ; for in the=e things

do I delight, saith the Lord." (Jer. ix.. 23-24).

This knowledge of God on the side of love is an

experimental knowledge which comes from a culti-

vated affinitv with God upon this same side, the

main side of God's active nature. It is neither

ritual nor riches that will suffice ;
but an experi-

mental knowledge of God on the side of love, shew-

ing itself in love to our neighbour.

The tendency of the worldly heart in religious

matters is evermore to ask what is the correct form,

platitude, materials for worship ? These are

:l I
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important questions
;
but they are not the first nor

the cluef ones. The formaHst asks :—
" Wherewith shall I come before the Lord andbow myself before the high God ? shall I come

before him with burnt offerings, with calves of a
year old ? Will the Lord be pleased Mith thou-
sanci.s of rams, or with ten thousands of rivers of
oil ? shall I give my first-born for my transgres-
sion the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul?

i!
1'"^ ^lu ^r'x"^

^^'^^' ^ "^^"' ^hat is good
; and

what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly
and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thyGod ? Mic. vi., 6-S).

^

(rod desires that we shew mercy rather than thatwe be particular about the mere fofm of our sacri-
fice, or our worship. But we cannot have the lov-
uig, merciful, spirit, unless we have reached God in
Christ, a. id alk thereafter humbly with our God.
1 here will be shady deeds in commerce, politicsand all else, before then.
In the New Testament St. Peter explains at

length how the day is to be made to dawn and theday star is to be made to arise in our hearts.
In other words, he shews how an entrance is to be
ministered abundantly unto us into heaven below
which, at the same time, is an everlasting heaven.'He says to the consecrated :—

" And beside this, giving all diligence, add toyou faith virtue
; and to virtue, knowledge •

and to knowledge, temperance [or self-control 1
•

and to temperance, patience
; and to patience, god-

liness [or godhkenessj
; and to godhness, brotherly

kindness [or love to the brethren]
; and to brotherly

kindness, charity [or love to all].
'

'

All the virtues mentioned previously to the love
" e to cleanse and prepare the heart for the
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exercise of the ^alminating love. And he that has

these things, and abounds in them, viU not, the

apostle says, be cither barren or unfr.utfi'l towards

the knowledge of Jesus Christ, whom to know on

the side of love is eternal life. He that loveth,

knoweth. (2 Peter i.)

So it is with this apostle's teaching as it was \yith

Isaiah's, namely, that exercise in love brings light

and assurance. This is the true manner of reach-

ing assurance of personal ^Ivation, i her than by

sort-cuts, and by (juibbles with, an 1. orical belief

of the record,—a belief with viji'^h some itinerant

evangehsts commit so much 1 ^crdemain, and turn

out so many convert. . The 'iter of the Epistle

to the Hebrews agt - with Si. Peter, and with

Isaiu-n, in setting forth the deeds ol loAe as the high

road to assurance. He tells the Hebrews that
" God is not unrighteous to forget your work and

labour of love, which ye have showed toward His

name, in that ye have ministered to the saints,

and do minister "
; and then he adds an exhorta-

tion, which is at the same time an explanation

of the inner effects of such loving practices, and

says :
" And we desire that every one of you do

shew the same diligence to che full assurance of

hope to the ^x-\d.y This full assurance was to be

reached by diligent continuance in the same loving

deeds as they had been already practiced in. Love

and Ufe and light are in eternal union. (Heb.

vi., II).

Ethical and loving deeds were the preparation

recommended for the due discernment and recep-

tion of the Son of God when He came to earth.

Where the heart was not pract'-^ed in, nor moulded

by these, Christ was in danger of coming as a bhnd-

ing judgment, and so as to prove in reality a curse
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instead of a blessing, as every undiscerned spiritual
light still does. Malachi, referring to Christ's
coming, and the needful preparation therefor
says :

—

'

'' Behold I will send you Elijah, the prophet,
before the coming of the great and dreadful day
of the Lord

; and he shall turn the heart of the
fathers to the children, and the heart of the
children to their fathers, lest I come and smite
the earth with a curse."

This announces a needful heart-preparation by
m^eans of loving deeds, so as to enter safely the
additional light from heaven which was bv and by
to shine on earth. And the Baptist, who was the
hrst new-dispensation Elijah, called on the people
to level the mountains, exalt the valleys make
crooked things straight, and rough places' plain,
as a preparation for him who was to come shortly
wjth the axe at hand, so as to cut down by a
judgment of undiscemmcnt, to begin with, all un-
fruitful trees. " O Jerusalem, Jerusalem
hadst thou, even thou, known in this thy day, the
things which belong to thy peace

; but now they

f^Iu^^l^^ ^^^^^^" ^"""""^ *"i"«^ eves.
'

'
The Baptist

lultilled his mission as to details in calling on the
various classes of the people to do the deeds of
love in their respective stations.
"And the people asked him, saying, ' What shall

we do then ?
' He answered and saith unto them

He that hath two coats, let him impart to him that
hath none

;
and he that hath meat, let him do like-

wise.' Then came also the pubhcans to be baptised
and said unto him, ' Master, and what shall we do

>

'

And he said unto them, ' Exact no more than that
which is appointed vou.' And the soldiers hkewise
demanded of him, saying, ' And what shall we
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do ? ' And he said unto them, ' Do violence to no

man, neither accuse any falsely ;
and be content

with your wages.' " (Luke iii., 4-14).

The Baptist did not say to any of these classes :

Be sure that you be found in the right church,

and in the practice of the true ritual. Not a word

of this. In this he reminds us of the prophets

who counselled loving deeds as a means of light,

and a meaii:^ for the discernment of heaven's light.

Deeds of Love in Contrast with the Thrcskeia and

the Gnosis.

So we see that in the New Testament the formal-

ities of worship are said to be unacceptable when
unaccompanied with love. The deeds of love are

preferred to these formalities. But even the deeds

of love themselves are not sufficient of themselves

to keep the soul near Christ, and the fire burning on

the altar. The activity of Martha is not of itself

sufficient, even though it be expended in serving

Christ. The imbibing, contemplative spirit of

Mary must also be cultivated. Neither spirit

is of itself sufficient ; the two must go together.

The deeds of love are placed by Paul, as we
have seen, in contrast with even the gifts of the

Spirit. Paul and James place the deeds of love

in sharp contrast to the formalities of religious

service. St. James calls the latter the threskeia ; and
he sets the threskeia in contrast with the con-

tinuing in the royal law,—the law of liberty, that is,

the law of love which gives freedom in love if

practiced from the consecrated position ; as Jesus

Himself says, if we continue in His word of love,

we shall attain to real discipleship in spirit, and

i *
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to a personal experience of that freedom in well-
doing with which the Son can make us free.
Well-doing will then no longer be a drag to us

;

the machinery will not creak, as it probably did
in the case of the Ephesian Church of old after she
had left her first love. St. James ays that " pure
religion and undefiled before God and the Father
is this, to visit the fatherless and widows in their
affliction," that is, love again, " and to keep himself
unspotted from the world." Keep near Christ,
so as to be able to perform the deeds of true love
in the true spirit.

St. Paul also places love in contrast with the
gnosis, or knowledge, even if it be knowledge
of spiritual things by the intellect, knowledge of
correct creed, doctrine, etc. Knowledge is useful
when employed as a help to teach love ; otherwise
even knowledge itself is apt to fester within, and
produce atrophy of the spiritual sensib jties, as was
the case with Chorazin, Capernauum, Bethsaida,
and Jerusalem, under rejected hght. We all have
knowledge, says the apostle

; knowledge, mere
gnosis, puffeth up, says he, love buildeth up.
(i. Cor. xiii., j-3). Some congregations may be an
intellectual aristocracy in religion, but may be
without sufficient love'; this is like a well-apDointed
steamboat, but with no sufficient water in which
to paddle.

St. Paul, as well as the other apostles, and
as well as our Lord Himself, deprecates placing
much store on the externals in rehgious worship,
such as the attitude of the body ; the sort of appeals
often made to the senses, such as sights, sounds,
touchings, tastings, handlings

; or days, months'
times, seasons, etc. He treats of these things in
Col. ii., and also in a few words in Gal. iv. There

;i;-?^aPMB£l^^
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may be said to be two special rules set forth in re-

spect to these things, namely, first, that the appeals

to the senses be simple and chaste, and not sensu-

ous ; and, secondly, that any particular external

be not deemed essential to salvation. The great

matter is the state of the inner spirit, particularly

its state with respect to spiritual knowledge of God,
and its state with respect to love.

The false teachers in Galatia taught that it was
needful to keep the externals of Moses' law in order

to be saved, although they did not deny that faith

in Christ was also necessary. It was not, however,
because the externals taught were those of Moses
and not some other kind, that the apostle pronoun-
ces his anathemas against these teachers (Gal. i.)

;

but because they mingled with the necessary state

of the inner spirit a necessity also of an external

kind in the way of formalities of v.orship. The
introduction of such externals as necessaries may
be seen to be diametrically opposed to the spirit

and genius of the gospel.

The true externals of the gospel are constituted

by the deeds of love done in the spirit of love
;

and the spirit of love is reached when Christ is

reached, and it is maintained and increased when
the soul abides in Christ, and abides in the ex-

ternal fruit-bearing of love. " Abide in me, and
I in you ; for as the branch cannot bear fruit of

itself except it abide in the vine, no more can ye

except ye abide in me." But there must be a

bearing of fruit, as well as an abiding in Christ, in

order to grow in love.

The various lusts of the flesh, lusts of the eye,

and the pride of life, will sever from Christ, and will

impair the heart so that it cannot exercise spiritual

love, nor real love of any right kin-'' however
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much appearance of love there may sometimes be
accompanying these lusts of the flesh. Drunkards,
lustful persons, mammon-lovers, cannot truly love.
But all these sorts of individuals may seem to love.
Yet how often by the quarrels, strifes, bickerings,
injuries, and even homicides, that occur among
such individuals, do we see that true love cannot
be in their hearts, however much mawkish senti-
ment may at times shew itself there.
We are told that those guiltv of the works of the

flesh shall not inherit the kinf^dom of God. They
are not in this kingdom on earth, nor, if they do not
repent, will they ever see this kingdom hereafter.
Analyse the lists given us in the New Testament of
the works of the flesh, and see how many of these
are works which exhibit a spirit diametrically
opposed to love, or which renders love impossible.
" Now the works of the flesh are manifest, which
are these

: Adultery, fornication, uncleanness,
lasciviousness, idolatry, Mdtchcraft, hatred, vari-
ance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies,
envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and
such like." A similar list is given in i Cor., vi.

There it is said : " Be not deceived ; neither 'for-

nicators, nor idolators, nor adulterers, nor effemin-
ate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, nor
thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers,
nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God.
And such were some of you. but ye are washed

We have a third list in Rom. i., where we read
of those who are " filled with all unrighteousness,
fomication, wickedness, covetousness, malicious-
ness

; full of envy, murder, debate, deceit, malig-
nity; whisperers, backbiters, haters of God, despite-
ful, proud, boasters, inventors of evil things.
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disobedient to parents, witiiout understanding,

covenant-breakers, without natural affection, im-

placable, unmerciful : who knowing the judgment

of God, that they which commit such things are

worthy of death, not only do the same, but have

pleasure in them that do them."

In these lists we see how the opposite of love

to one's neighbour prevails in one form or another.

There will be no light about the kingdom of heaven

where these things are practiced.

The Usts of the fruits of the Spirit on the other

hand, will, on analysis, be found to contain pre-

dominantly the fruits which come of love ; and
they increase love.

" But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,

long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness

temperance." (Gal. v., 22-23). The graces of the

Spirit, including brokenness, humility, unselfish-

ness, etc., are the very virtues which admit of those

who have them, and practice them, entering into

close union with their fellow-men. We naturally

dislike the traits of pride, self-consequence, and the

works of the flesh in all their forms, provided we
ourselves are not guilty of them. A few of the very

many instructions and exhortations given in the

gospel as to our treatment of each other may be

here noticed as instances of what pervades the

entire gospel.

The Sermon on the IMount abounds in these

instructions and exhortations. Anger against a

brother without just cause is solemnly reprehended.

Such anger is apt at length to kindle in the soul

that fire which will never be quenched. Hatred

to men, unless repented of, brings everlasting re-

morse. When this tabernacle of clay shall have

bcv. 1 put oft, we shall then see better the wounds
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we have given when in our bhndness, selfishness,
Just, pride, false independence, tyranny we knew
or felt no better than to speak or act as we did to-
wards our neighbour, even if he had been our
declared enemy. So we are constantly admonished
to keep far from such a spirit, and from the source
of habits which will induce it, such as lust, mam-
mon-lovmg, deceit, self-importance, and the works
of tii.e flesh in general.
The exhortations, therefore, are : Do not return

evil for evil in any form, (io two miles with the
man who compels you to go one. Bless, pray for
do and wish good to, your enemies, that you may
be the children of your Father which is in Heaven
Who Himself does such things, and that vou may
be fitted to be with Him and His people at length.
Do not be ready to judge your brother adversely,
rhmk of the possible beam in your own eye. If
you are receiving professions of penitence from a
fallen brother, restore such an one, not with self-
complacency on your part that you are not so bad
as he, but considering thyself lest thou also be
tempted and fall. Seek to gain vour offended
brother ere you offer your gift. When you pray,
be sure of first having a forgiving spirit." Forgive
until seventy times seven. Do good with your
earthly possessions, and you shall be received into
everlasting habitations. (Luke xvi., q). Whoso-
ever will be the greatest among you, let him be th.
servant of all. Christ will give His everlasting
fellowship to those who are thus kind and consider-
ate to His people.
So also with other parts of the New Testament

bhew mercy with cheerfulness, and let love be
without dissimulation. Be kindlv affectioned one
towards another, with brotherly love, in honour
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prefering one another. Distributing to the neces-
sity of saints, given to hospitaUty. Bless them
which persecute you, bless and curse not. Recom-
pense to no man evil for evil. Provide things hon-
est in the sight of all men. If it be possible, as
much as lieth in you, live peaceabl\ with all men.
Avenge not yourselves, but rather ^ive place unto
wrath. If thine enemy hunger, feed him ; if he
thirst, give him drink. Be not overcome of evil,

but overcome evil with good. Let us, therefore,
follow after the things which make for peace, and
things wherewith one may edify another. Bear
the infirmities of the weak, and do not aim at pleas-
ing yoursell

; and act in this spirit even in your
religion, not deeming it faithfulness to act other-
wise. Look not every man on his own things only,
but also on the things of others. Bear one another's
burdens and so fulfil the laws of Christ. Look
diligently lest any man fail of the grace of God,
lest any root of bitterness springing up trouble you,
and thereby the many be defiled. With all lowli-
ness and meekness forbear one another in love, not
in high-mindedness nor self-complacency nor self-

importance
; endeavouring to keep the unity of the

spirit in the bond of peace. Exhort one another
daily, lest any of you be hardened through the
deceitfulness of sin.

Be ye all of one mind, having compassion one
of another, love as brethren, be pitiful, be courte-
ous, not rendering evil for evil or railing for rail-

ing, but contrary-wise blessing ; knowing that ye
are thereunto called, that ye should inherit a bless-
ing. So also husbands are exhorted to love their
wives, and wives are exhorted to love and rever-
ence their husbands, both dwelUiig together as
co-heirs of eternal life. Children obey your parents

^ \L
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II !

in the Lord
;

parents provoke not your children

to anger. Servants obey your masters, not with
eye-service, as men-pleasers, but in singleness of

your hearts as rendering obedience to Christ.

Masters, be just, kind and righteous towards your
servants. Honour the king, and all magistrates,

and those in authority. Honour all men. Pro-

voke one another, not to anger but to love and
good works.

These are only a comparatively few specimens
of the teaching in which the New Testament
abounds. This teaching has direct reference to

our feelings and conduct towards our neighbour.

The teaching is direct, explicit, emphatic, and
extensive. There is no room for any doubt as to

what it is. It is exactly the same kind of teaching
as Isaiah gave the people of his time, and which he
urged on them to hear and act by, instead of

merely attending their church-meetings and going
through the forms prescribed for these meetings.

The people then, however, always associated true

religion with attending church on the exact days,
times, seasons ; and going through the right forms,
offering the best animals in sacrifice, spreading forth

their hands and making many prayers, coming to

God's courts, delighting to enquire about Him there,

fasting, hanging their heads like buln hes, etc.

(Isaiah i, Iviii). They put their religion, m short,

entirely in the church-meeting, and in what could
be done or gone through there. If there were any
prescribed forms, or days, that they did not know
of, they begged to be mformcd about these, so

that they might observe them, in order to keep in

the favour of Jehovah. Wherewith should they
approach the Lord ? and what should they give the

I
•
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Lord at the meeting ? These were the great ques-
tions.

But the prophets steadfastly urged the people
to do right by their neighbour in their daily earth-

life. Be honest, cease extortion, be kind to the
weak, poor, and needy. Bring these to your
houses, deal out your bread to them, clothe the

naked, plead the cause of the widow and the orphan,
and abound always in these and sinn' ir deeds

;

cultivate a spirit of this kind. And what would
follow ? Then shall thy light, that is, the heaven-
ly light, assurance, and comfort, rise in obscurity

;

this light should break forth as the morning. This
implies that the people had been in darkness both
spiritually and temporally, notwithstanding all

their religious meetings. But when they would
do the righteous and kind and beneficent things,

then the Lord, they were told, would satisfy their

souls in drought, that is, in the terrible spiritual

and temporal drought in which they felt themselves
to be through God's hiding His face notwithstand-
ing all their religious approaches to Him. The
Lord would then make their souls like a well-

watered garden, and like " springs of water whose
waters fail not."

It is precisely the same kind of teaching, as we
have seen, that is given in the New Testament.
We know of the continual controversy between our
Lord and the Scribes and Pharisees with all the

washings, formalities in religion, tithings of mint,
anise and cummin in which these formalists en-

gaged, but in which they met not the Lord not-

withstanding all their ideas that they were doing
the exact things prescribed in the Word of God.
They confined these exact things to the church-
meeting ; but outside the church-meeting they did

L.W' :y.
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not mind what they did, or what spirit they culti-

vated. They were envious, money-lovers, and
could devour widows' houses, etc. Our Lord re-

minded them of the saying of the prophet Rosea
to the effect that the Lord wanted the exercise

of mercy, and not mere sacrifice ; that is, not mere
forms, ceremonies, or postures at the church-
meeting ; for these latter constituted a very cheap
sort of religion. God did not require of them to be
strict Sabbatarians merely. It was the weightier
matters of the law,—justice, mercy, love, pity, com-
passion, courtesy, etc., that Christ urged them to
place their religion in ; if they did these things, then
their church-meeting, being the expression of a
really reHgious earth-life, would be acceptable to
God.

It is the same throughout the entire New Testa-
ment. St. Paul, as we have seen, expresses his

doubts about the religious state of the Galatians
because they came to put so much of their religion

in the observances of the church-meeting merely.
" Ye observe days, and months, and times, and
years. I am afraid of you, lest I have bestowed
upon you labour in vain." The great thing, he
points out, was to know God, for to know God was
to love Him, and to possess eternal life. But to
maintain this direct knowledge of God, and the
religious experiences which spring from it, requires
much self-denial, watchfulness, prayer, cutting off
what hinders, Uying aside all filthiness and super-
fluity of naughtiness ; and being afflicted, mourning,
weeping, when there would be a falling from this
experimental knowledge, and from the assurance
that the Beloved is in the heart. This kind of
religion requires people to let down their spiritual
pride and vanity, and their imagining that they

so^sivC'
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are the only true people in God's favour. But to
do these things in real fashion is not a tithe so easy
as to be zealous about what the way is in which
the church-meeting should be conducted, and what
forms, creeds, ceremonies, etc., should prev lil there.
" But now," says the apostle, " after that yc have
known God, or rather are known of God, how turn
ye again to the weak and beggarly elements where-
unto ye desire again to be in bondage." The weak
and beggarly elements were the forms, and times,
and ceremonies, and postures, connected with
their church-meetings. To place store on these
externals is always the mark of that Pharisaic
spirit which knows little or nothing of God experi-
mentally.

In the chain of exhortations which has been
quoted a short way back from the New Testament
about our feelings and conduct towards our neigh-
bour, there is *\e clear indication of what the ex-
plicit teaching of the New Testament is about the
true and acceptable religion, or at least, the second
table thereof. The first table refers to our relation

to God in Christ, and to the maintenance, in the
manner already described, of union and communion
with God in Christ. We must abide in Christ's

love, that is, in the consc* -s that He loves us.

His love ought to be cons i shed abroad in our
hearts. Thus shall we be ^..^e to bear fruit towards
our neighbour in the manner set forth in the chain
of exhortations already given. Such fruit innot
be born outside of Christ, nor unless the bianch
abide in the Vine. The mere attempt to treat

one's neighbour according to New Testament in-

structions by going according to natural feelings,

or natural morality,—here a little and there a little

of a stooping sort of kindness,—is only sticking the
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peacock's feathers into the black coat of the jack-

daw. Though I give my body to be burned, and
all my goods to feed the poor, for the sake A being
in proper form in religion, this were no better than
lifeless formalities in a church-meeting. Were
I not possessed of the genuine love which is born
and fostered only by coming to know Christ and
abiding in Him, this new sort of action on my part

would be merely diverting the stream of my un-
regenerate religion into another channel, as useless

for me as the cliannel of cold and Pharisaic formali-

ties of some church-meetings. Hundreds of ways
do men try to escape from coming to the Lord Jesus
Christ, and surrendering themselves to Him

;

and they try to find a cheaper method of pleasing
Him than this s^lf-denying way which is so incon-
sistent with that love of the world that reigns in

their hearts. They will not let go the world nor
self for the sake of Christ ; and, therefore, no mat-
ter what forms their external religion may take,

it is at best only the jackdaw in peacock's
feathers.

A great part of the New Testament consists

of instructions as to how to maintain in a living

state our relations with God in Christ. In addi-
tion to our own direct efforts at keeping from those
'usts which deaden the soul and grieve away the
Spirit, we are directed as to how we should conduct
ourselves in the many tribulations which are re-

quisite to keep us in the needed purity of heart
that will maintain it.s vision, and therefore its love,

of God. We are instructed to be patient and trust-
ful in our many tribulations, in order that the true
ends may be arrnmplished in these trials. (Rom.
v., 1-5). But it is as if all these things were to be
undergone and to be observed by us in order to fit us
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to comply, in real heart and power, with the exhor-

tations as to how to feel and act toward our neigh-

bour. Here is the grand and overt domain for Chris-

tian activity. Fall in, as if it were said, with all the

details and the ])alpitating spiut of the chain of

exhortations given already as to the treatment of

our neighbour. Prepare with all your preparation

for this activity. By your spirit and activity here

you shall be finally judged. It a man love not his

brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God
Whom he hath not seen ?

That to which the chain of exhortations points

we may describe as the second table of evangelical

morality. The first table refers to (lur relations

to (jod ill Christ ; and it would almust seem that

the first table is to be observed in order to fit us

for the observance of the second. The second table,

when we persevere therein to the end, will fit us

for the great organic union, the communion, love,

joy, and service, above. This is the great end of

the first and second tables.

Isaiah, and all the oid-dispensation prophets,

as well as our Lord and His apostles, describe the

happy effects of observing, in the consecrated, suy-

yendered spirit, the second table of evangelical

morahty. They all speak of the light, assurance,

comfort, satisfaction, fellowship, freedom, entrance

into the kingdom, etc., that accrue from coiise-

cratedly walking according to tliis second table.

But please observe, they do not always add a des-

cription of these blessed effects every time they
exhort to the treatment of our neighbour according

to evangelical morality. Why should they ? They
assume that occasional statement of these effects

ought to be enough. But the exhortations

I.
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themselves are required daily, lest any be hardened
through the deceitfulness of sin.

And once more, let it be particularly noted how
little, how very little, is said in the midst of all

these exhortations to the practice of evangelical
morality, about the church-meeting, and how it

should be conducted. It is as if men themselves
M'ere naturally inclined to put all their religion in

the church-meeting, and in what they do and feel

there. Still, there are exhortations in reference
to the church-meeting also, but not as to what forms
or ceremonies should there be had recourse to ;

nothing further in this latter Hne is said than tliat

we should exhort one another, collect money for

rehgious purposes, praise, pray, and let all things
be done decently and in order. The great stress

is laid on lu)w we should treat our neighbour
;

against evangelical morality in this respect we are
expressly told there is no law. (Gal. v., 23).
But men will e\'ermore find laws innumerable, or
fancy they find them, against this 01 that forni,
ceremony, posture, etc., at the church-meeting.

Strifes about these things, however, arc often as
unprofitable as we are told strifes are about endless
genealogies, and contentions about the law. We
all have knowledge. Mere knowledge puffeth up

;

love buildcth up.

B! .' <
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Chapter VII.

MORALITY AND RELIGION.

For the heart to be right toward man, it must be right

with God.

—

Spring.

The writers of the New Testament have taken a larger

and truer view of morality than multitudes of philosophers.

—

Row.

11
i- ?!

Evangelical, Legal, and Natural Morality.

There is mention made in our last chapter of a
chain of New Testament exhortations as to how
we should regard and feel and act towards our
neighbour. A specimen of these exhortations

has been given at some length. The exhortations
were described as exhortations to evangelical

morality. This evangelical morality is in the New
Testament sharply contrasted with the forms,

ceremonies, attitudes and postures of the body, at

the church-meeting.
It is well to have a clear conception about the

difference between evangelical, natural, and legal

morality ; and to this difference let us now turn

our thoughts for a little.

The Westminster Shorter Catechism says in

effect that the sum of the moral law is love to God
with all our heart, and to love our neighbour as

ourselves. It also says that this two-sided love

is the sum of the Ten Commandments. The Ten
Commandments expand the description of this

i.

I
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two-sided lc\ 2 into further detail. Commentaries
on the Shorter Catechism, as, for instance. Pater-
son's, Fisher's, and Watson's, expand also the Ten
Commandments themselves into detail. In fact, the
entire teaching of the Bible on spiritual matters
does the same thing. If a man love perfectly,
as we are told over and over again, he is a perfect
man.
But there cannot be two kinds of perfection

for the soul, a Sinaitic perfection and a gospel or
evangelical perfection. Soul-perfectioii always
meant, and always will mean, the same thing,
namely, perfection in the two-sided love. But
the old covenant prescribed one way of reaching,
or maintaining, soul-perfection, whilst the gospel
makes provision for, and prescribes, another way
of reaching this perfection. But, be it particularly
observed, neither the Sinaitic law nor the gospel
law, or rule of life, dispenses with the consecrated
practice of love. The gospel requires this as cer-
tainly as did the old law. But if man falls, or
comes short, as he often does, in this practice, the
gospel contains provision for his rising: and his
setting out afresh ; the old law contained no such
provision. But if a man practice not love under
the gospel, he will come short of ultimate perfec-
tion of soul as certainly as he would have come
short of perfection by not practicing love under
the old law. The root which leads to the practice
of love is given in the new birth, and even if one
dies before he has any opportunity of practicing
love, if he have the root of this practice in him, he
will be ultimately saved. But whosoever has the
opportunity of practicing evangelical love, and
does not practice it, cannot now be in a saved
state, and is outside the kingdom of light.
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The Westminster standards, therefore, make
the sum of the moral, or ethical, to consist in

the two-sided love mentioned. But it is to be
particularly noticed that a man may endeavour
to cultivate and practice this love in his own
natural strength and state, that is, without coming,
and surrendering himself, to Christ. If he do this

in the expectation that God, or Christ, will accept

of what he thus does, and will bring him to heaven
for it when he dies, he is mistaken, and is acting

in a self-righteous, or legal, morality. He is virtu-

ally working in the spirit of a servant for wages.

He has, he thinks, or ought to thi r' according to

the strain he is on, to be legally paid by getting

to heaven at last for being so good as to do as best

he could what he was told to do.

But some men who are even unbelievers have
a sort of morality. Several of them appear to

realise within a kind of conscientious constraint

to be moral. They have, as all have, a natural
impulse to be kind and social to a certain degree.

Many unbelievers may not have much, if any,
of the conscientious feelings about being moral,
and are moral only so far as mere nature prompts
or the civil law enjoins ; or they may be good
and lend, hoping to receive as much again from
others. This is mere so-called natural morality,

with or without a strain of the natural conscience

in it.

It is hardly right, however, to call this natural
morality, for really natural in the best sense it is

not. It is the morality of man's first, or mire-

generate, nature ; but the evangelical morality, or

the morality of man's renewed nature, is the real

kind of natural morality. This latter natural

morality will tell most efficaciously, as we have

i.: \i
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already abundantly seen, in working heaven into
that soul that practices it from the surrendered
position. The morality of the unbeliever w :: not
do this

; neither will the legal morahty do so of the
one who is working 'or reward, but working on the
outside of the king. ,m of light. This last kind of
morality deceives. Manv will say to Christ on that
day, " Lord, Lord, have we not done this and that,"
to whom the Judge will profess, " I never knew
you."

Resemblance between the Moral in God and
Evangelical Morality in Man.

God's moral nature may be said to consist in
" holiness, justice, goodness, and truth," as the
Shorter Catechism expresses it. In these attrib-
utes we are bidden imitate God ; that is, we are
bidden be godly, or God-like. Goodness includes
love, pity, compassion, benevolence, etc. It is
God's dynamical, or moving attribute. His other
attributes move him also, but usually do so in
some relation to love, when either accepted or
abused. His goodness, or love, virtuallv includes
all his other moral attributes ; for one will be just,
consecrated, and true to one whom he really loves!
God will be so, a'^d so also will man himself."

God's love to man includes pity, compassion,
desire to help, etc. Man's love to God does not
include these, but includes reverence, a sense of
dependence, trust, obedience, etc. But both loves
mclude a desire for union and communion. Holi-
ness, justice, and truth may be said to be substan-
tially m God the same as they will be in perfect
man, or as they are coming to be in evangehsed
man.
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But God's moral attributes are different from
God Himself, even though they are necessary for

God, as a material object's qualities are different

from the object itself. There is in evangelised man
not only a morality resembhng God's, but there is

God Himself. God in Christ is united to him and
dwells with him. This, then, is something addi-
tional to the man being merely evangelically moral

;

and it is this additional circumstance that con-
stitutes the religion of the man, as being over and
above, although embracing, his morality. There
is, therefore, no evangelical morality apart from
rehgion of the true kind, nor is there true religion

apart from evangelical morality.

God cannot, consistently with His moral attri-

butes, impart Himself to men that are wilful trans-

gressors of the moral. Some think of God being
free to pardon on confession of sin, and on repent-
ance. But they forget that in salvation God im-
parts Himself, and becomes united to the soul,

and dwells with it. Before all this can take place

between God and the soul, both the position and
the disposition of the soul must be dealt with by
God Himself. Its position is altered when it comes
to Christ, for then it is pardoned. Man's nature is

moral at the core, and when really awakened, man
mands a God that is perfectly moral, as well as

inite in o^Ikt ways. Man could not trust any
-.her kind oi ^od. St. Paul is, therefore, at pains
to show that God is nov/ perfectly just and holy,

as well as loving, when He pardons the sinner
who is in Christ. Man's nature, when he becomes
conscious of sin, demands an atonement, or some
means whereby God can remain just and yet par-
don him, and become united to him. H he learns,

on what professes to be God's own authority,

4''
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that God Himself has found a way to remain
the perfect God which perfect morahty demands,
man is, if truly awakened, not particularly anxious
to understand all the philosophy of the way that

God has provided. If that way satisfies God
Himself, the awakened man is satisfied also when
he has evidence of this.

Awakened man is in sympathy, or has affinity,

with a perfectly moral God. Perfect morality
has great attractiveness and beauty in his eyes.

He is, at the core, like God Himself. Upon this

affinity evangeHcal faith is founded. Faith be-

lieves the record, not merely for the evidence that
appeals to the intellect, but on account of the affin-

ity with the moral which is revr.iled in the details

of the record of the divine procedure in Christ.

A mere intellectual faith in the divine record does

not shew this affinity. The true faith possesses

sponge-like qualities, and takes in Christ Himself
to the soul, as well as that it credits the record

;

and it is because it thus takes in the Christ it reads

of that it believes the record, just as if a man took
in water to his thirsty system by his gazing on the

fountain where the water was said to be. That
man would believe that real water existed in the

fountain. The record is required ; but of itself

the record is insufficient. How can ye believe,

asks our Lord, who receive glory one of another ?

So how can one believe who is wilfully unmoral
in any direction ? He is out of affinity with the

moral, and cannot, therefore, take in Christ into

his soul, for his conscience is guilty ; and though
he may not be conscious of the cause of his inabihty,

yet it is this guilty conscience that prevents him
believing in '"od, or having affinity with the moral
in God. But unless he close with God, and be a
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co-efficient agent with God in Christ in working out

his own salvation, he will not be saved. True

belief, therefore, demands, for its existence, the

moral in the form in which the moral is in God,

that is, the holy, good, just, and true, as these

reside in Him. "^As long as men arc unwilling to

be this, or, which is virtually the same thing,

unwilling to come to God in Christ in order to be

made this, they cannot believe in the true saving

way.

Butler's Description of Virtue

Deductions Therefrom.

and

Bishop Butler, in his second dissertation on the

nature of virtue, says, among other things, that

virtue " is that which every one you meet puts on

the shew of." (Italics mine). The virtuous is the

same as the moral, and the law of the moral is

written on the natural conscience. Every man you

meet puts on the shew of being honest, candid, con-

siderate, kind, obliging, humble, not thinking

overmuch of himself, gentle, meek, forgiving,

affable, maimerly, etc. Especially does every man
put on the shew"^of being thus virtuous when hold-

ing intercourse with his superiors, or with those

whom lie greatly respects.

But men do not wish it to be understood that

thev are virtuous only on special occasions. They
mean it to be understood that they are always

what they appear to be on these occasions. This

implies that every man you meet with has his ideal

of what virtue is, and how it should be acted out

in life.

Why is it that every man you meet with puts

on the show of the virtuous or the moral ? It is

mi
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because he believes it to be the right thing to be vir-

tous or moral, and he wishes others to believe him
to be in reality what he appears to be. He feels

that it would be an exceedingly disagreeable thing
for him if all others, or even the best people only,
believed him to be bad and immoral and vicious.

He wants to keep the right side of respectable
people. Now all this instinct on his part is a pre-
monition, or reflex experience, of what will obtain
in perfection in heaven above. The man also
feels, say, in his apprehension, how disagreeable it

would be to lose the respect and good opinion and
intercourse of right-minded people ; and thus he
has some inkling of liow sorrowful a place hell is.

What is it that fits for the close fellowship with
perfect human beings in heaven above, as well as
for fellowship with the Deity, but the perfection
of this experience that is tlms shadowed forth in

the desire of a man to be as virtuous as will admit
of fellowship with right-minded people here below ?

\\'hen this feeling or experience is perfect, it is

simply the moral character of Jesus Himself.
If men were sincerely, and at the core, what they

put on the shew of being, they v.'ould all be genuine
Christians. But many men put on the shew of being
what they really are not, except in a more or less

superficial manner, compared with what they would
be if they v/ere at the core what they put on the shew
of being. Men put on the shew of"Christianity, but
all men do not do so under that name ; but it is

what may be described as a natural reflex of Chris-
tianity, or what Christianity aims at bringing men
to, notwithstanding that men do not look upon it

as being this. Not that men refuse to call it this,

but they do not know it to be what it actually is.

Tlie fact is, that many people regard true religion
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as some kind of play at legerdemain, or as some

occult, mysterious, unhuman thing that may be

requisite to die with, for all they know to the con-

trary, but is not anything fit to live by. But no

man ought to think this who appreciates social

intercourse with his fellow-men, for the fitting of one

for perfect social intercourse is what the true

religion aims at.

Why, then, does not every man you meet with,

who puts on the shew of the virtuous or the moral,

and who appreciates social intercourse, not sur-

render to the heavenly Physician, in order that he

mry be made in perfection what he thinks so very

much of as always to put on the shew of it ? Why
does every man not fit himself to drink largely at

what he can, outside of Christ, only sip at in an

imperfect manner ? The cause is, that every man
does not want to be in reality what he puts on the

shew of being. Every man does not mean to be

entirely virtuous or moral at the core. This

means that many men desire to retain what they

regard as their liberty to be unmoral, deceitful,

haters, dishonest, uncandid, cheats, lustful, envi-

ous, etc., if it should ever suit their ends, or give

them pleasure, or meet their wishes in any way,

so to be. They are unwilling to set themselves

apart, and come under the power of the good

Physician, and on His terms, in order to be made
in truth and sincerity what it suits them to put on

the shew of when they choose. They will be moral

when they choose, and when they choose they will

be otherwise, at least at heart.

Many men have no intention to be otherwise than

virtuous, who will nevertheless not give up their

liberty to be what they mav at some time, for all

they "presently know,' come to desire, although
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inconsistently with heart-virtue. In other words,
they will not submit to be made moral for ever as
Christ is moral. They do not desire to be always
warm-hearted in the moral. They fancy they can
be as virtuous as there is any need for" by being
their own masters in regard to the virtuous. Were
they taking Christ into the efforts which they
make to be virtuous, they would require to be under
the eye of an omniscient One Whom they cou! J not
deceive by external appearances ; they would need,
moreover, to watch against what cools their virtue,
and use all the necessary means, and under an
omniscient eye, to keep in the course which would
prevent their virtue getting merely formal.
The fact is, that the unrenewed heart is averse

to surrender itself, and what it reckons its liberty
to be evil in the measure in which it may choose.
Although Jesus Christ may be regarded as the
embodiment of consecration to the right, and of
goodness, or love, justice, righteousness, faithful-
ness and truth, yet the unrenewed lieart is uiiwilhng
to consent to His ruling within

; and the only
cause must be that this heart, if it understands
what Jesus Christ is, desires to be in the opposite
spirit of these qualities just when and where it may
choose. It objects to the trouble of having itself
put right, and of all the watchfulness and different
kinds of activity which would be required to do its
own part in maintaining itself in what is reckoned
by all men virtuous and honourable feelings and
conduct. It loves and hugs its corruption too
much for surrender to the virtuous and honour-
able. When it sails along with the unvirtuous
current, it may not reahse itself to be the un-
virtuous heart that it is. Saul of Tarsus did not
realise himself to be the unvirtuous man that he
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actually was whilst he sailed with the corrupt stream

in his heart. (Rom. vii.) ,

The unrenewed heart is not virtuous or moral

at the core, nor does it desire so to be. It is

hard and stony. It is only the new heart that

desires to be entirely virtuous. The latter heart

is sometimes called in Scripture a heart of flesh
;

but this
- meant to be antithetical to the hard stony

heart. The broken, mouldable heart mourns on

account of its own corruptions. The unbroken

heart is oftei\ complacent over its own morality ;

but this is because it docs not know itself, nor take

pains to study itself properly. There is too much

bUndness to self in it, too much self-infatuation

and self-flattery for it to see into its own real nature

in regard to the truly moral or virtuous, either

towards God or towards its neighbour. It can, with

complacency, go a certain length in morahty to-

wards its neighbour, and thus it is itself blinded

as to its real state ;
and it often blinds others al)out

its condition, for they suppose that there is no

difference between its condition morally from the

condition of the renewed heart.

The heart that sincerely desires to be mora, at the

core always and evermore moral,—may be said

to have Jesus united to it, for He will not leave this

heart to itself. It has affinity with Jesus, and

draws Him into itself. If it has learned about

Jesus, it loves Him because of His moral beauty
;

it mourns when it realises itself unworthy of Him,

and it takes to do with Him on His own terms.

Jesus dwells in this heart and opens it up and puts

it through the healing process. This is the heart

that loves mankind. No other heart truly can

do so. The heart must surrender to Jesus, Who is

the omniscient One and the embodiment of the

I. ).*!
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perfectly moral, ere it can love men in the true and
everlastnig manner. The lower animals have a
natural love to their kii.d ; and man, as an animal
also loves his kind, and he may sometimes have a
strain of conscientiousness in his love, even if he
be unrenewed; yet this love will all 'die out at
length unless the heart be broken evangelically and
renewed, or unless it have the great Healer and Rec-
tiher m it. Man cannot negknt his c apabihtic^ as a
rational-moral agent without falling at length into
the condition of the devil and his angels.

Yet, as has been already remarked, the unre-
newed man may, in the virtue or morality which he
puts on the shew of, or which he really feels in-
dined to exercise in the way of sociahtv, neighbour-
iness, with possibly a strain of conscience in it
have so far a reflex of heaven in him. But it is a
bastard reflex. It is not born again ; not born
from above. Yet even as it is, it may shew to the
man so far what heaven is, and what Jesus is.
It is so far the outcome of the gift of sociality and
of the real moral law, placed within by the Creator
And if man neglect these gifts and voices within
he will at last waken to see that heaven had been
so far understood by him, and that Jesus bad been
very close to him. If the wakening be too late
the i)erception will fill him with agelong remorse'He will be then severed from evervthing, and every-
one, for whose sake here on earth he thought
It worth his while to put on the shew of virtue •

and he will go to be a companion of those whose
character he abhorred whilst he was here.

The Soul's Struggle to Reach Christ.

Unregenerate souls take their hopes, cheer and
comfort for the support of the inner life from things
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seen and temporal. From these things they take

what we may call their liveliness. Every soul needs

a measure of liveliness. Regenerate souls take both

their inner life and their liveliness from the unseen

world, that is, from spiritual and eternal sources.

Now it is a great change, a radical upheaval in the

soul, when it resolves to surrender its present

source of liveliness in order to set out in the dark-

ness for a new source. Let us suppose that the soul

is a tiuid, in wliich there is both rationality and

sensitiveness. Let us further sujipose that the

body in which this soul, or fluid, resides is oblong

in form, and that it has a hexagonal pipe connect-

ing one end of it with a large hexagonal fountain

a dozen feet off. At the other end of the oblong-

shaped body there is a round pipe connecting the

body with another fountain equally distant on the

opposite side.

Now the proposal is made, say, to the fluid to

move out in the hexagonal pipe towards the large

fountain on its side of the body. But the fluid says :

" No, I shall not move out in that direction, for

were I to do so I would require to take the form

of the hexagonal pipe as I moved through it, and

also the form of the hexagonal fountain at the other

end of the pipe ; and I disUke this form." So when

the fluid is invited to move out in this direction

it presently solidifies, or freezes, to prevent itself

from running out. But when invited to move out

in the opposite direction it at once consents wlili

pleasure, because it can itself put the other pipe

in any form which it chooses, and can also put the

fountain at the other end of this pipe into any shape

it may desire.

But now let us further suppose that in the

hexagonal fountain there are elements which purify I
*.
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the fluid, and that the fluid will thus return purified
from it every time it goes to that fountain. But
there are elements of filth in the other fountain
which will further pollute the fluid every time
it goes there and returns. But the filth "is not
presently felt to be either a danger or a burden,
owing to the affinity therewith on the part of the
fluid itself; the fluid is filthy and muddv in
itself.

Christ is the fountain on the one side of the soul

;

and the soul that goes out to Him must resolve
to take a holy, true, loving, just, righteous, form,
accordmg to the form of the fountain itself. It
must evermore strive to get more and more into
this form. Now souls in their unregenerate state
realise going out in this spirit and direction and
with this ultimate end in view, as directlv opposed
to what they love best. If the fluid should try
to run in this direction, it would feel all its liveli-
ness taken away, and would be similar to the spirit
which, when ejected, goes through " dry places,"
through a wilderness of a waste, howling kind.
But when it actually reaches the fountain,' and is

returned pure, then it experiences not only a
liveliness, but also a life which is bevond in precious-
ness anything it ever before experienced. But
many souls will not go through the first hard ex-
periences of going out to Christ, the great Fountain.
Though if only they would consent to put the matter
to the proof, and go out to Him, then thev would
experience a return of themselves to themselves
with a life that would never die. He that loses his
life shall keep it unto life eternal.

But unregenerate souls prefer going out in the
other direction, because they can thus have their
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own way, and put both pipe and fountain in any

shape they please. So the love of money, pleasure,

lust, etc., warms many souls, and they find in them-

selves an affinity with these things. They liquefy

still more when prospects of going out towards

them, and having pleasure from them, present

themselves to them. How then can they go out

in both directions ? They cannot. If they keep

Uquefied so as to go out in the one direction, they

are bound to freeze, or solidify, under some niflu-

ence or other, if the other direction is proposed to

them. And a liquid that sohdifies cannot run.

By and by the habit of running out in the worldly

direction will impart to the soul a quality which

will evermore prevent its liquefying so as to go out,

even though it should now be willing to undergo

pain in going out, in the other direction.

When the soul of the Christian threatens to

solidify, or get hard, so that it cannot run out

in the true direction, God comes and breaks this

solidifying soul, and it then gets into a liquid state

again. He comes to some to break down their

solidified state, but the result is only a lot of

splinters. They never get liquefied agam. They

have run out too often in the other direction, and

that also under the light which shines from the true

fountain. And this Ught from the true direction

shining on the soul that habitually goes in the wrong

direction is the most effective means for causing

the soul to go into the permanently solidified state,

so that any providential dealings with it which are

painful only put it into the form of sphnters.

Many souls resist even going into splinters until

death itself will come, and then there will be no

possibility of broken hearts, or contrite mouldable

spirits, for them anv more. They will thenceforth

.ill
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have to support themselves in being and in self-
identity, as far as their consciousness is concerned,
by hatred of every person and every thing that is
good. The hearts, however, that "are broken in
gomg Chnstward, and reaching Christ, Christ
Himself will tenderly upbind, and He will give them
themselves back with hfe in their hearts and with
union and fellowship with Himself. But those
who desire to be master of the moral, instead of
permitting the moral to master them, will not
submit to this state of matters.
The struggle of the soul in reaching Christ is

due to the fact that the soul, even when awakened,
is still corrupt, and desires to remain its own mas-
ter, even as to its morality and its religion. The
struggle IS described by our Lord as a striving or
agonizing, to enter in at the straight gate, and as the
violent taking the kingdom bv force. Bunyan
describes it under the figure of the Slough of
Despond. It is somewhat analogous to the push-mg of a boat out into the water, which is partly
on the gravelly beach and partly already in the
water.

But unless the soul actually reach Christ it
will not be suffused with Christ's Spirit. If an
eighth part of an inch remain between a man's
hands and the hands of the galvanic battery the
thrill of the current will not be experienced.

'

If a
similar distance remain between seed and soil
there will be no growth, and no harvest. If a
small pebble be under the ship's keel, it will often
prevent the launching of the vessel. So it is with
the soul in its struggles to reach Christ. If there
be anything in the habits, or hopes, anv reserves
that the soul will not submit to the inspection
and disposal of Christ, according to His own
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principles, or morals, then the soul will not be

launched. Nothing of heaven will come into it in

this case.

The struggling soul sometimes feels as if it

were getting near Christ ; then, perhaps, it looks

back in regret, like Lot's wife, and feels it has lost

somewhat, and it has to struggle still more earnestly

to regain what it has thus lost. So the soul has its

ups and downs, its advances and its backings when

re. ^ Christ. In this manner it conies more

ai 2 to feel its own corruption, and also its

danger ;
and it thus comes more and more to

appreciate the salvation that is in Christ. The

first thing that the forces in the soil do to the seed

is to break the husk ; then tlie forces in the soil

combine with those in the kernel in order to send

up a growth, and eventually give a harvest. So

in the soul's struggles to reach Christ, the soul's

self-will, in which it is apt to encase itself, gets

broken down ; and when the soul reaches Christ,

then the forces in Christ combine with the forces

wakened in the soul itself in order to give growth

into the likeness and fellowship of Christ.

It is at some point in the struggle just described

that in several cases some church official comes

and offers to make matters easier by the applica-

tion of some form of the opus operatum, or some

fetish, which is the same thing. This intervention

we shall consider in a future chapter. But we

may at once easily perceive how very demoraUsing

and harmful such an intervention would be by its

superseding the moral efforts absolutely necessary

on the part of the soul to reach Christ at first-hand.

Great moral ends are fulfilled by these efforts.

%'
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Chapter VIII.

THE CHURCH LIFE AS INSTRUMENTAL
CAUSATION.

The health of a Church depends not merely on the creed
which she professes, not even on the wisdom and holiness of a
few great Ecclesiastics, but on faith and virtue of its in-
dividual memhers.—Kingsley.
Where two or three are gathered together in my name,

there am I m the midst of them.—Jesus.

Meaning and Importance of the Chnrch-Life.

By the church-life is here meant the exercises
engaged in, and the soul-experiences had, by the
living Christian at the religious meeting, and all that
is done by him in connection with that meeting.
The church-life in this sense of it is to be distin-
guished from the earth-life. But the one kind of
life is. in the case of the living Christian, inter-
related to the other.
When the religious meeting is in every respect

wnat it ought to be, then it is, perhaps, the most
direct and powerful means we possess for prepar-
mg souls for the final heaven. It is itself heaven
upon earth. There is to be found in it, as nowhere
else on earth, a foretaste of the final organic union
with Christ and the redeemed above. All the
elements are present there which will be present
above. Jesus Christ Himself has promised His
special presence there.
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Union, in the religious sense, has great power,

and it secures answers to prayer which would

not otherwise be granted, as those know who are

aware of Christ's special promises to this condition.

We read in the Acts of the Apostles about those

who laboured in apostolic times in the good cause

being all united, all of one heart, of one mind,

of one accord. Thus it was that their prayers

had such efficacy. About a fortnight's steady and

united praver preceded the outjxniring of Pente-

cost. Manv forget this who somehow expect

that the pulpit alone, if it be what it should be,

would effect a pentecostal effusion. The oneness

of heart and mind which then prevailed is a state

often recommended throughout the New Testa-

ment. All things in the form of strife, divisions,

separations, dispeace, unloving tempers, etc., con-

nected with the church-life are directly opposed to

the union, and the praying spirit, which bring the

blessing. Those, therefore, incur a great responsi-

bility, who, either by what they do, or by what

they refrain from doing, tend to mar the harmony,

union and mutual goodwill, which ought to reign

in the church-life.

In the old dispensation the })eople were being

taught the benefit of unity. Their rehgious feasts,

their days for meeting together for other rehgious

purposes, etc., taught them this. The ancient

psalmist compared unity among the brethren

to the condition which exists when the dew falls.

The anointing oil of the divine Spirit flows down

then on the church members. (Ps. cxxxiii.)

In the New Testament we are exhorted not to

forsake the assembling of ourselves together. We
are bidden exhort one another even daily, lest any

be hardened through the deceitfulness of sin,

;
•

1 \i
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lest any seem to have come short of the rest pro-
vided by God, lest any man fail of the grace of God,
or be profane, like Esau of old, and underestimate
his religious privileges, and thus bring upon himself
at length, as Esau did, unavailing regret.

The Proper Treatment of the Church-Life.

In order that the church-meeting, or the reHgious
meeting anywhere, may fulfil its real and intended
end, certain means require to be faithfully used,
and certain conditions complied with, in connection
with this meeting. In connection therewith there
needs to be meditation, and that particularly in the
way of self-examination

; and there needs to be
resolution, proper private and family devotions, and
the living of a right earth-Jife.

The self-examination, and the other needful parts
of meditation, ought to mingle with the private
devotions, and with the resolutions. Each one
of these exercises ought to be made to impart
quickening to tiie others. The whole requires to be
earnestly, faithfull}', and regularly done, and no
superficial work made of any part thereof.

Now for material for self-examination we need
not travel here beyond what has been already
before us in our previous chapters, particularly
what has been before us in our first two chapters,
and also in connection with the necessity of love!
In these means we have sufficient ultimate principle
whereby to judge of our own religious state. But
we cannot safely test ourselves with less than this.

We have already considered some of the inner
experiences which the Scriptures declare are had,
and necessarily had, by all living Christians. Every
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living Christian has Ufe, light, and union and com-

munion with Christ and His people. The love

which the living Christian has to Christ is greater

than his love for any other object. He is always

in the spirit of selling all he has, if needs be, for the

Pearl of great Price. Many would thus sell out did

the matter come before them by a message direct

from heaven ; but the genuine Christian discerns by
his inner state whether anything undue has taken

hold of his heatt and stolen it, or j^art of i^ from

Christ. The evil and adulterous generatioi seek

for more signs than they already possess ;
the true

Christian uses those he already has. He does not

prefer his farm, oxen, merchandise, to calls to more

direct religious duty.

As further materials for self-examination in view

of the Church meeting, let it be noted that the liv-

ing Christian has Christ in him as the " Substance"

and " Lamp " of heaven, and, therefore, has heaven

itself with its Ught within him. It is not virtually

he that lives, but it is Christ that lives in him.

He is no wayside, stony-ground, or thorny-ground

hearer. He is acquainted with what his Lord

teaches about the absolute necessity there is for

the branch bearing iruit, and also the absolute

necessity there is that, in order to bear fruit in the

only acceptable manner, the branch must abide

in the Vine. Separate from the Vine, or from

abiding in the love of Christ, the Christian can do

literally nothing acceptably, even were he bestow-

ing all his goods to feed the poor, and giving his

body to be burned. He knows, and probably

often thinks on, the message to the ancient Church

in Ephesus that left her first love, and also on

the message to the Laodicean Church that got luke-

warm. He is aware that all those who have ears

Mil
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to hear are bidden hear what these messages
were, that is, they are bidden ponder these messages
in self-application.

The living Christian is aware from experience
that the way is narrow, and that great and con-
tinuous efforts are required in order to walk there-
in,—so as to have the day star always shining
within, and the dynamic of Christ's love always
moving him. He knows by e.xperience about the
deccitfulness of sin, and how readil\- sin steals
in and hardens the heart, and renders it cold and
formal in religion. He remembers also that he is a
partaker of Christ only on condition that he hold
the beginning of the confidence and the rejoicing
of the hope firm unto the end ; and that Christ's
seal as to His commands being kept in the true
spirit is that He manifests Himself to the soul.
" I will manifest myself unto him." " We will
come unto him and make our abode with him,"
" I will come in unto him, and will sup with him,
and he with me." In putting his talent to use
by abiding in his Lord's love, the Christian increases
that which he already hath. If he miss his Lord
he searches for Him until he finds Him, as the spouse
did. (Song of Songs, chap. iii. chap, v.)
The genuine Christian is aware by experience

how very rapidly this world, so full of temptations,
makes its impress on his heart in one or more of
its many alluring forms, and that even a little of its
leaven leavens the whole lump, spoils his prayers,
fellowship, and love, and tends to make him a
withered branch.

These, then, are some of the things which, in
view of the church-meeting, the living Christian
meditates on in self-examination. He finds he
must seek to square his inner and outer life with
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Scripture, and not with luiexamined tradition or

custom. These things, moreover, are true of every

Uving Christian. Many professing people are apt

to suppose that these things may be true and right,

but that they themselves do not profess to have

attained to th"m, and they expect in their heart of

hearts to be finally saved at a much cheaper rate

than by attaining in this world to this high standard

of religion. Thus it is that countless numbers

are probably deceived, and live and hope according

to quite another Bible than the one they profess

to believe. Scriptural religion is to them, when
they are brought face to face with it, like a verv

high mountain in front of them, and which they

have no intention, nor inclination, to try to climb.

Several seem to wait to see whether it will become

common among processing people to try to climb

this mountain. Thus professing people incur much
responsibihty if they are not seen chmbing the

mountain. They hold many back if they say

b>- their profession that they themselves are

climbers, and bv their life that they are not.

Now if one who makes a profession of Christian-

ity finds, on self-examination, that he has not come

into the soul-experiences just described, then he

ought, as his bounden duty towards both himself

and others, to bring his preparatory de\'otions and

resolutions to bear very decidedly and thoroughly

on his present state, and on the state 'n which he

ought to be. He may feel assured that nothing

of nearly so great importance to him could possibly

meantime occupy his attention. If he does not

realise all this, then he ought to set this failure

down to his atrophy of spiritual sensibilities

through his having been so long an outsider, and

to the benumbing, blinding powers of darkness
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having j)layc(! so long on his soul. Especially if

he has heen iuuler the gospel, as probably he has
if a professing Christian, then the plaving of gospel
light on his soul, along with the playing also of the
r -^wers of darkness, will account for his benumbed
s 0,—a state that is bound to get worse and worse
if tie remain longer an outsider, and under those
influences which have already played such havoc
on his sensibilities.

If the professing one be the head of a family,
with baptismal vows upon him, he has duties to
the family, as well as to* himself, in relation to the
church-life. His family ought to be carefully
instructed in religious knowledge, and inspired
with reverence for everything sacred. Each mem-
ber ought to be held in loving subjection with all

gravity, according to St. Paul's idea.
But let it be remembered that one may try

to do a number of the things which have been
described, or may even try to do them all, but may
not do them with that self-surrender, faith, and
dependence which will bring him into living contact
with Christ. One may try for a time to do a num-
ber of these things, and may experience a sort of
hohness of feehng, or a quasi-solemnity, in going
to church, in the church, and returning from it,

without any other permanent effects than that
after a little while he wall be sunk further than ever
in sin, carelessness, and corruption. One must
make thorough work of this matter. No half-
heartedness, nor sickly sentimentalities for a while,
will do here. The enemies in this field are far too
subtle, and far too powerful, for meeting them with
mere fencing

; they must be met and vanquished
in the open tield. There must be real agonising
before one can enter in. The kingdom must be
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taken by violence. This is man's side. God's
side is that the soul needs to be born again ere it

can sec ; that is, have the soul-experiences of the
kingdom. But if it agonise successfully, it will

certainly see the kingdom of heaven here and
now.

The eonlrasl between what is, and what ought to be,

in Church-life.

But one may come very near the kingdom
and yet fail to enter, as a vessel may be kept
from being launched by a very small pebble under
the keel. We know how very different the be-
haviour of a boat is when on the water from what
it is when on land, or when half in and half out
of the water. Too many are. in their church-hfe,
analogous to the boat on land, or half in and half

out of the water ; and yet they expect to be viewed
and treated as if they were out on the mighty deep,

meeting all the contrary winds and currents there
on their way to the opposite shore. They cannot
but themselves know that they are not Christians

inside the kingdom of heaven on earth, and yet
they expect to be viewed, treated, and addressed
from the pulpit, as if they had all the experiences,
were performing the duties, and meeting the tempt-
ations, of the hving Christian. Surely this is a
terribly dislocated condition, and that, also, in the
highest matters of all. These same people would
never brooke to have their earthly affairs and
worldly prospects in such a dislocated state,

and have such inconsistent opinions, and unreason-
able and strange notions about them, as too many
permit to themselves in connection with their

church-life, their eternity, and the matters of ever-

lasting life or death. Does not the cause of all this
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lie in the fact that too many do not see, but are

benumbed and bhnded by the god of this world ?

Were they able to see, would they comfortably re-

main in their present state, uncertain at the best

as to where or how they stand ? The light that

shines, combined with the powers of darkness,

is merely destroying their spiritual sensibilities.

Now Christ has a right, and He claims this right
;

our fellow-men have a right, and God demands
that it be conceded ; and those dependent on us,

if any, have a right, which we have promised before

God to observe, that we sliould prepare ourselves

in every way o{)en to us for the church-life, so that
our light, and the seasoning of our salt, may be
used by God in all the ways which He may see fit

for the benefit of others, and for the advancement
of His cause. We are not our own to go to the
religious meeting, or to live our churcb-Ufe, as we
may choose. N?) man Hveth to himself, and no
man dieth to himself ; living or dying, we are the
Lord's. The least of us ought not to say, or think,

that no one need follow our example, or heed what
we may, or may not do, in religion We cc not
our own to think thus, or argue thus, with our-
selves. Our example is (iod's, and so are all our
talents, to do with them as He may see fit. What
the effect of our life may be is God's affair, after we
live it aright

; it is not our affair. He will cer-

tainly call each one of us to account for all the
times and opportunities of each day.
The pulpit hps an especial claim that we duly

prepare ourselves for Hving the chi. ch-life aright.

It has a right to 2sk that we be not represented
by the waysidi- in the parable of the sower, and
that we break up our stony ground, and pluck up
the thorns and briars in our hearts, so that there
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be not a useless sowing, or that the gospel be not

a savci- of death. No earthly farmer would sow
his seed in fallow or unbroken soil. Had he to

depend for a living on the results of such sowing,

he would not live very long. But in religion many
people seem to imagine that any soil will do for

the heavenly seed. Now in the living Christian's

meditations in relation to his church-life, surely

he has abundant cause for deep and solemn
thought and for earnest private devotion.

When the living Chr '
> further surveys the

state of society in rel i ^o real Christianity,

such Christianity as has been described already in

our first iwo chapters, and partly in our present

chapter, he will have cause to mourn, and to plead

earnestly for an awakening from the terrible state

in which far too many of his fellow men appear to

lie asleep. The appalhng commonness of every

kind of vice, selfishnesses, dishonesties, insinceri-

ties, disregard for the feelings and interests of

others, and, above all, the extraordinary apathy
and indifference of the greater part of the professing

portion of society at the sight of the prevalence of

these things, do not warrant any hope that living,

Bible Christianity is all-pervading among us.

There is too great a love of mammon, with its usual

train of overreachings, dishonesties, chicaneries,

and religiously deadening effects, to expect vital

religion to be very common.
Parts of the press do speak out to some extent

regarding this state of matters , but it is to be
feared there is too much professionalism in the

tone of the church's speaking for this speaking to

have much effect. Some of us in the pulpit are,

perhaps, too apt to be generally pleased with the

Stat' of the pew if there be a good appearance on

! :l
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Sundays, and the occasional plain-speaking of our
professionalism can be easily discounted. The
number of dishonest, shady, worldly, mammon-
loving people in the pew, are not always gripped
as they ought to be. It is to be feared that part
of the present pulpit feels itself too dependent on
the state of the pew, and is, consequently, some-
what timid.

One with ordinarily careful attention to an open
Bible cannot but know the state rehgiously of
numbers in the pew in the present day. But is it

not the case that there is apt to be a complacency
in this state, provided only it be outwardly respect-
able and peaceable, and that it supports the pulpit
liberally ? The " bright services," the fine choirs,

grand-sounding instruments, the solos, anthems,
glees, services of praise, and what not, bespeak com-
placency with the state of the people as a whole.
So do our evermore annual, flourishing congrega-
tional reports sent out to the public, every year
so much better than the preceding one with every
congregation

; never do we read an adverse report,
notwithstanding the amount of vice among us.

In all solemnity let it be asked, " What is the use
of we who occupy the pulpit preaching sermons for
Christians to people who have not yet come into the
Christian state ? It is deceiving them so to do

;

it is cruel. It is causing them to beheve that if they
manoeuvre somewhat as they are on Sunday bidden
do, they will get off at last, although even their man-
oeuvring is not on the inside but on the outside of
the kingdom. Is the question often pressed home
as to whether those who make a profession have
ever truly come inside the kingdom ? What
answer would the earth-life, the private devotional
life, the family-altar life, the social life, give to this
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question ? Is fruit borne, the talent put to steady
use, by abiding in Christ's love ? Is the fervor

of the first love maintained with steadfastness ?

Is a meeting with Christ commonly expected at our
church-meetings ? Are people commonly dis-

appointed when they do not meet with Him ?

And do they leave the church in these circum-
stances m a self-examining state, fearing the cold

condition of their hearts, and fearing that this state

will get worse unless promptly seen to ? Is it

not the case that for large numbers of professing

people a meeting with Christ at church is not
earnestly pled for, is not expected, and is not at all

missed when it does not take place r Do not too
many of our people leave the church with over-

much worldly jollity, gossip, and frivolity, to give

ground for any honest observer to imagine that

they either have met with the Redeemer of their

souls there, or that they very much care ? These
people would almost cause one to suppose that they
would possibly prefer not to be embarrassed in

their earth-life by meeting with Christ at church.

We may, I think, set it down for certain that many
of our people do not seriously miss Christ. Now
I hold that when such people are in church, and
especially in the profession of Christianity, they
ought not, through the omissions of the pulpit,

to be sent away pleased with their state, or regaled,

or so stirred by organ or choir as to be made to

suppose that they may be as good and religious

as there is any use for. We have seen the very
solemnity, and the tone and the manner, of the pul-

pit sometimes strongly suggest that there is much
need for discrimination. One ought to see his own
state reflected, either positively or negatively,

just as he needs, in the doctrine, aiui in the very

f-' ill
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manner itself, of the pulpit. But the grand eclat

with which things are sometimes made to pass off

in many of our churches leaves no room for such
discriminations.

The pew may suppose that because it pays the

musician it has a right to call for the tune, that is,

a right to prescribe silently th«? style and matter
of the preaching. It may profrss otherwise until

the pulpit displease it ; but when it does so, or dis-

pleases the leaders in the pew, then the right of

the pew to sit in judgment on the tune is sometimes
virtually exercised.

Both pulpit and pew require to keep very near
the Master of the vineyard, if the church-life is to

have the effects which it is calculated and divinely

intended to have.
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Chapter IX.

DANGERS OF REJFXTED LIGHT IN
CHURCH-LIFE.

They that have done good shall enjoy those good things

that are in heaven, so they, who though they have no evil

indeed to be charged with, yet have omitted to do any good they
might have done, will be hurried away with them that have
done evil into hell fire.

—

Chrysostom.

Action of Spiritual Light on Irresponsive Souls.

We have noticed this action already in incidental

sentences ; but the matter is so very serious, and with
many so very little thought of, that it may be well

to devote a chapter to its consideration. And it is

expedient to consider the subject in connection
with the church-life, because it is there in an
especial manner that gospel light is understood
to be brought before souls, although the same light

is also brought before them in several other ways.
In the religious meeting personal appeals on gospel

grounds are understood to be frequently made.
Gospel-light which is not complied with always

hardens the heart, and, which is virtually the same
thing, destroys those sensibilities which have
at least potentialities in them for spiritual discern-

ment. When this destructive work has proceeded
for a certain time, or up to a certain point, there

supervenes the remaining time when nothing what-
soever can produce repentance of an evangelical
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I

kind. It is, indeed, true that whilst the lamp
holds on to burn the greatest sinner may return.
No doubt the door of mercy is always open for all

living human beings ; but it is equally true that
after a certain amount of refusal of the light, the
sinner does not desire to enter. He cannot any
more lay hold of forgiveness by the ordinary
methods, and extraordinary ones will not be
adopted in the case of any.

Probablv i\.3 cause why Satan and other angels
that kept not their first estate are incapable
of forgiveness, is that they sinned against clear
light, and they, therefore, could not applv forgive-
ness to themselves even if granted. So sinners
who are hardened under the gospel are also incap-
able of forgiveness. To have the gospel a savour
of death is to die of what someone has called " the
gospel plague, '—the most awful death of all.

Typhoid fever prevents the stomach digesting
solid food. The " gospel plague " prevents the
spiritual system digesting the promises, or the offers
of forgiveness. The sin against the Holy Ghost
destroys the spiritual furnishings of the soul, just as
gazing long on the sun with the naked eye destroys
the capability of physical vision.

We ought not to regard God as ummlling to
forgive even the sinner who has sinne^ against the
Holy Ghost. The case is rather that this kind of
sinner is unfit to accept forgiveness, or to profit
thereby even if he had it. There is no heaven for
him. All his real reverence is gone. If the salt
ha\e lost its savor, a woman her modesty, or a rose
its fragrance, it is difficult, and it mav be im-
possible, to restore it to its pristine state.

'
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Increase of Light ought to Increase Reverence

and Obedience.

If reverence be lost it can hardly ever, and in

some cases cannot at all, be restored. And what
would a soul do in heaven without reverence ?

It destroys people's reverence in some instances

when sentence against their evil deeds, or their

neglects, is not executed speedily ; their hearts

in that case, says the wise man, are fully set in them
to do evil. (Ecles. viii., 11). The goodness of

God in forbearing to execute judgment is divinely

intended to give room for consideration and re-

pentance. But by many this divine intention is

misunderstood, and they are misled to imagine

that because they are not interfered with by God,
especially after they have heard and neglected so

many warnings, the reason is that God is not the

kind of God they had been afraid He was, but is a
much more indulgent God. Thus, says the apostle,

some heap up to tiiemselves wrath against the day
of wrath. (Kom. ii., 4-5).

Those who have been once illumined, and have
turned back, it is impossible to renew again to

repentance. The • have lost something essential

to salvation. There is the possibility of seeing

exactly what is required in Christianity, and of

refusing it after clearly seeing it. This is what
brings reprobation. This is the sin that destroys

the soul. To dislike, or hate, what is thus seen is

the sin against th(^ Ho'v Ghost. Many do not thus

yet see nor understand. But by attendance on a
faithful ministry there is evermore the likelihood

of some souls coming to see, and yet to reject.

Souls naturally try to see into things ; but here

the better they see the more they should make it a

:i
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point to close with what they see. Every fresh

light ought to bring the feeUng of reverence to the
heart ; and, to make sure that this reverence is

deepened, there ought either to be a vocal or a silent

expression of the reverential attitude of the soul at
every fresh view of divine things. This was the
apostle Paul's habit, and we see it also even in the
old-dispensation patriarchs. A stolid, uncouth,
worldly frame of mind in the presence of gospel-
light, or of holy things, is very dangerous. It

brings on by degrees that inner state which cul-

minates in the unforgiven sin.

Congregations, when vacant, look out for the
minister who will, inter alia, best explain the truths
of the gospel to them. It were well also if at
this time they met to consecrate themselves afresh
to perform according to what they thus expect to
be given more clearly to see, lest additional vision
bring judgments of hardening. Christ's coming
to the world brought such judgments upon many
people. He Himself said He had come as a judg-
ment into the world. The Baptist was sent to pre-
pare people lest the bhnding judgment should be
common, or even universal, and lest the earth
should thus come to be smitten with a curse, as
Malachi puts it, by the coming of the Son of God.
So gospel-light always operates in this way upon
people that do not prepare themselves, and that
do not obey the gospel when once they know it.

Those we read of in Rom. i. saw divine light in

the works of creation ; but when they saw they
took not the right attitude, and they thus brought
blindness on themselves. Yet they did not relin-

quish all religion
; but we read of the disgusting

religion they afterwards came in their delusion to
adopt. So it is that many who are irrevocably
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hardened will continue to be religious, after their

way of it, not realising their state, just as was the

case with the Jews after our Lord wept over them.

Those for ever excluded from the great supper

were not told of their exclusion. (Luke xiv., 24).

Some instances of Evangelical Preaching

Bringing Reprobation.

Even one refusal of the mission of the evangelis-

ing disciples brought irrevocable hardening. " Let

your peace return unto you." The light of Noah's
preaching prepared the antediluvians for their

destruction by the flood. They had been har-

dened before then, and God had said that His Spirit

would cease to strive with them, or be humbled
among them. Rut the preaching of Noah was what
fully ripened them for their doom.

Similarly Lot's preaching ripened Sodom for

its doom ; and the ripening process came to its

climax when the angels appeared in the city.

That neither Lot nor the heavenly messengers were
recognised to bear messages from heaven made no
difference. The point was that this oicght to have
been recognised ; and had the inhabitants lived

according to the light which they had in Lot's

preaching, heaven would have come to be more
clearly recognised in that preaching. But the

people were in no mood for such things. The
love of the world had distempered their hearts

;

but they would have, at the same time, discerned

as much of the heavenly message as to see that it

was against the kind of lives which they had been
leading. This was quite enough to set th agamst
it, and to set them in an adversely c ul mood
with respect to it ; and it would have citused theiu,

m
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moreover, to be secretly glad at every appearance
of fault or failure in it, as the Jews were in regard
to Christ's hfe and preaching.
God decided that the Jews in Isaiah's time

could not be reclaimed unless they went into
captivity. How then did the ripening come for

this captivity .' By Isaiah being sent them to pro-
claim the fact that God was ready to pardon, and
to invite them to reason with God Himself for their

pardon and acceptance ; also to warn them of the
results of the invitation not being accepted. All
this matter and style of preaching, however, hard-
ened the hearts of the people up to the point of
being mature for the judgment. The people were
in no mood to listen favourably to God's invita-
tions, and therefore the inevitable consequence
of hardening followed. Read carefully for this
the first and sixth chapters of Isaiah. Also Luke
xi., 45-54-
The same kind of results are described in the

doom of the unfruitful vineyard on which divine
labour liad been expended, (Is. v.), in the par-
able of the barren figtree, and in the case of the
ground that produces only thorns and briars under
the rain and sunshine of heaven. Read the whole
of Heb. vi. in this connection.

St. Paul directed Titus to reject a divider,
or heretick, after the first and second admonition,
knowing, says he, that such an one is " subverted
and sinneth, being condemned of himself." Once
heaven's truth and invitation come into fair con-
tact with the soul, if there is no affinity between
heaven and the soul, the fact is then made overt,
and a decision is made between heaven and the
soul. Hatred in ignorance is different ; I speak
of hatred or refusal with knowledge. One might

u^:mt
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speak a word against the Son of man in ignorance
of Who He is or was ; for He was in the form of a
man. But he who hates or refuses the Holy Ghost,
or the Spirit of heaven, refuses or hates the spirit
of the thing, and not merely the form ; and spirit
can be discerned only by spirit. So when spirit
thus comes into contact with spirit, and when it is

seen that there is no affinity, as is the case with fire
and water, then the soul virtually decides its own
doom. As already said, the soul may afterwards
continue its relation to religion, but the relation is a
dead one, or rather it is a relation which ripens for
doom. It is an overwhelming thought to think
that many people should be only ripening for doom
under the preaching of the gospel.

I

Iv
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The Harmful Conception of Some about the

Ever-Open Door.

It is a very harmful conception which many
seem to entertain when they suppose that, conduct
themselves as they may under the gospel, yet up
till the hour of their death they will be as able to
accept the gospel offer as they had been the first
times they had ever heard it. The gospel itself
does not warrant the certainty that such a supposi-
tion is correct. There may, indeed, be several
things connected with the manner in which the
gospel comes, or is presented to some people, which
rnay set a certain section of them against it for the
time being, who are not in their hearts against it

if it were purely seen by them. But it is a rather
risky matter for one who feels himself disinclined
to accept the gospel offer to attribute his dis-
inclination to any such accident. One ought to
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know how very readily the carnal, worldly heart

is to grasp at any sort of excuse for its declinature.

When the decision is made between the soul and

heaven as to the fact that the two are in eternal

variance and separation, this decision does not

necessarilv, nor usually, signalise itself to the soul

itself. The soul may not know any difference

in its state after this decision from its state before

the decision. Though more of this presently.

But the decided fact is that God will be sancii

fied either by or upon every soul that comes nigh

to Him ; and every soul that has t gospel invita-

tion made to it comes nigh God jn by receiving

that invitation. The gospel is th s either a savour

of life or of death.

Secret Refusal and Secret Reprobation.

Nothing predisposes the soul to refuse finally,

and that perhaps unawares to itself,—usually so

V leed,—as a sinful life, though it were merely

U. sin of neglect. This defiles the conscience,

and there may then be a secret disinclination in the

heart, almost unawares to the heart itself, against

the gospel ; and there may come a point in this

state when the soul would have accepted the gospel

because of its sight of its meaning ; but instead of

accepting it, almost unconsciously and unobser-

vedly to itself, it rejects it, and heaven then makes

this rejection final. The soul ought not to suppose

that if it reject the gospel finally, the fact must be

such as that itself will know what it thus does,

and know it in a very decided manner. Such may
not be at all the case. We never read of its having

been the case ; but the reprobation usually comes

on secretly. The Jews did not know when it was
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that the things which belonged to their peace
were for ever hidden from their e\'es. Those who
refused the invitation to the great supper hr.d not
the sentence of eternal exclusion intimated to
them. (Luke xiv., 24).

The final rejection of the gospel by a soul is

often the end of a process which had been coming
on gradually for a greater or less timt', and this final

action of rejection by the soul may have been quite
imperceptible to the soul itself as being such an
awful thing as it is. The soul may have crossed
the border almost unconsciously to itself. If it

should suppose such a thing unfair, then let it bear
in solemn remembrance that it is not sucli a small
affair to go on neglecting the gospel offer as it

may have been in the habit of thinking it was,

—

probably always imagining that delay was nothing,
and that there would come some other more con-
venient season.

Never is any soul justified, nor safe, in allowing
itself, either consciously or unconsciously, to sup-
pose that even one slight act of simple neglect
under invitations, or under the promptings of its

own conscience, is an insignificant act. 1 he gospel
i= not to be trifled with with impunity. Every act
of wilful neglect produces a disposition to neglect
again, and thus there is tlie great danger of an in-

crease of the disposition to neglect ; and sentence
not being for the time executed against it, the
possibility is that the final act of rejection will

come on silently and imperceptiblv as already
described.

Surely, then, the soul ought solemnly and thor-
oughly to prepare itself for attendaiice on the
" outward and ordinary means of grace," smce >ach
solemn and awful things silently take place under
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The conscience may be still at ease ;

The spirits light and gay,

That which is pleasing still may please,

And care be thrust away.

But on that forehead God has set

Indelibly a mark
;

Unseen by man, for man as yet

Is blind and in the dark.

And yet the doomed man's path below.

Like Eden may have bloomed,
He did not, does not, will not know.

Nor feel that he is doomed.

He knows, he feels that all is well

;

And every fear is calmed.
He lives, he dies, and wakes in hell

;

Not only doomed, but damned.

O where is thy mysterious bourne.

By which our path is crossed ?

Beyond which God himself has sworn
That he who goes is lost ?

An answer from the skies is sent

;

Ye that from God depart

;

While it is called TO-DAY, Repent,

And harden not your heart
"

/
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Chapter X.

SUPERSEDERS AND HINDERERS OF
EVANGELICAL RELIGION.

There are many stuffed professors. They have all the

externals of religion and morality ; all they want is life.—

Spurgeon. _ , ,,

But now, after that ye have known God, or rather are

known of God, how turn ye again to the weak and beggarly

elements.

—

Paid.

Recapitulation.

In accord with what has already been before us,

let it be again noted that the individual soul

requires to ome itself to Christ, and requires to

be truly religious by its own efforts. It needs itself

to agonise to reach Christ, and must part with

all that is needful to part with in order to reach

Christ and serve Him. Nothing can, with safety to

the soul itself, supersede the necessary efforts

on its own part to reach and maintain itself in the

evangelically moral.

We have also noted that in many cases a church

comes through her officials and offers easier terms

to struggUng souls, and to souls that would come

to the moral struggle were it not that the church

intervenes. Man himself is evermore prone to

adopt cheaper and easier ways to be religious,

reconciled to God, and to be safe, than the way of
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self-surrender, and the way of service in the evan-
gelically moral.

In judging of the true means on the one hand,
ard spurious or inept means for salvation on the
other, let us have before us the difference between
what is effected through means between which
and their results there is a /az£;-connection ; and,
on the other hand, the effects supposed to be pro-
duced through a wrtgjc-connection bet^veen the
means and their supposed results.
The majority of inept means, or wag/c-means,

are employed connected with the church-life. The
chief of these are the gnosis, the form, the fetish,
the /lesh, and the short-cut. We have noticed the
first two already, yet we shall take a brief look
at them agam

; then we shall notice the others
mentioned.

The Gnosis.

Some of the ancients put the gnosis, or intellec-
tual knowledge, in antithesis to the pistis, or faith.
They held the former to be for philosophers and
thmkmg people, and the latter to be for the com-
mon herd.

Some of whom better things might have been
expected, depreciate the gnosis (knowledge), and
doctrine, theology, etc., because these are not the
life in religion. As well depreciate the pipe in
which the water runs because it is not the water
itself

;
as well depreciate science because it is not

Its own subject-matter, and the medical profession
because it is not life and health, as depreciate in-
teUectual or theoretic knowledge, doctrine, theology
etc., because these are not the religious Ufe or inner
experiences which they direct us how to obtain and
maintain.
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A still worse fault, however, in connection with

the gnosis, is the making of it, the acquisition of it,

and faithfulness to it, a substitute for the reaching

of Christ, and for that evangeUcally moral Ufe

which maintains the soul in personal nearness to

Christ. Many put creed and doctrine instead of

Christ. As well put the knowledge of the articles

of food instead of the food itself, or suppose that a

bill of fare will satisfy hunger as well as the food

itself mentioned on he bill of fare. The doctrine

or creed which is untranslatable, or is not actually

translated, into the flesh and blood of religious life

is not of much use. That which in this form is held

only to fight and wrangle about is no better than

the endless genealogies that some of the ancients

used to wrangle about in their reUgion. Whatever

parts of a creed we contend for, we should be ready

to shew their connection with the practical life

of the Hving Christian. And the great parts of

the sound creed, according to New Testament

teaching, are the parts that teach us about the

evangeUcally moral, or love to God and to our

neighbour.

And eveii were religion, or a great part thereof,

to consist in correct opinions about the unpractical,

or even the practical, parts of a creed, or doctrines,

it is certain that those who are given most to make
separations and divisions in churches, and form

denominations or sects of their own, have not

among them those who would be best qualified to

come to correct opinions on these matters. Very

few, if any, of the smaller denominations, or sects,

who have separated themselves from larger reli-

gious bodies, could, or would like to try, to face the

following questions, and be constrained to answer

them under penalty of some divine judgment
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unless their answers were correct :—(i) Have we
any reasonable ground to hope, or to feel confident,
that w? have been more highly favoured by the
Holy Spirit's guidance than those from whom we
differ, so that we are guided better than they are
to form correct views of religious doctrine ? (2)
Have we any good cause to suppose that we have
better intellects than they have, and to think, if

there should be a competition among our intellects
by tests on any or all other subjects than religion,
where the unseen affords protection to the charla-
tan, that our intellects would manifest themselves
as so far superior to theirs as we reckon our religious
views superior to theirs ? (3) Do we, or any in
our party, apply ourselves more to learning dind
study than they do, and are we better scholars than
they ? (4) Are we more sincere than they? and
are they all hypocrites, undervaluing the soul's
salvation—both their own and others—whilst all

on our side value the salvation of the soul ? (5)
Do we shew clearly our greater estimate of the
soul's salvation by our greater labours in the vine-
yard ? (6) Have we any tangible ground whatso-
ever that we can advance before God on the great
day, to shew that we can safely risk it that w; have
grounds to firmly believe that we are right, and
that they are wrong, wherever we differ, or even on
any one point in which we differ ? (7) If we can-
not reasonably, conscientiously, or intelligently,
and with adequate information concerning what
we are venturing to pronounce an opinion about,
maintain before God that we believe we are
more likely to be right than they : then is our hostile
attitude towards these others, our separations,
schisms, and divisions, not directly contrary to
Scripture, and proving a barrier to that union

aBiiiiMH J.
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and amity with our fellow-Christians for which

our Lord prayed, and which Scripture so earnestly

exhorts us to cultivate ?

The Form.

Very many still contend for certain outward

forms diS being necessary to true religion. This

was the contention which characterised the Phari-

sees of old. They did not meet w ith C^.od in their

divers washings,' nor in their tithings of mint,

anise, and cummin
;

yet they remained attached

to these externals. That a people should be seen

contending for certain forms, is no sign whatsoever

that they are religious in the true sense. It is

rather a sign the other way ; for if they should

know the spiritual life experimentally, they would

be aware that this life can manifest itself in a

variety of ways.

We have seen how ancient Israel evermore

tended to leave vital religion and cleave to forms.

We have also seen how the Apostle Paul viewed

such cleavings, and the terrible anathemas he pro-

nounced against those who taught that certam

forms were necessary.

It may be clearly seen by any unprejudiced

mind that a particular form of worship has nothing

whatsoever to do with the soul's efforts to reach

Christ and abide in Him. It is the inward and the

moral that count here, and not the external.

Not this mount or that, nor this attitude at prayer

or singing, or that attitude. These are not the

main questions, and are not questions which ought

to be viewed as being the subject of any divme

command any further than that all such things

should be done in decency and order. If we

J.
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go further than this, and attach to forms a divine
command, we are in danger of landing ourselvesm the position of the false teachers in Galatia,
and of some of the Galatians themselves who
observed times, and seasons, and days, and months,
and years, and about whom, in consequence, the
apostle expresses his fear that he had bestowed
on them labour in vain.
A young calf will not drink its milk out of the

vessel at first unless a finger be put in its mouth.
It has the mstinct that the finger is a teat of its
dam. If the finger be prematurely withdrawn
the calf will fight for it. But leave the finger with
It and It will drink with great vigour. So also
many want the finger, that is, the form to which they
have been accustomed in public worship, or else
they will take none of their sincere milk of the word.
It IS to be feared, however, that some have only
the juices of the finger itself on which to feed,
supposing that these juices are the true milk.

The Fetish.

In the standard dictionary the word fetish is
thus defined :

" A material object, believed to be the dwelling
of a spirit, or to represent a spirit that may be in-
duced or compelled to help the possessor

; ah object
of worship among savages

; anv object of devotion
or bhnd affection

; an image."
Now notice here, first, that the object is usually

a material object, that is, some object which we
can see, handle, hear, taste, or smell, as distinct
from an unseen thought or feeling, or God Notice
secondly, that the affection given is blind There
can be bhnd affection. Our affection is blind when
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we know not whv it is given. Affection for our

fellow-men is not blind, for it is natural, and so we

explain it. But when we love some object without

knowing why, the affection is blind. It is a

fossilization. If v.c have proved the object's good-

ness, the affection can be so far thus explained,

although even then a great deal of fossiUzcd affec-

tion mav be given the object. Heathen peoples

have fossilized affections around several objects of

a material kind which they believe to be the

dwelling-place of sjjirits. In some cases, as in

Formosa, the ancestral tablet, a piece of material

about six inches long and four broad, is believed

to contain the spirits of ancestors, and there is an

ancestral tablet there in everv family.

Professor \\. Wundt of Leipsig, in his " Ele-

ments of Psychology "—a text-book used in Tor-

onto University—treats of religion under the head-

ing Myths. Wundt says that man has in him
" an inveterate myth-making propensity." This

is as true of civilized man, he says, as it was of

primitive man. The standard dictionary defines

a myth as " an ima^ ary or fictitious object or

event. The myth," it says, " is purely the work

of the imagination ; the legend has a nucleus of

Wundt says that primitive man worshipped

stocks and stones, imagining that spirits resided

in these. When he rose somewhat in the scale of

being he began to worship moving and sounding

things in nature, such as rivers, winds, sun, moon,

stars, thunder, earthquakes, etc., imagining that

the spirits on whom his destiny depended resided

in these. As he kept rising his objects of worship

came to be still more refined. The poets of a na-

tion, as they got their inspiration amid the hills

' <•
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and dales of their country, gave the gods, r the
god, the quaUty of sentiment. When the exigen-
cies of rhyme caused a new adjective to be invented,
if the word proved a good one, it was employed
to grace the latest god with the sentiment for which
the word stood. The poHticans gave the god his
justice, and his sense of right and wrong, whilst the
philosophers bestowed on him his wisdom.

But as man rose to the highest point to which he
has attained, he found that an abstract god would
do, a god that resides neither in winds nor stocks,
but behind the clouds somewhere ; and, as Pro-
fessor James would tell us, removable at pleasure,
or wlien he falls behind the a^e. All this will
read like a fairy-tale to orthodox behevers ; but
let me assure such that these conceptions are the
serious convictions of the foremost psychologists
of the age, professor^ of the science of the human
mind in our greatest universities, where students
for the Christian ministry receive p?'-t of their
training. How will it fare with tht students,
many will be inclined to ask, unless thi • be wiser
tli'.n their teachers ?

There is little room for doubt, however, but that
Wundt is right when he says that there is in man
" an inveterate myth-making propensity "

; but
that this propensity goes so far as this psychologist
avers is a different question. The myth-making
propensity is not supposed, of course, to rise in
every man to the pitch of genius so as to enable him
to project a suitable god from his imagination—
a god that will " take " with his nation. But the
myth-making propensity in every man will cause
him to cleave to the suitable god once it has been
formed. It is a myth-clcavi7if^, as well as a myth-
maktng, propensity. If we call this myth-cleaving

9

1

1
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propensity a fetish-cleaving propensity, the differ-

ence will not be radical.

There is, then, let us say a fdish-dcavmg pro-

pensity in the human heart, as well as a form-

cleaving propensity, in religion. It was this fetish-

cleaving propensity that caused ancient Israel so

frequently to depart into idolatry. The prophet

Isaiah could not waken the people out of their

fetish-dreams, notwithstanding all Ins fine flood

of irony about the tree, the half of which the people

made into a god, the other half being used to kindle

a fire at which they warmed themselves, exclaim-

ing, " Aha, I am warm." (Is. xliv.)

The great fetish in the ritualistic churches is

" the apostolic succession," or, which is virtually

the same thing, prelatic clmrch-organisation. The

ritualistic churches arc the churches which admit

to membership by means of ritual, whereas the

churches which admit to membership all appli-

cants who make a credible profession of their faith

in Christ arc called evangelical churches. There

is a great difference between making one a member

of Christ by means of a particular ritual, and, on

the other hard, the appUcant for church-member-

ship having professed to have himself reached

Christ, and now to be living in Him, and being re-

ceived' as a church-member on that profession.

The churches who claim the " succession " are the

churches whose clergy have been ordained by those

who had been themselves in the line of apostolic

succession, that is, a line of ordination reaching

back to the apostles, who were directly com-

missioned to ordain by Jesus Christ Himself.

The " apostohc succession " is that which is

supposed to give authority to organise such a

church as that admission to it will of itself mean
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union with Christ, and will secure salvation The
Romish Church and the Episcopal Church are the
two ritualistic churches of special note. But
the ntuahstic churches supersede the agonising to
enter in, for they offer salvation by means of, or
through, the individual joining these churches
themselves. The English church consents that the
Romish church has the " succession," but the latter
church does not consent that the former church
possesses it.

All this is invalid in the conviction of every other
church. Other churches, especially all the evan-
gelical churches, hold that it can ne\'er be proved
that any ordination of to-day reaches back in this
fashion to the apostles

; and that even if this could
be proved, it would amount to nothing whatsoever
spiritually. It is placing store on magic instead of
establishing a law-connection between means and
results. To try to make out that God is the
author of the magic makes the matter no better but
rather worse

:
for it shews the lack of an understand-

ing of God's methods, and of the spirit of the gospel-
dispensation. There is no magical connection
between means and ends in the new dispensation
Betwof u means and ends there is always a law-
connection. There is no wa^iV-connection between
the t.ements used in the administration of the
sacraments and the ends served bv the sacraments
The VVestmmster divines were careful to state this
fact, for they said that the efficacy of the sacra-
ments does not arise " from any virtue in them
nor m him that doth administer them, but only
by the blessing of Christ, and by the working of the
spirit in them that bv faith receive them," ^Shorter
Cat., y. 91).

The sacraments impart no grace to any one
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who has not grace already ; and any grace which
the sacraments impart can be got otherwise

than through them by church members. The
chief ends served by the sacraments are that they
are badges of profession, signs, and seals. In the

case of the Lord's Supper it is also a memorial
service. But it is quite different to attribute

regenerating foiijer to the sacraments, as the church
of Rome does and a certain section of the English

church. Those churches believe in baptismal
regeneration.

Now it I .m be easily understood how such a
system is apt to cut the sinews ot moral effort

to reach Christ, besides that it is unwarranted.
The Romish church has seven sacraments. The
English church has a large number of ritualistic

ceremonies, <"ach of which is understood to have
some power. But the chief thing with this church
is " the apostolic succession "

; the church must
be prelatically organised, it is maintained, ere it

can be rightly regarded as a church of Christ.

No other kind of church can be looked on as a true

church of Christ. Connection with a prelatic

church gives salvation ; but connection with no
other church does so.

Hundreds of the clergymen of the English church
do not be'ievo all this to be a right part of the creed

of their church ; but I am not now enquiring what
individuals may or may not believe. The question

is, what is the creed of the church ? The type of

creed just explained may be easily understood.

What would the use be thought to be of a prelatic-

ally organised church, or of the " apostolic succes-

sion," unlc-oS these conferred benefits which other

churches do not confer ? But that the " apostolic

succession " is by no means a dead letter in the

("HI
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creed of the English church, we may see, inter iilia,

from the reply made last year (190O) to the union
committee of the presently negotiating churches in

Canada by an assembly of English church divines.

The follownig is the reply made to the query about
the willingness of the English church to join in the
negotiations for union, as reported in the Toronto
Globe oi 14th December, iq(i6 :-

" A courteous res})onse has also been received
from the Anglicans to the proposal made to them,
but though the way is open to take preliminarv
steps towards the end of union, the outlook is hO far

indefinite."
" The ( hurch of England is willing to dispense

with her liturgies and special forms of worship,
but will require four cardinal points to be accepted
by other denominations, viz., that the Bible is the
sole rule of faith, that the Apo.stles' and Nicene
creeds arc the rule of doctrine, that the words
' the institution of,' must precede the names of the
two sacraments, and that the historical continuity
of the Church cannot be broken."
No doubt all the other conditions were put in

to keep comi)any with the last one, wliich is by
far the chief one, and means simply the " apostolic
succession." There is not the least cause for sus-
picion that any of the other negotiating churches
do not accept the other articles or creeds men-
tioned. The Bible is far more strictl}' the rule of
faith with the other negotiating churches, especially

with the Presbyterian church, than with the Eng-
lish church, for there is no scriptural authority
to be found for the " af)ostolic succession." The
most learned and scholarly of the English divines
have admitted this fact. For instance the late

Bishop Lightfoot, in his commentary on the Epistle
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to the Philippians, expresses himself strongly on

the point that the priesthood belongs to «<// believers,

and says that the idt-a of confining it to the ministry

is a great error. He avers, moreover, that " the

facts do not allow us to unchurch other Christian

communities difterently organised," i.e., differently

from the Kpiscopatr (p. 267). The same writer

points out that the whole Christian people con-

stitute a K.i ;;.!> ni of priests. " There are," he

says, "no jk< i,»ii\ holy places nor persons, for

all places av 1 olv. ^nd all Christians are holy."

Ho notes tl t ;;'k- < ''ristian nation has now the

priesthood .11: !
' itself, which had been dele-

gated to special functionaries on behalf of the

people in the immature period of Israel. Dr.

Lightloct was of opinion that the idea of priest-

hood for the ministry came into the Christian

society from the heathens who continued coming

into the church in former limes, and who all had

some form of the priesthood in their former reli-

gions.

The late Principal \V. Cunningham, of the New
College, Edinburgh, attributes I'elagianism, the

parent of Arminianism, to heathen origin. There

may be more heathen elements in the t:hurch than

we are aware of. The modern scientists of com-

paiative nligion tell us that the greater part of

Christianity came from ancient Judaism, and that

again from' heathenism. Mr. Jordan, in his recent

work on Comparative Religion, labours to make
out this point.

Let it be noticed that when once a form or fetish

becomes customary, or has the sanction of tradi-

tion, or of party, then the hearts of both learned

and unlearned, wise and otherwise, begin to warm
and then to fossilize around it. Fossilization, or

.
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petrifaction, is different from the action of the
religiously conservative principle in man. The
latter is always ready to examine new theories,
and possesses the nobility of the ancient Bercans

;

whereas fossilization, unless it go into latitudin-
arianism, will not do this, but if its idol is disturbed
It will cry out :

" (}reat is Diana of the Ephesians,"
or some will say one thing and some another within
the party, the grt-ater part of tliem not knowing
what they say. The conservatiw principle is
described bv St. Peter as a being " stablishcd,
strengthened, and settled."

In Scotland at the present time there are ever so
many Presbyterian denominations. There are,
inter alia, the two great ones of the Established
Church and the U.F. Church, the former church
feehng sure that the right thing for the Government
to do is to have tlieir owr verv church established,
whilst the latter church, clergy and laitv, feel as
certainly convinced that it is very wrong of the
Government to do such a thing, and they petition
the Government annually to do away with such
an anomaly. Now is it to be supposed for an in-
stant that all the clergy of the one church, and
just because they happened to be brougiit up
where they arc, would have, by rational mental
processes, come to be of the conviction which they
thus entertain, whilst all the clergy of the other
church have come as rationally to be of the oppo-
site view ? We never hear of transitions from the
one denomination to the other from change of con-
viction, which we would assuredly hear of did not
the myth-cleaving propensity e.xert a powerful in-
fluence even on these clergy. This is patent io
the most casual observer.

Similar things are true of the prelatic churches—
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clergy and laity. Were these able to rise above
their myth-cleaving, or fetish-cleaving, propensity,
and take an unprejudiced survey of their " apos-
toHc succession," ornate and superabundant ritual,

and prelatic organisation, would they not see that
Scripture, science in her deliverances on natural
law, philosophy in her " ultimate principles " for

the test of " means," and even common-sense itself,

do all unitedly proclaim that these things ought
not to have the emphasis put upon them that
are placed on them by the ritualistic churches.
Everybody sees this except those within these
churches themselves.

It is a most serious matter for the Episcopal
church to aver, as she does by her creed,—whatever
individuals in that church may do,—that no real

Christian work h. : ever been accomplished outside
the pale of the ritualistic churches, no souls ever
converted except within, or by joining one or other
of, these churches. Is all the work accomplished
by Whitefield, the Wesleys, Chalmers, Spurgeon,
Moody, and a host of other eminent workers, to be
regarded as an evil work ? Did they cast out Satan
by Satan ? St. Peter was open to conviction, and
was actually convinced by the results whici. he
saw before his eyes, that God had accepted the
Gentiles ; and he asks what was he that he should
figlit against God who gave such results. But
what convinced Peter will not convince the ritual-

istic churches of our day. They are more embedded
in the fetish-cleaving propensity than the apostle
was, more so than any of the apostles were, for

they were all convinced by St. Peter's account,
although they seem to have had a due share of the
conservative principle.

The teachers of error in Galatia of old did not

'I

f

h.
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deny that faith in Christ was essential for salva-

tion ; but they combined with that faith the teach-

ing that the laws of Moses required to be kept. It

was this combination, as we have seen, that drew
from the apostle his terrible words recorded in

Gal. I. In what way are the modern rituaUstic

churches any better than their ancient proto-

types ?

M
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Chapter XI.

SUPERSEDERS AND HINDERERS OF
EVANGELICAL RELIGION (Continued).

The form of godliness is common, but the power of it is

rare.

The form of godUncss is cheap, but the power of it costs

much.
The form of godliness is easy, but the {X)wer of it is

difficult.

The form of godliness is a credit, but the power of it is a

reproach.

The form of godliness may exist with secret and open

wickedness, but the power of godliness cannot.

Brooks.

The Fdish in Evangt'licul Chun lies.

It is comparatively easy for us to see. or think we
see, the errors in which others are bound liand

and foot ; but it is not so easy for us to see as

clearly the similar errors in which we ourselves

may be similarly bound. This is human nature

again ; especially is it undisciplined or prejudiced

human nature. Protestants can see how the

Roman Catholics are bound in religious supersti-

tions ; but they cannot see so ch arly their own
similar bindings. The heart is apt, as already

noticed, I0 fossilise around custom, be the custom
right or wrong, as a miser's heart fossilises round his

shining oin. When this stage comes in religion,

then, in the case of many, good-bye for evermore
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to honest and earnest enquiry. People who reach
this stage esteem it their holy duty to repudiate
for ever after every sort of doubt suggested about
their position, or any part thereof.

" Be in possession, and thou art in right

;

The crowd will give thee help to keep it sacred."

Generally speaking, whatever in the form of
means, or supposed means, has not a moral nor a
rational connection, has a magic connection be-
tween the means and the end, or ends, or the sup-
posed end, or ends. Even if the means do effect
the end, or ends, the latter may not be proper ends
to have produced in religion. This I believe to
be the case where there is an excess of flesh-stirring

exercises in our churches by musical or other means.
Again, some means may be inept for the production
of what is intentled, as well as that what is intended
may not be itself right.

We have already abundantly seen what the right
ends are. These consist, in the first place, of
reaching Christ, and being united to Him. Then
in growing up into full stature in him, or growing
more and more hke Him, so as to be filled with
His fulness. This final result has for its chief
soul-experiences, union, communion, love, life,

light, and joy or happiness.

The way to reach Christ is just to come to Him,
as already described. The way to become like
Him is to express in word and act our love to Him
and to our neighbour, and to keep ourselves
unspotted from whatsoever would defile, or whatever
would hinder this expression, or render it un-
acceptable. We also contemplate, or meditate on,
that which calls forth our love, adoration, gratitude,'
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etc. We should express these once they are found
within. The expression is in word, such as in

prayer and praise, both in pubhc and private

—

sometimes alone and sometimes along with others.

These are rational and moral means. There is

a /flZ£'-connection between themselves and their

ends, and there is no magic, or legerdemain about
the inatter. But when we depart from these means
into an excess of flesh-stirring exercises, or into

belief in fetishes, or into excessive symbolization,
short-cuts, etc., we go astray in the direction in

which rehgious human nature is always very prone
to go astray ; that is, by way of endeavouring to

get easier methods than the Scripture ones, easier

ways than cutting off a right hand, plucking out
a riglit eye, or parting with all, in order to enter
the kingdom, or grow up in it.

No doubt the moans described here as the true
means would seem \ery bald to many pcoj le ; but
this may be all the stronger proof that dei)arture

from these means is not an advantage, for they
ought not to be reckoned bald. There is abundance
in Christ to lill us full, and if we are not on the way
of being filled full by having the liberty of direct

access to Him, then there is surely enough some-
thing wrong. And if there be something wrong
here, it ought to be discovered and rectified, but
not by em})l()ying any superseders or hindeiers,

but by being all the more desirous to see what we
really are, and that without these. In certain

physical ailments opium will relieve the trouble,

and will, jK'rha])s, ca\ise the ])ain to ci'ase entirely.

But then the disease which had caused the i)ain

may be making all the more sec u re progress to-

wards a fatal issue on account of its not now caus-

ing any pain. So also there are opiates in religion
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which will relieve and comfort, but at the expense
of hiding one's standing from himself, and thus
deceiving him.
The fetishes in evangelical churches are in some

instances more subtle than those in the ritualistic
churches. Anything can be made a fetish of

;

even right or legitimate objects or acts can be
emploved or treated as fetishes rather than as they
are intended to be used. If, for instance, a certain
ointment is intended to be applied regularly to a
particular part of the body ; and if, instead of so
applying it, the bo.x in which the ointment is is

carried about in the pocket as a c/uirm, then the
ointment is made a fetish of rather than used as it

ought to be used.

So in evangelical churches we find some people
still make fetishes of the Bible, inspiration, creed,
doctrine, confessions, buildings, certain days, cer-
tain persons, metalic tokens at communion s'easons,
standing at prayer and sitting at singing, singing
the old-dispensation psalms oniv instead of hymns,
and, in a few instances, of " giving out the'^line

''

in the singing, and of the sacraments, mannerism^,
in preachers, such as the inflections of the voice,
and certain other manceuvres both in j)reachers
and in saints, or suj)pose(i saints. People wiio
make fetishes of these or of some of them, are not
as a rule in the least aware of what they thus do,
nor would iluy believe it though told of it, but
would rather be shocked at the idea of tlu ir being
thought to (io such things. }-5ut there is nothnig
more ceriani than that notuithstandiiig this, many
actuall\- do make fetishes of some oi all of these
things. 11, for iii>taiue, the verv same sermoii
were ))rca( hed to certain ])eople bv one kind of
preacher, or some one with a great name, it would be
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reckoned a great and wonderful sermon. But let

the same identical sermon be delivered by a certain

other sort of preacher, with a different style of

delivery, and it would be considered of no value,

but quite a tame and ordinary affair. This would

happen even when the sermon would be e(iually

well understood in each instance.

Many think, unknown to themselv'cs, that there

is some virtue even in reading the Bible, apart

from understanding it, and apart especially from

acting according to what they read, as if some
special spirit, puwer, or influence resided in the

words themselves, whether the words be understood

or not. So also with all the other things men-
tioned. It is imagined that there is something

sacred in each of them, and none of them will be

either parted with or modified. Even th» very

language itself in which gospel is preached is made
a fetish of by not a few.

lusfiiration made a Fetish of.

A large number make a fetish of inspiration,

not knowing, nor being willing to be taught, what

the meaning and right use of insjiiration are.

So thev will sing nothing in public worship except

the old-dis])ensation psalms, and that because these

psalms are ins])ired. It is of little or no use trying

to reason with these jx'ople ; thev reckou it a sacred

duty to oppose you if you try to (!<) so, and they

ft'cl a certain elevation, as if a (hvni(> i«>\ver wire

working in them, when Wwy lake m]) tin- attitude

of o})position.

Of course, sensible people need not be told that

the use of divine inspiration is that therein we ha\e

a guarantee that what is utterecl by the inspired one
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IS true, good, and suitable. With respect to what
IS true, let it be noted that what is true anywhere
i?> as true as what is tnie in the Bible for there
are no degrees in truth. Truth is the harmonv
between a representation and what is representedA professed description of facts is a professed repre-
sentation of these facts, and if the description is
in exact harmony, or agreement, with the facts
described then the description is true, and inspira-
tion could not make it any more true than it is
But all the Bible teaching on spiritual matters
IS as true as is the teaching, or description, of
tacts in the old-dispensation psalms. What is true
in human liN-mns is as true as what is true in the
psalms.

Now with regard to what is good ;uhI suitable
for the production of the ends in xicu we ought
if we ourselves are to be efficient agents in the'
production of these ends, to know what the ends
are

;
and we ought, moreover, to know the con-

nection between tlie good and suitable means we
are supposed to use, and the goud and suitable
ends supposed to be effected by thes(> means
Otherwise we are proceeding in the dark, or bv a
holy magic, 'egerdemain, charm, or by talismans
mcantations, or in some other superstitious manut r'
It would ne\-er make an arithmetician of a boy
at school if he mert-ly copied the soh.tion of arith-
metic problems fn.ni his neighbour's -late o, Ma-HT
even though the solutions thus copied should be
he correct ones. To become an arithmetician

the b(,y must himselt learn to solve i -oblems •

and this means that he must understand thoroughly
every step in the process of solution. The processmust go througii him, or through his int(>lligence
as well as that he must go through the process!
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He must know what he is aiming at, and why it is

that he adds, substracts, multiplies, and divides,

every time that he docs any of those. Merely to

put dowi\ figures on his i)aper, even should thev be

the right figures by chanre, unless he understands

the why and the" when, would do him no good

whatsoever. And it would not make the matter

one whit better if he imagined the sr])oolmaster

would be pleased with seeing him [)nt ilown right

figures without understanding what he was doing,

or why he was doing it. The whole would only

shew that he was far back in intelligence, and

would hardly ever become an arithi'iLtician. We
cannot become truly religious either oy being mere

copier? of the forms of others, or by fetish-

worship.

Now all th(; teaching of spiritual matters given

us in the Bible is given for the guidance of our

efforts in the evangelization or hanctification of our

own souls and the souls of others, all being sub-

servient to the manifestation of the divme glory,

not to the increase of that glor\ -for that cannot

be done—but to the nuviifestalwn ul the glory to

others. We form our love to (iod and our neigh-

bour, our reverence, humility, joy, hope, faith, etc.,

as directed in the spiritual teaching of the Scrip-

tures.

Old-Dispensation Psalms made a Fetish of.

But if we sing intelligently, and with proper

movement within, we simply express in words

what we understand, and what we intend to express,

because what we are to express has alreatly formed

itself within ; and. it may be, has already taken

place, or may soon take place, in our lives. A

il

i
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great part of our praises, as well as of our addresses
to God in pravor, is formed on the basis of the kind
of lives we live. We speak to (iod about our lives,
and about the f^race we need, and have been already
receiving for our lives. This means that we are
living what we are speaking to God abou« We
speak with our lives, and also in our iiuier and (»uter
experience, much of what we e.xpre.ss in song and
in prayer. We atldress the same God, whetlier
in song or prayer, and ofttn in the \ery ^anie
words. We act out in life aft^rwardr, much of
what we speak to God in song and prayer. For
iuhtance, we in our song or prawr express a de>ire
for grace to ovc.iome teniptiitions, to love others
more, to be more humble, more zealous aiul prudent
in right directions, etc. Now whv is it that we
should suppose that if we speak these thiiii^s

to (iod in song we nuist enii)loy the words ot old-
dispensation ])salms, but that" when we express
the very same things to tlie verv same <.od in
prayer, we may use our own words ? Does the
rising and falling of the voice in uttering itself in
;
oiig make the ditterence .=* Some people singe\'en
their prayer^. ( -ught thcv to adopt the pravers
given in the BibK', because tney express themsel\es
fo God thu-, ill a singing manner in th-jir prayers ?

To sav that (iod has conmii-iid< d that we sing
only old-dispensation psaln;,>, i> to ^ay {\ it for
which th.ere is no Scripture authority. It i•^ adding
to Script uic, and this is very far wrmi;,', and we are
e.xiMessly uarned not to do it. Rev. xxii., 18-19).
Would it not have been eas\ for the iuithor of Scrip-
ture () have given us clear, and even frecpient
exhortations on this matter, had he meant that we
smg onlv
that the'-e

old-disjH'usation psalms ? The fact

sung in thepsalms were given to h
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should u>o thcni.

that tho shadows
dispensation were

divine command.

old-dispen^;ition pcriod.is no indication that even the

old-dispensation people themselves were to be con-

fined to these, nor esix-cially is it any sign that new-

dispensation Christians were intended to he con-

fined to them. The sacritices, and other cere-

monial, of the Mosaic law were given in the former

period for use then / but that is no reason why we

It may be said, h«)wever,

and sacrifices of the former

done away with bv express

^ ^ ^„ They were, indeed, so done

away with, but that was because thev were un-

suitable after the substance came. It is not suit-

able to be ocf upieci with the shadows, or symbols,

when the reality itself is before us.

In the old-dispeii>ation psain s i*^ i^ ^•'^i*'. ^"^1

said truly enough, that Christ (o be found ;
but

then He" is found there under snudows, in accord

with the other parts of the old economy, for the

people were not in a suitable str.te to have a nearer

view of (iod, through Christ being more clearly

revealed than through sacrifices, ceremonial,

shadows, types, and symbols. What other cause

could there have bt-en for these representations

in that period ? Ciod always acts with sufficient

reason. The apostles tell us why (iod acted as He

did in the old dispensation.

St. Paul contrasts very sharply the old dispensa-

tion of shadows with the new dispensation of sub-

stance. See his Ascription in 2 Cor. iii. The

old dispensation , lys, had no glory or excellence

at all when we (ou.rast it with the new. Hut he

also says that tluTc were many who did nc! per-

ceive the glory of the new dispensation because

the veil wliich was upon their hearts blinded them

to the glory of this dispensation. They did not see

i
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^«Z^)^^u^A^t
o^d dispensation either in the trueway, for had they done so, they would also haveseen the greater glory of the new one. Thevsimply made a fetish of the shadow and ceremonial

^rnnnH f^
dispensation

;
their hearts fossilisedaround these. Had it been otherwise they wouldhave perceived the greater glory of the new and

clearer dispensation, for it was simply an increaseof the glory of the old one.
"crease

St Paul tells us, further, that the real cause whvpeople did not perceive the glory ot the new dis-

finn'lfT' ??^ r^" '*^^^ ^^''"^g "^ the old dispensa-
tion after the latter had passed away, was thatthey were not consecrated enough to God. Thevmade a fetish of God, as the Jews did who imagined

S; 1?' *.^?i' l^^^^'
^^"" '^^y ^^t"a"y belonged!

as Jesus told them, to quite another father. StPaul says that when the hearts of certain peopleturned to the Lord, the veil would be taken aXand they would then behold the greater glory of the

(2 clniH r '''°"^^ "°^ ^'
"^ ^"^ '^' '^'"^^^

Even the literal name Jesus was given by the

fh!t' ^f '!v P°\"'^"^ "^'"^ i" it^ influence^over
the hearts of living behevers. They love to express

^nH"fTi '"/-^Z"; ^°"S- They do not make ablind fetish of It, for they know why thev use it

save hl^'^'l 'f ^\"""^^ Jesus,^orL sha isave his people from their sins." Also the saint

Zl'JlT^' ^f '^^' ^" ^" the clearness o thegospe history, about the firnished work of fesusand all that results therefrom. ^ '

"Jesus the name I love so well,
The name I love to hear,

^'° saint on earth its worth can tellNo heart conceive how dear.
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This name shall shed its fragrance still

Along this thorny road,

Shall sweetly smooth the rugged hill

That leads me up to God."

Why should saints now be looking at Jesus

through the dimness and shadows that were neces-

sary in the old dispensation ? Whv sing of Him now

under this dimness, mists, and shadows ? Why
not use clear words about Him, characteristic of

the clearness of the new dispensation ? Why but

that some people still need the shadows and mists.

Their inner eyes are still weak, and cannot stand

clear light. It is a great matter to have light and

freedom, but it is a still greater matter to be pre-

pared for this hght and freedom. Light and free-

dom give a nearer approach to God ;
but if any be

impure in their hearts, or lives, or be spiteful, hate-

ful, lazy, over-imaginative, tipplers in strong drink,

not workers in the vineyard, near approaches to

God might blind them, as the coming of Christ with

His light blinded many. Many will not lay aside

their filthiness and superfluity of naughtiness so as

to approach God with purity ;
and it may be,

therefore, that meantime their keeping themselves

under the mists and shadows is a sort of safety-

valve. It may be a mercy to them that they do

not see, since they are not prepared to see. But

when the heart shall more thoroughly turn to the

Lord, then the veil shall be tr.ken away. (2

Cor. iii.)

Yet it is both a sin and a shame for people,

and is a testimony against them, that they do not

prepare themselves to see better than many do

in this dispensation of light and glory. If, say,

the old-dispensation saints required green specta-

cles for their inner eyes—these eyes not bemg

i 1

m
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fitted to look with clear light on Jesus and His
work—that is no reason why we "hould look at

Jesus and His work iioiz' through these same green
spectacles ? and that p iter we have read the his-

tory of Jesus and Hi'^ work. Is it not a curious,
" thrawn " state, shn' we say, when one insists on
walking with crutc.es when the means is beside
him to make himself perfectly whole, so as to walk
without crutches ? Could there be any clearer

sign of fossilization around the crutches ? The
petrification of the heart, so that it cannot enquire,
is a most serious state. It was this that prevented
the Jews enquiring properly about Christ, and
made thera crucify Him.

Let it be again repeated that the New Testa-
ment prohibits in the strongest manner the revert-
ing to types, shadows, and the rudiments of the
former dispensation, after the substance, the re-

ality, the great and glorious fact, had come ; and
especially does it utter itself strongly against those
who would teach error in this respect by revert-

ing to the ceremonial, shadows, dimnesses, mists
of the former period, and living under them, al-

though these were needful at that time. What
was spiritual under the former dispensation was
the same necessarily in its nature as what is spiri-

tual under the new dispensation. That is, what has
direct reference to the formation of the spirit

of man is the same in both dispensations. But
we are referring to the externals of the old dispensa-
tion ; and the spirituals were then to a great ex-
tent couched under externals, owing to the state

of the people. Let the Epistle of the Hebrews
be particularly studied in this connection, and also

the Epistle to the Galatians. An epitome of the
former is given towards the end of Heb. xii. Let
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the full significance of this epitome be understood.

We are not, says the writer in effect, come to mere

externals—sounds, sights, etc.,—but to internals,

things of the spirit. God desires worshippers in

spirit and sincerity, and not worshippers who lay

stress on form, place, attitude or platitude of the

body—not on this mount or that, this city or that

—for worship. (John iv.) If any parts of the old-

dispensation psalms can be used by us to express

our inner state, then let us use them; but let

us not suppose we are confined in our song to the

use of these psalms.

Excessive Symholisation and Flesh-Stirring

Exercises in Public Worship.

Types and symbols belonged to the old dispen-

sation, not to the new except in a very sparing

degree ; and even that degree itself is permitted,

or given, on account of the people's weakness.

What is given of symbol in the sacraments is

very chaste, and the symbol here has no power

residing in itself. To employ the symbol as if there

were power in itself is to make a fetish of it. The

sacraments express what is true in our lives, or

what oxtght to be true there, as well as what is true

about God or Christ. Unless we have the truth

which is symbolised in the sacraments expressed

also in our hves, the symholisation in the sacra-

ments can do us no good, any more than Isaiah's

people derived any good from thei'- prescribed ex-

ternals, since their earth-life was unmoral.

But the ritualistic churches add an excess of

symbol to that simphcity and chastity which ought

to characterise public worship. This is character-

istic of the period of man's infancy—the old-
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dispensation period. Images are expressly pro-
hibited in worship. Their supposed aid in worship-
ing God is harmful, and this is the cause of the pro-
hibition. Wc can understand our inner state all

the better if we seek to come Hrect to God, without
leaning on any help from either symbols or images.
Symbols, or ornate ritual, tend to deceive us as to
what sin, or backsHding, has made of lis.

Along with much formal ritual in some churches,
there is also very ornate music—instrumental and
vocal—music a great part of which can in no sense
be called congregational. Music of some kind we
must have in our churches ; but it ought to be
simple and congregational, and always wedded to
words that all the people can understand—words
which express what has been already formed, or
ought to have been formed, within! But when
ornate pieces are played or sung—solos, anthems,
glees, etc.—so that the people may listen to the
fine performances, there is apt to be nothing for
the great body of the people but a stirring of those
feelings which are stirred in the theatre.
From the inner effects of all the ornate music

and shewy ritual it would be well nigh, if not al-
together, impossible to discriminate the heavenly
experien es did they come. Is Christ expected to
come in these clouds ? Are they the clouds of
heaven, in which His final advent is announced ?

It is much to be suspected that if Christ were
to be formed, or born, within souls in the midst of
such things He would be smothered with swaddling
clothes. Many a dishonest man, many a villain
in his daily life, feels trimmed-up by such ex-
hilarating performances, and made to think that
he is not so bad after all when he can be stirred at a
religious meeting, and he hopes he may be swept
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in somehow into the kingdom on the currents that

are flowing past on the Sundays. Both the preach-

ing and the other parts of the services ought to

be made to have, both in manner and matter,

a discriminating bearing on the people, distinguish-

ing the outside of the kingdom from the inside,

rather than that there should be the creation of

grand, flesh-stirring currents on which saint and

sinner can be aUke borne along into new reaches of

the kingdom.
, -^ i

The plea is sometimes heard that the ritual

and the music are employed to stir up sluggish

hearts. Better make sure of having the new heart

first ; and then, perhaps other means will be found

to be more appropriate for the purposes of inner

stirring. Possibly the ritualistic churches find

that they need some expedients of a pronounced

fleshly sort to stir up the omnium gatherum ad-

mitted to salvation by means of their prelatic

organisation, as the Arminians may find that

they require to " put on " a great deal of fuss

to make up for the lack of that assurance from

heaven which the free-will portion of their creed

does not admit of their enjoying.

It need not be difficult to perceive that all these

ritualistic and flesh-stirring expedients are real

hindrances to the moral efforts, the self-examina-

tion, repentance, etc., often required on t'ne part

of many who attend church. Especially is it

demoraUsing to have any official organisation, or

ritual, come in between a soul and Christ when that

soul is struggUng, as previously described, to reach

Christ. Even Henrv Newman resigned himself

into the lap of the Romish Church when he weaned

himself in his search for what he thought to be

truth. The fetish-propensity gets scope in the

liil
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I

formalities of the ritual, and the flesh gets its spell
in the musical parts. But if the stirring of sluggish
hearts be all that is requisite, and if the ritualistic

churches have authority, as they say they have,
to devise whatever they choose for this end,
then why not at once take a leaf out of the book
of the Professor of Psychology in Harvard, and try
alcohol, nitrous oxide, ether, and chloroform, to
stir sluggish hearts ? These means, it is said
on the authority of a Professor of Psychology,
will make one " one with truth " for the time
being

;
and there is evidence to believe, we are

told, that they will give one a genuine mystical
revelation—the highest of all kinds of religious
experience, according to the same authority. The
authority who tells us these things is described
by Professor Cheyne, of Oxford, England—Pro-
fessor of Biblical Criticism and Exegesis there

—

as a " brilliant psychologist," and is held up in
regard to a certain part of his teaching as a model
for the " higher critics." All the ritual referred to
can at best be only symbol. But why adopt sym-
bol when the substance has come ? The symbol,
shadow, type, figure, were characteristic of the
old dispensation as already seen. The special in-
trinsic glory of the new dispensation is that it is

the glory of the Spirit, of the inward, not the glory
of the outward. The ritualistic churches have still

only the old wine-skins in principle
; well, perhaps,

they need these. They may not be prepared for
thinner media. But the old wine-skins were
shaken, and even what remains of the external
will yet be shaken. Heaven, that is, will be shaken
as vvell as that the earth was shaken, so that the
things which cannot be shaken may remain.
The churches mentioned are still moving among
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the earthly, shakeable things, where the appeal is

strong to the senses, the outer man of the flesh,

rather than to the inner man of the spirit.

Fancy a lover meeting the one to whom he is

engaged and whilst the two arc in converse, face

to face he takes a phial every now and then

from his pocket to take a sip of its contents, and

he gazes intently every two or three minutes on a

lock of her hair which he has. When asked by her

why he did these things, he replies :
" My dear,

I wish tr my sluggish heart to love you.

She wovi - range as himself, would she not ?

unless h: set her athinking of an asylum

rather tho iltc.r.
• , «; •

*i

The heart that cannot be stirred sufficiently

by direct contact with the professed object of its

love is not Ukely to be stirred in the true manner,

by symbols of that object. Give some men a glass

or two of liquor, and then present the object o

professedly dutiful love to them, and they will feel

sure they love it.
, t u r

In the Enghsh church are to be found, I believe,

as scholarly, pious, and able writers on religious

subjects as are to be found anywhere, and, perhaps,

even more so than anywhere else in the present

day. Yet the super-abundance of ritualistic and

flesh-stirring expedients within that church, and,

above all, the tenacious adherence to the dogma of

"the apostolic succession," may remind one

of the saying of our Lord :
" Many that are first

shall be last, and the last shall be first. The

ritualistic, fetish-cleaving, and flesh-stirnng, pro-

pensities, may cause certain excrescences to be

formed on, and adh' re to, the body-religious, until

the final day of fire referred to by the apostle des-

troys the wood, hay, and stubble, which are amongst

m
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the gold, silver, and precious stones. The altar
of the heart, however, ought to hav burning upon
it only the fire kindled direct from heaven. This
fire ought surely not to be so largely mingled with
fire kindled by earthly expedients as we often find
it to be.

The Short-Cut of Modern Hyper-Evangelism.

In some aspects of it, this is the worst and
most dangerous form of the superseder of due moral
preparation for heaven above. It tends to bring
one at last to the marriage supper in his ordinary
apparel, as, indeed, all forms of the superseder do.
It is, moreover, the most unintelligent—I had al-
most said, the stupidest—form of the superseder.
For one thing, it is self-inconsistent, and no exact
thmker would be taken in its snare. Yet it is of a
piece, in one respect, with every other form of the
superseder, since it also exhibits the proneness
of the human heart to adopt easy substitutes for
the moral struggle requisite to reach, and to grow
m, the kingdom of heaven on earth.
The standard formula of this sort of superseder

may be given in the words of the late Professor
Drummond. This writer says that the matter
^

IS put to the individual in the following syllogism :

You believe Christ died for sinners
;
you are a

sinner
; therefore Christ died for you ; and hence

yon are saved.' " This " syllogism," the writer
calls a " species of molluscan shell," " a trap for a
benighted soul," a trap "ingeniously planned."
The apostles of parasitism," he says, " pick a

blackguard from the streets, pass him through this
plausible formula, and turn him out a convert
in the space of as many minutes as it takes to tell

. ^^.M^^ '"^^r^^m:- <^m'^
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it
•• " Are there not men," he adds, " who can

prove to you and to the world, by the irresistible

logic of texts, that they are saved, whom you know

to be not only unworthy of the Kingdom of God—
which we all are—but absolutelv incapable ol

entering it." (" Natural Law.")

Another writer says of the same style of pro-

claiming the gospel, that " it is just the gospel per-

verted to suit the taste of proiU carnal man . . .

he short stages of an easy journey to the hope of

>ace " (Dr. Kennedy in " Man's Relation to

This is the form of gospel-preaching adopted

by Arminianism when it is self-consistent, which,

however, it seldom is. It is also the form em-

ployed by the body known as Morrisonians, or the

Evangelical Union, and by the sect known as

Darbyites, or Plymouth Brethren. Itinerant evan-

geUsts are under severe temptation to adopt this

form also, because it can turn out converts easily,

especially in the case of ^ ose who cannot think,

and who"' know not their Bibles. Those who reach

assurance by this method Jonathan Edwards calls

evangeUcal hypocrites, in contradistinction to the

legal hypocrites, and he says of the tormer that he

scarcely ever knew one of them to be undeceived.

I
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I

Chapter XII.

THE EARTH-LIFE AS INSTRUMENTAL
CAUSATION.

People, unless sick, come out of doors; so graces, if

healthy, manifest themselves in the life.—Anon.
But if any provide not for his own, and especially for

those of his own house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse
than an infirlel.

—

Pattl.

If I have told you earthly things, and ye beUeve not, how
shall ye Ixlieve if I tell you of heavenly things.—^eMw.

Christian Graces Exerci-^a. , Proved, and Strength-
ened in the Earth-Life.

The supersedcrs of, and the hindrances to, the
comi'g into, and the advancement in, the king-
dom of heaven on earth, which liave been noticed
in our last chapter, are those particularly connected
with the church-life. But the church-meeting, the
prayers, praises, sermon, and all else, when these
are what they ought to be, have special ref-
erence to the earth-life. We ask in church for grace
to help us to live the earth-life as we ought, and we
thank God for our experiences of Him in our daily
lives. The sermon tells us how to view and treat
our earth-life.

There are some even in the present day who
have not yet learned to distinguish between the
earth and the "'orld—the world, that is, in the
sense of the £ .tie John and other sacred writers,
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with whom the term world is sometimes used to

signify the hist^ of the flesh, the lusts of the

eves and the pride of life. Somt Umes, however,

the term world is used in Scripture to signify the

people who are outside the kingdom of God, as well

as to characterise the spirit of that people. But

it is not used always in either of these senses. Often

it is used in the same sense aN the term earth 's

used that is, for the present dwelling-place of

human beings ; and it is in this sense w^ -mploy

the term world in the present chapter. The earth-

life is the life we understand people to live out; me

the church-meeting.

Those who have onlv that kind of ^.'gion w. icn

manifests itself in the church-me ug, or jn

Sundays, have none of the true religion, fhe

church-life, when true, is in great measure an ex-

pression of the earth-life ; and the earth-life again

is meant to carry into effect, prove, and strengthen,

what is supposed to be obtained in the church-

meeting. Where this is not the case, there is no

true reUgion. Christianity is not a mere do-nothing

sort of rehgion except attend church. The cream

may rise on the milk which is " set " in tlie vessel,

and while the vessel does nothing ;
but nc man

will find that the true cream of religion will rise

in his soul if it be a mere do-nothing soul except

attend church, sing psalms there, and see and hear

what is going on.
, , . • r ^u

That religion which is like the chiming of the

church bells—chiming only on Sunday—is not a

reUgion which will save the soul. Some seem to

suppose that religion is hke a language which

a man may know but does not speak except -^ry

occasionally. For the most part this language is

latent. But religion must shine all the time, if a

'!
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<iyh

merchant be strictly honest every hour in the week,
except one hour each week, or month, he is a dis-
honest merchant. So if a man is religious always,
except on very rare occasions, he is not religious at
all. A man who is sober all the vear round, except
intentionally every Christmas, i's not a religious
man.
When the Pope condemned the Irish " plan of

campaign," an Irish member of the British Parlia-
ment, who, although a Roman Cathohc, was dis-
pleased with the Pope's deliverance, exclaimedm his place in Parliament :

" Religion from Rome,
politics from home." So manv sav practically :

'' Religion from the church "and on Sundays,
but business and pleasure from the world "—
in the evil sense of the term world. Religion is
religion, say some, and business is business. These
are honest in their actions whilst at church, for
they take httle or nothing to do there

; but they
are often dishonest in their business.
Some speak of rehgion onlv when under afflic-

tion, as some people use their old clothes to stick
mto broken panes of glass in their windows to keep
out the rain and the cold. So religion with some is
good only for rainy and cold, afflictive weather,
not for the sunshine and heydey of hfe. When
afiflicted, some say piously : "God knows what is
best for me," supposing that although they are
religious only on the special occasions of bodily
illness, God treats them as He treats those who
are His own, and who are truly religious. With
such persons religion is an exception

; and if a
young man shews any signs of being religious in his
earth-hfe, they think he should study for the
ministry, as if the earth-hfe were not the suitable
place for real religion. Religion must be latent
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there, and must shew itself only when the Sunday

clothes are put on.

After an exceptional sermon on the Sunday, a

sermon which friglitens them, some keep religious

for a day or two ; but they are rather awkward at

the business, as one feels who seldom handles the

viohn, and takes it up, say, only once a year to try

to play a tune on it. Like someone that Milton

speaks of, they are " stupiaiy good." They soon

find that religion does not agree well with them,

as certain articles of diet do not agree well with

weak stomachs.

But we have not many of the Christian graces

in exercise in the church-meeting, or the religious

meeting. Where is the room there for the exercise

of love, hospitality, long-suffering, meekness, hon-

esty, candour, etc. ? It is in the ups and downs,

and the tear and wear of life that the virtues are

exercised ; and, of course, by exercise and trial

they are strengthened. The apostle asks what

glory is it if when ye be buffeted for your faults,

ye shall take it patiently ? But if when ye do

well, and suffer for it, ve take it patiently, this, he

says, is acceptable with God. Husbands are told

to love their wi^TS, parents are admonished to

bring up their children aright, and the baptismal

vows have reference principally to duties to chil-

dren performed outside of the religious meeting.

Servants are exhorted to obey their earthly mas-

ters, not onlv the good and gentle, but also the

froward as well. Thev are asked to obey, not with

eyeservice, as men-pleasers, but in singleness of

heart, with goodwill doing service, not as unto men

but as unto Christ ; and if they serve thus faith-

fully, they are told they shall of Christ receive

the reward of the inheritance, for in serving their

|;i

If
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earthly masters, they are told, they are serving
the Lord Christ. In so serving, they work the
principles of the heavenly inheritance into their
souls. But these things are all done outside the
religious meeting.
We have seen in previous chapters the many

instructions which the New Testament contains as
to how we ought to treat each other ; so abundant,
indeed, are these instructions and exhortations
that one might suppose that the giving of them
was the main end for which the New Testament
was written

. But let the instructions and exhorta-
tions be carefully analysed, and it will be seen how
few, how very few of "^them, can be carried out at
the religious meeting, or in church. Because the
Bible is made so much of, preached, heard, thought
of, and honoured in the church-meeting, it is imag-
ined that the church is the really religious place,
par excellence, forgetting that the great thing about
the Bible, naniely, the acting of it out, and through
acting it coming to experience its power, is not
what can be done except to a limited extent in the
religious meeting

; it can be done in the fullest
extent only in the earth-Ufe.

If people think of others in the religious meeting,
as to whether certain of these others are really
religious or not, what is it that the mind is apt to
have recourse to by way of test ? Is it how these
people sit in their pews ? If they keep awake, and
listen well, of course these things count for some-
thing. But what is the real test which comes up
instinctively to the mind ? The earth-life, and
how it is lived. People when in church think also
of their own earth-life if thev wish to think of the
test applicable to themselves. But, again, when
in their earth-life, if thev ever think of themselves
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in connection with religion, they think of them-

selves in the religious meeting, and of what they

are there. Thus reUgion is played off from pillar

to post, and in such fashion as that there is no

special time for it.
, u

A Christian ploughman is religious when he is

ploughing the field as truly as when he is attending

church ; and, as Isaiah says (Chap, xxviu.), he

can have the Spirit of the Lord to instruct him

even in his ploughing, as Bezaleel and Ahohab

had this Spirit to enable them to plan and con-

struct the tabernacle. A house-wife who is cooking

her household's dinner is performing a religious

duty, if she be a Christian, as certainly as when she

attends the prayer-meeting ; and if she neglect her

household duties she is so far irreligious, however

many prayer-meetings she may attend. A mem-

ber of Parliament is religious, or ought so to be,

when delivering a speech in Parliament, as cer-

tainly as a minister of the gospel is religious when

he is deUvering his sermon ;
and if the member of

ParUament, when dehvering his speech, slander

or mahgn a fellow-man, it is as wicked of him so to

do as it would be for the preacher so to do m
his sermon.

The Earth-Life ts intended to Expand the Soul,

Mould it, and otherwise Prepare it for Heaven.

Men cannot be crowned except they overcome,

and they cannot overcome except where they are

tried to the core. It is in men's earth-life that they

are thus tried. They have all their reason and

wits exercised in their earth-life. They are deep-

ly interested in its affairs, and where men are

thus interested they can be tried and trained and

fl
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moulded. In the earth-life the soul is being
trained in the exercise of every kind of rationality.
The physical universe is full of rationalities, and
as man works at his daily occupation, and attends
to his other interests in the world, he must study
the rationalities in the universe, and must harmon-
ise his acts and plans with these, or else he will
make a sorry business of his life's work. By the
rationalities of life he gets so trained as not to give
heed to irrationalities or superstitions in his church-
life, where supcrseders and hinderers are so rite.

He learns that the way to do a thing is just to do it.

Frequently the rich and the idle give way to super-
seders of the moral, and thev often have super-
abundance of ritual and symboUsm and flesh-
stirring expedients, as, for instance, in the ritual-
istic churches. The following are some of the kinds
of rationalities which the earth-life trains one in.

The Rationalities of Life.

(i) Intuitive Rationality, or Pure Reason.
—Certain truths are perceived to be truths in a
direct manner, or in their own light, such as the
truths of arithmetic, mathematics, and abstract
dynamics. Some of these truths are simple,
hke the axioms of the geometry, or as the truth
that two bodies cannot occupy one and the same
space at one and the same time. Some truths
of this class are compounded of several simple
truths, as, for instance, that the three angles of
every triangle arc together equal to two right
angles. But when the compound truths of this
class are broken up into their simple elements, the
mind can perceive them in a direct manner as true
always, necessarily, and universally. A boy learning
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arithmetic at school is getting trained in }
are

rationality. In the earth-life man is trained in

pure rationality.

(2) Instinctive Rationality.—A young infant

sucking its milk makes a vacuum in its mouth

into which the milk is compelled to flow in accord

with strict scientific prmciples. Yet the infant

is not consciously a scientist in this matter. The

bee, ant, and beaver, exhibit wonderful scientific

results
;
yet they are not consciously scientists.

Their rationality is of a non-reflective kind ;
it is of

a kind, that is, which cannot reflect on itself as

being a rationality. Were the infant to continue

to suck until it attained years of discretion, and

then became, say, a scientist, it could do with a re-

flective rationality what it had been doing all its

life by means of the non-reflective rationality

gifted to instinct.

So also a Christian has, especially at first,

a great many non-reflective truths bound up and

operative in his rehgious instincts. But he ought

to rationahse these truths, and be ready to give

a reason for the hope and the faith and the in-

stincts that are in him. His credenda ought to be

converted into intelligenda. He should take his

inwards out, as it were, for self-examination, and

after having them purified, they should be returned,

in order that they might do by a reflective ration-

ality the things previously done by the Ught of the

non-reflective rationaUty bound up in their reli-

gious instincts. Now the earth-Ufe is meant speci-

ally to waken and train this sort of rationality,

so that it can be applied to reUgion properly so-

called.

(3) Empiric k^ tionality.—We learn the laws

It
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of nature by observation and experience Wecannot sa}- why they are as they are. But oncewe have learned what they are, we can rely uponthem being always the same in their operation
Ihus we are taught that we must ascertain the
laws, or the forces, working under directive prin-
ciple, in the moral or religious world. Once wehave learned these, we are not so apt to be imposedon by superstitions, or by superseders and hinder-
ers, in religion.

(4) Moral Rationality.-This is simply ration-
ahty applied m the domain of the moral. It is a
great matter to know that there are in this domain
as well as in the physical world, certain forcesworking under directive principles. There are
pure, instinctive, an 1 empiric rationalities in themoral domain, and these we should get acquainted
^v^th, and should have the mind trained, mouldedand expanded by exercise in them.
The rationalities in the physical universe place

their correlatives in the inner world of man byconstant contact with them on man's part iust asa man sees the correlative, or counterpart of his
countenance when he looks into a mirror The
physical universe, with its rationalities, comes to

irftlS; heTt"'' "
"^"- " "^ '^^^ ^^* *^- --^^

The rationalities in the moral world, and inthe spiritual world, are the same rationahties
though c^xerclsed on different kinds of objects ineach wor d, the one class of object, however, being
to a great evtent the pattern of the other and sub-
sidiary to other. The earth-life and the spirit-

nnpf
""P"'

'''l^''^
*'''° ''^^^ «^ the one hfe of theinner man. Were it not so, then every religious
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man would be, as it were, playing two different

tunes at one and the same time ;
he would be so

doing when attending both to his earth-Ufe and his

spirit-life ; or else he would be like a man trying

to play on two different musical instruments at

one and the same time. But earth and heaven

harmonise with each other. Earth is a copy of

heaven. We might well presuppose it would be

so, since the earth has been prepared by God him-

self to be man's abode whilst in the body. The

soul's mouldings which are received from the

earth-life harmonise with the mouldings received

from the spirit-life ; in fact, these two mouldings

are merely two sides of the one moulding which

the soul is meant to receive here below.

The Material a Basis for the Spiritual.

The material is an introduction and a help to

the sptrttual. There is first the natural body and

then the spiritual body ; and the spiritual body

grows out of the natural body, or else what would

be the meaning or use of the" natural body ? All

Scripture is full of earthly imagery, and this would

be inappropriate and confusing were not heaven

the perfected copy of earth. Our Lord asked

Nicodemus, how, if he could not understand earthly

things, he could understand heavenly things, im-

plying that the earthly things are an introduction

to the heavenly things. We know that the final

test of fitness to enter heaven is that we shall have

love. "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of

the least of these, my brethren, ye have done it

unto Me." But where are we to do these loving

deeds ? Of course in the earth-life. There our

earthly rationalities mingle with our heavenly love

1;
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m directing us when, where, and how to do the
deeds of love. If, for instance, a tailor makes
clothes for the poor occasionally, because he is
a Christian, is he understood to sow in this work
with a needle dropped from heaven, or handed him
by an angel ? Is he not understood rather to
make use of the experience which he has gained in
such a cainal manner as in making clothes for
money in order to support himself ? In doing the
work that will stand the test of the judgment day
he is understood to employ earthly appliances,'
and just as he has learned to work with them.
Here, then, earth mingles with heaven, and so it
does also through all the extent of the Christian's
Me. Correlatives from heaven are always minghng
in the soul with correlatives from earth, and these
two kinds form but the one sacred class of correla-
tives. There are no divisions in the soul, one for
each class of correlative, or moulding. Earth's
mouldings are part of heaven's mouldings.

Earth's laws and special amenities are those
of heaven also, if the former be right. One has no
right from heaven to be unsocial, or a boor because
he is a saint. If he be hving a ChristiaA Hfe, he
ought to shew this by conformity to the social laws
and customs of men, so far as these are not morally
wrong. Jesus did this, and He was as holy as we
can be These are among the earthly things in
which heaven is reflected ; and if one see not
heaven in these things, how can he see heaven in
niore spiritual things where the earthlv does not
aid his vision ? Many could see a divine reflection
in Solomon arrayed in all his glory, who could see
very little, if any, of the divine in the beauty of the
lilies of the field. But unless we see, and are
trained to commune with, divine glory here or in
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earthly matters, how shall we be able to see and
appreciate that glory if we advance to the greater
spirituality of heaven above ? If we are unable to
commune with God's thovights, and read them of^

as they are unfolded on earth, how shall we read
or commune with them in the final heaven ? Why
has the present earth been given us ?

Heaven, as the coming age, is reflected here
even as the new dispensation was embedded in the
old. Christ requested people not to suppose that
He had come to do away witli the old command-
ment, but rather to reaffirm and establish it. So
heaven above is not meant to do away with ex-
periences of God in the earth-Ufe, but to confirm,
establish, and build upon them. Probably all

good things on earth have their analogues in heaven,
as Origin, the most famous of the ancient Christian

fathers, supposed and taught. This probabihty
is strengthened by the parabolic teaching of our
Lord. In this teaching wc find a blending of earth
with heaven. In the parable of the sower, for

instance, the seed is the word of the kingdom.
Neither natural nor spiritual seed will come to

maturity in the rocky, thorny, or trodden earth.

Superficiality^ of love is often overly-demonstrative
in the social life, as is the case with the stony ground
hearers in the spiritual life. The branch must
abide in the native trunk in both the physical and
spiritual domains ere it can bear fruit. Severance
from the parent stock superinduces a withering
process in each case. We must build on the rock,

both physically and spiritually, if our house is to

withstand the storms and the tempests. If the
physical building, in which our souls are here taber-

nacled, should be dissolved, we have a building of

God. Both here and there there is eating, drinking.

r=i
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seeing, hearing, tasting, light, standing, walking,
clothing, being naked, etc.

" What if earth
Be the shadow of heaven, and things therein
Each to each other like, more than on earth is thought."

Trench, in his introduction to his well-known
work on the Parables, has a very instructive treat-
ment of this subject. He says that " all lovers
of truth readily acknowledge these mysterious
harmonies." "To them the things on earth are
copies of the things in heaven." " This entire
moral and visible world," says he, " from first to
last, with its kings and its subjects, its parents and
its children, its sun and its moon, its sowing and its

harvest, its light and its darkness, its sleeping and
its wakjjig, its birth and its death, is from beginning
to end a mighty parable, a great teaching of super-
sensuous truth, a help at once to our faith and our
understanding." The probability is that the
present earth will be fitted up to be the final and
permanent abode of the true people who will have
realised heaven here already.

Heaven Adumbmted in the March of Civilisation.

The onward movement of the world need not be
difficult to perceive, especially when we take
long periods in order to make comparisons, or con-
trasts, between the state of the world at the begin-
ning, and the condition at the end, of any of these
periods. The progress of invention and discovery
has been great in these latter days, and has appar-
ently proceeded in modern times with accelerated
pace. The amount of machinery, instrumentaUties,
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devices, and high pressure in commercial and pro-
fessional circles alike, make it imperative on men
who engage in the world's affairs to exercise
their intelligence and their wits expeditiously
and correctly, if they are to hold their own and
make a decent living. There are fewer opportuni-
ties now-a-days for building castles in the air,

giving scope for the formation of vagaries in the
imagination, or encouraging day-dreams when
business matters ought to have the undivided
attention, than there were formerly ; and with
fewer opportunities has come less inclination for

such profitless and emasculating exercises.

It is impossible but that all this movement
will tell very decidedly within the church ; and it

will also tell there in the long run beneficially.

People now demand what is intelligible, intelUgent,

pointed, without wandering or irrelevancies ; what
has definite and approved aims, and what is calcu-
lated to secure these aims. People are not now
so apt as they once were to be held at bay by the
appearance of the sacred, unless they believe

that the actual sacred is there. This spirit shews
itself in the interpretation both of Scripture and
providence. There is now more rationality, and
less superstition than formerly in religic" ' ^ters.

It would, of course, be exceeding nkely
that such progress could be made, as livings still

go in the world, without many evils, abuses, false-

hoods, etc., and special and increased dangers,
mingUng with the true and the good. Pari passu
with the development of the good, there is always
the development of the evil. " Wherever God
builds a church Satan builds a chapel." But the
excesses of evils and abuses will eventually die out
in the case of those who mean well ; and in their
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case the true and the good are destined to triumph.
Yet the greater the Hght the worse will evil men
become until they commit the unpardonable sin.

Men as a whole are generally unprepared for great
and sudden accessions even of the true and the good
in the spiritual domain ; and it is when there are
such accessions that evil men are apt to be smitten
with the curse for the want of correct apprehension.
They see just enough to cause them to hate.
(Mai. iv., Matt, iii., 1-12).

The internal corrupt elements in the heart
are always stirred up when they come in close
contact with the true and the good, as was the case
with evil spirits when they came close to our Lord,
and as the evil in Paul was stirred up when it came
into contact with the divine la-v. With every
spiritual movement Antichrist organises one of his
own to parallel, parody, and, if possible, submerge
the spiritual one. Antichrist is usually a spurious
reflection of the true and the good.

Ytt the world will continue to move steadfastly
forward. The particular feature, however, in this
onward movement which concerns us most at
present, is the characteristic of the final goal which
is reflected therein. It is reflected with more or
les^ truth in all the people that arc really moving
forward in heart a- vvell as in appearance ; but the
reflection is not so genuine in others. The true
movement consists in an increase of the spirit and
intelligence, of aptitude and efficiency, for minis-
tries of love. It is in this movement that heaven
is really adumbrated on earth. This spirit is being
now manifested more abundantly than ever in the
church's abounding labours in mission fields.
Less importance than formerly is now attached
to those articles in the church's creed which are
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incapable of being realised in practice ; although
in this I behevc there is some loss.

Advance in civilization implies advance in the
spirit of every sort of intercourse which men hold
with one another. So much is this the case that a
civilized individual, and an individual that has not
learned good manners, are practically regarded as
one and the same individual. Even men of the
world, as well as church people, are evermore
becoming increasingly delicate in their feelings

toward one another. These features are to be seen
in the etiquette and amenities of social life and
intercourse rather than in the business relations of
life. But even in our business correspondence also,

we address each other as " dear," or as " my dear,"
so and so ; and we conclude witii similarly amic-
able expression; Of course, it would be too much
to aver that every time one uses ii.cse or similar
terms he really means all he expresses. Yet the
practice is instructive, and it tends to bring about
the state of heart indicated in the words. There is

some conscience and heart behind the custom,
as there is also in the case of the restraints usually
imposed on public speakers and writers.

Alembers of Parliament and of other public
bodies, are obliged, when they speak, to address
their fellow-men with courtesy. Civilization im-
poses on one respect for his fellow-men, especially

in public action and utterance. The unmannerly
and the poor cannot live in truly civilized society.

Even in multitudes of comparatively small things,

where love, politeness, affability, and courtesy to-

ward our fellows are concerned, the people of

civilized nations are coming to be more and more
alert and sensitive, and to be constantly shimmer-
ing with the virtues, and instinct with the graces,
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which refer to proper intercourse with their fellows.
The amenities and courtesies imposed by the

public, however, on all who have to do with them,
are usually ahead of the state of the doer's heart.
Professor \V. James of Harvard, has the following
words in his Gifford Lecture :

—

" We divert our attention from disease and
death as much as we can ; and the slaughter-
houses and indecencies witiiout end on which our
life is founded are huddled out of sight and never
mentioned, so that the world we recognise
officialh in literature and in society is a poetic
fiction, far handsomer and cleaner and better than
the world that really is."*

But the imposed customs exhibit the ideal which
humanity has as to the treatment each one of us
ought to accord his fellow-men ; and the heart
always tends to make progress in the wake of public
customs.

In proportion as men get civilized, and therefore
delicate and tender in their sensibilities towards
each other, they experience more and more happi-
ness in dra^^'ing closer to each other in heart and in

confidences. If one's heart-etiquette be not yet
up to his external public etiquette, and if he find
good manners to be some burden from which an
occasional rest is welcome, yet he will, by constant
practice, bring his heart to square with his external
conduct, as one learns by faithful practice to bring
music out of the musical histrument.

Socit adx'ances b}/ strenuous practice in
the amenities of life. People find both their
hearts and consciences thus satisfied. This is

the essence of practical rehgion as far as our neigh-
bour is concerned. If this spirit were so much

• The Varieties of Religious Kxperience. " p, go.
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appreciated as that the requisite amount of self-

denial came to be known and exercised in order
to have the heart as it ought to be in regard to it,

then Christ would be submitted to in order
that He might by His treatment put the heart in
the real condition for society. For this is actually
the one half of what Christ professes to do. He
who loves perfectly is a perfect man, and Christ
aims at, and he succeeds in, making perfect men.
They are, indeed, not perfect here

;
physical death,

the great event for self-denial, will require to inter-
vene ere the men that He is treating will be
perfect. But under His treatment they are going
constantly forward in the very same direction as
civilization is always moving in. But civilization

apart from Him cannot go far enough. Possibly,
however, it may some day come to recognise this

fact, and Christ as Means, as well as Christ as End,
may then come to be more appreciated and more
resorted tr. Civilization imposes self-denial just
as Christ does, and that also for the same ends
as far as one's neighbour is concerned. And, as
we have already noticed, the New Testament
makes so much of proper feelings toward, and right
treatment of, our neighbour that one might al-

most suppose that love to God is imposed for the
sake of love to our neighbour.
Men may in some cases feel as if silently coerced

by society into the cultivation of good manners,
and into proper treatment of their fellows. Also
some may cultivate good manners for tlieir own
sakes alone, rather than that they have such regard
at heart for others as to feel towards them as their

manners profess. But everyone feels some measure
of responsibility nevertheless for the cultivation
of right manners and right conduct toward his

fil
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fellowmen, and this feeling is brought out into
greater relief in one when he sees the unculti-
vated, the unmannerly, and the boor.
The influences and feelings which are supposed to

reign in well-ordered families are coming to extend
themselves more and more into society at large
No doubt this is to a great extent due, both directly
and indirectly, to gospel influences. But many
perceive and appreciate the benefits for heart and
conscience of these things who do not think verv
particularly of the gospel. A considerable part
ot the onward movement of the world may be a
mere bastard reflex of the gospel. But practice
\Mll tend to put what is practised into the heart.
The goal of humanity may, therefore, be read

off from the general forward movement of civilized
peoples. The further the movement proceeds
the more the hearts of the sincere will be purified
to see the divinity of this movement, and to descry
its destined goal. The natural basis for relision
will come thus to be elevated, and by and by na-
tions may come to be born in a day. Jesus Christ
is being travelled to in this forward mo^'ement •

and wlien this will come to be more realised then
the prayer for his second advent will come to have
more significance in it, and will come to be more
articulate, united, sincere, and heartfelt The
prayer " Come, Lord Jesus," is not one which the
Spirit has ])ut into the mouth of the Christian
church in vain. It is constant]v descending from
being a mere mouth-prayer to" being the heart-
prayer of united Christianity, and of a united
humanity. Common humanity is becoming com-mon Christianity. After every overt advance
there may, indeed, be some reaction

; for few men
are prepared to continue steadfastly to appreciate
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great accesses of spirit-light without some slackness
occasionally supervening. But the reaction will be
only temporary.
The Spirit and the bride, and the Spirit in the

bride, will come more and more unitedly to pray
for the coming of Christ ; and when the prayer is

united and fervent, the coming will take place
;

for the prayer is not intended to be merely formal,
or merely a holy nothing. All fervent jirayer
for things agreeable to the divine will is meant to be
answered. The prayer itself is divinely given
as well as the answer. This prayer for the secon-l
coming has been hitherto to a great extent for-

mal ; or, if accompanied with warmth in some
instances, the warmth has been experienced on
special occasions only. Thomas Goodwin, the puri-
tan divine, says somewhere that when the Christian
is everywhere as he is on his knees in regard to
some request which he is continuing to present at a
throne of grace, then the answer is near at hand.
So when the faithful are always wiiat some of them
may be occasionally in the warmth of the prayer
for the second coming, this coming is not far off.

But if, at the coming, the marriage supper will

straightway take place, and if the bride will by that
time have prepared herself, and be clothed in fine

linen white and clean, it is to be apprehended that
the part of the church still in the world will require
to make considerable ad\'ances from its present
state ere the consummation can take place.

B' '. the time will come, however, as we are assu-
red, when " HOLINESS UNTO TH?: LORD shall
be upon the bells of the horses, when the pots in the
Lord's house shall be like the bowls before the altar,

when every pot in Jerusalem shall be holiness unto
the Lord, and when the Canaanite shall no more

Hi
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be in the house of the Lord of Hosts " (Zech. xiv.,

20-21). But the time has not yet come when
nation shall cease scheming against nation, and
when the wild animals, that is, wild n^ n, shall cease
their wildness and harmfulness, a i when the
better way, and the heavenly experiences, shall be
commonly realised among professing people. The
glory of this time shall probably, like the glory of
the first advent, be reflected far ahead, and that
also e\'en among heathen peoples themselves.
Even some heathen poets, as well as Israel's pro-
phets, were moved in their utterances by some
inspiration which betokened the coming of the first

golden age. All great events of this kind have
been heralded in providence for long ere they came
to pass, and it is unlikely that the second coming
will be an exception.

The prayer for the second advent is not likely

to be confined to the portion of the church remain-
ing on earth. The portion passed away will also

share in the prayer. The present relation of this

latter portion to the Divine Head is unlikely to be
of such a kind as to preclude a prayer of this sort

from it. St. Paul says that the saints that are
passed away are still groaning for the redemption
of their bodies. St. John saw certain martyrs
praying behind the altar (Rev. vi). So prayer
is not superseded by death ; not even groaning and
agonising prayer such as the martyrs offered.

The portion of the church which has passed a\\ay
will not yet be ready for the marriage supper,
but will probably be getting ready pari passu with
the progressive preparation of the portion on earth.

We are told that the saints that are passed away
will rise and join the living saints to m^ft their

Lord. (I. Thes. iv). Possibly this union itself

II:
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Will cast its shadows before ; and there may yet
be communications between the dead and the
living ere the great rising and union will take place
Many of our greatest scientists allege that inter-
communications of the sort alluded to are even
now occurring, and have been occurring for some
time.

It was one important part of the preparation
for the first advent on the part of ancient Israel
that the sacrifices and ceremonial of the Mosaic
law came to fall more and more into desuetude.
This happened by providential dispensations, such
as, for instance, by the captivity and destruction
of the temple. When Christ came, the xMosaic
ceremonial was superseded by di\-ine appointment
although the supersession was gradual, as ail
divine changes in man's religious customs are.

So also it is most probable that one line of pre-
paration for the second advent will be the gradual
supersession of those superseders and hinderers of
the moral which we have already dwelt upon.
The people will render a pure worship, and will
have a pure language restored to them. (Zeph
ui.,9).

Kant says that when there is a transition of the
statutory porti- ' the church's creed, or dogma
into the ])ure]^ ional and liie moral, this will
be the coming o. ..;e kingdom ox God, and the end
of the world. But he supposed that the church
was yet too weak for this transition. The church
he thought, must still have what he called the
statutory portions of her creed imposed on her
members, the result, he thought, of priestcraft.
This is more likely now, however, to be the result
of fossilization around the traditional and ll.c cus-
tomary. See Schwegler's Historv of Philosophy

I
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(pp. 238-240) for an epitome of Kant's view of the
church.

We have thus seen that the earth-hfe, properly
lived, tends more and more to make people
rational, and to let them see the immoraUty of the
superseders and hinderers of the moral. It tends
to break down fossilization. Even the high pres-

sure of modern life has all the greater tendency
in thi? direction, for we are more apt to see

to it that every wheel and pin in our machinery
is right when our engine has to work against time.

The rich and the lazy are most liable to be behind
here, and to have their church full of superseders.
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Chapter XIII.

THE ESSENCE OF TRUE SOUL-RELIGION
UNCHANGEABLE.

Christianity arose in the mystic deeps of man's soul . . .

as it still shines, and as sun or star will ever shine, through

the whole dark destinies of man.

—

Carlyle.

Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and to-day, and for

ever.

—

Hebrews.

Constant Prophesying of a Change at Hand.

It would seem to be a hobby with certain leaders

in religi(jn to be always proclaiming that we are

on the e\ e of some great change in religious mat-
ters. There is an upheaval near at hand, we are

told, and when it shall have taken place, and the

effects thereof subsided into a sufficiently crystal-

ised form to admit of measurement and system-
atisation, we shall find ourselves with new views

in religion, new religious feelings, a new theology,

and new religious practices. Some peo])le in every

age have been proclaiming the same things, and one
should think that it is now time for such prophets

to be getting wiser and more sober.

The greatest revolution in religion which took
place since the fall of man was tlie coming of the

Son of God in the flesh with His new teaching. Yet
what did the upheaval then effected actually

amount to ? Merely to the breaking up of some
of the outer shells in which true religion had been

H
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encrusted, and partially hidden, on account of the

people's unpreparedness for further light from
heaven. The danger of much light to people

unprepared by purity of heart to receive it and

respond to it has been set forth in our last chapter.

But the new commandment that our Lord gave

was none other than the old commandment of love.

On this commandment hang all the previous law

and the teaching of the prophets. But in the old

dispensation the kernel of this teaching was parti-

ally hidden in sacrifices, types, and shadows ; and
that for the reason already alleged. Nevertheless

it never was otherwise than that true love to God
and man constituted the essence of true soul-

religion, and the highest exercises of the soul.

And it never will be otherwise whilst sun and moon
endure than that true soul-religion in its doctrines,

its great objects of faith, its main external forms of

help, and its internal experiences, shall signify

anything else than what are intended to bring man
forward in that process of soul-evolution and
soul-development which has perfect love with all

its concomitants for its ultimate goal.

As I endeavour to shew in another volume,*

the staple psychology of the day seeks to prove

that all reUgions and gods tend to get outworn,

and ought to be changed when they fall behind

date. But there is no space here to enter on this

discussion.

There are not now so many media between the

objects of religious faith and love on the one

hand, and religious souls on the other, as there

once were. As already pointed out, progress in

religion from the old dispensation into the new
consisted, in the first place, in the old system of

• Vol. i. of the present series, entitled " Soul-Science."
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types, sacrifices, shadows, ceremonies, etc., being

broken up and left behind ; and, in the second

place, in more light from heaven being given on
the kernel of religion. When Jesus Christ, the

Substance, came, the shadows were superseded.

The earthly forms and rudiments of teaching

and representation of religion were then shaken,

to adopt the prophet's language (Hag. ii., 6),

reiterated by the apostle (Heb. xii., 26); and to

a great extent these were then made to pass away.
But there are still some externals pertaining to

earth as encrustations on the heavenly things.

When these things vill be shaken, which will be
more a shaking of heaven, as it were, than of earth,

then the heavenly things will appear in still greater

rehef. But this will not take place until people

become more spiritual and less worldly. The
disciples were for long permitted to expect an earth-

ly kingdom, for their spirituality had not attained

for a considerable time that degree which enabled

them to draw their animation from it. They still

cleaved to the earth until the outpouring of the

Spirit came ; but after this occurred they rapidly

learned the laws of the spiritual kingdom. It is

coincident with too much earthliness in people's

religion that they suppose that they themselves

are the only fa\-oured ones by heaven, as the Jews
imagined about themselves, and as the " apostolic

succession " people now do. When the Spirit

comes in greater measure, however, and the law
of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus makes people free

from such narrowness, they thtii come to be more
catholic in their feelings and conceptions and more
incUned towards union with their brethren.

All this, however, docs not say that when certain

people are to a great measure rid of what have been

v:
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described in previous chapters as superseders and
hinderers in respect to the moral in rehgion, that

they are therefore more spiritually-minded than
those who cleave to these things ; for the attach-

ment of the former may be through mere fossiliza-

tion. As we have already seen, people may cleave

even to the truth itself through fossilization,

or through copying others, as a pupil at school

may copy the correct solution of arithmetic prob-

lems from his nciglibour.

As already noted, there may, providentially, be
some media still permitted where the people are

not spiritual nor pure enough to see heavenly
light in a more direct manner. Weak brethren

ought not to be forced out of their erroneous views.

But the true upheavals in rehgion will be those

that will make people less worldly and more spirit-

ually minded. The old wells are not yet dry
;

but they need to be resorted to with greater

consecration. If people do not do this, however,
but if they come with their worldliness and mammon-
loving, no wonder though they should imagine
these wells to be dry, and that new ones are needed.

Many professing people do not take even as much
interest in religion as will cause them to search for

the knowledge of the conditions of coming success-

fully. Evil and adulterous people are always
on the outlook for something new and striking,

something that will supersede the cutting off of

the right hand, the plucking out of the right eye,

and the selling of all to possess the Pearl of great

Price. But when will people get any new system
which will supersede the needful agonising to

enter in at the strait gate, the needful purity of

heart to see God, the brokenness of heart and the

contrition of spirit and the trembling at the word
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of God, which are characteristic of hearts mould-

able by heavenly influences ? When shall people

invent a pleasant system that will do away with sin

in the soul, or a better system for doing so than we
now have ?

Outer-World Sciences Incapable of Proving True

Religion C ' ingeable.

The natural and physical sciences have as their

subject-matters matter and physical force, along

with, in the case of the natural sciences, animal

life as conditioned by organisation and functions

of organs, that is, physiology. But these things

constitute neither the soul nor its religion.

The science which would shew, if it could be

shewn, that soul-reHgion is changeable in its

essence is the science of the soul itself, including

that of soul-religion. But such a science has yet

to come. Modern psychology does not take to do,

except in amateur or cx-gratia fashion, with inner

religion ; and when it does thus turn its atten-

tion thereto, it exhibits the most unscientific

of all s'^ientising (to coin a new and convenient

term). - endeavour to shew this in the volume

mentioned a short way back. The scientising on

religion by modern psychologists is generally done

by personally ; experienced men, men who ha\e

no first-hand, or direct, access tc their subject-

matter, and who proceed, therefore, only on hear-

say, which no competent scientist ever does. The

physical and natural sciences are not in the line

in which the soul or its religion could relevantly

come before them ; and the utmost they could do,

therefore, in the way of disproving religion is to

try to entangle religion in her talk if she should

3
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ever speak of the subject-matter of any of these
sciences. Soul-science will require to be under-
taken by experienced men who have direct access
to their subject-matter ere their scientising can
be worth while listening to.

Matter and Force Nearest the Soul Cannot Change
the Soul's Essence, nor its Religion.

Materialism is the system which tries to disprove
the existence of the soul as a separate and indepen-
dent entity. Materialism maintains that what
is called the soul, or the mind, is merely a product
of the organised matter of the body, along with the
natural ft -res in the body, as the flame of the candle
is the resu': of the tallow and the wick organised
in a certain way, plus the heat apphed to set the
thing agoing. And as the flame dies out when the
tallow and wick are exhausted, so also, it is main-
tained, when the matter and force of the body
get exhausted, or seriously disorganised, then
the soul dies out.

Materialism has been in the world now for over
two thousand years, and it is to-day no nearer a
proof of its main thesis than when it started. The
system has been refuted over and over again ; but
its votaries require to be changed in heart ere they
can be open to conviction by relevant proof.
Matter, whether organised or not, does not itself

hve. Life may, indeed, be associated with matter
in certain states of the latter, but that is a different
thing. The natural forces in the body would
tend of themselves to disintegrate and destroy
life rather than support it. Natural forces, when
started, obey the laws of motion, and cannot be
again stopped except by other forces. The whole
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would work like a steam-engine, or as a pure

mechanism, if there were nothing except matter

and natural force.

But life governs the forces of tlie body which

are nearest it, and which would otherwise encroach

on its citadel. Life has a force of its own. which

is none of the natural forces. When the natural

forces get full play, life ebbs away. They get full

play in the grave ; but there is no life there.

Once a force in the body is staitcd, how is it to

stop to think, correct its errors of thought, and

then go on again ? A mere natural force cannot do

this ; but mind does this constantly. To speak

of a force solving a problem, for instance, is the verv

acme of absurdity. It is a well-known dictum of

science that the assigned cause, or causes, must be

adequate to produce the supposed effect. 1-Jut

matter and natural force are insufficient to produce

the phenomena of mind.

Were materialists to employ a terminology for

themselves, instead of, as they do, employing the

terminology of languages, the very warp and woof

of which are anti-materialistic, they would soon

see 'he nakedness of their land. They ought not

to employ such terms as the personal pronouns, or

words signifying the existence of an independent,

thinking ego, such as the words consciousness,

subject, thinking, reasoning, etc. It is easy to in-

vent some theory, and then superimpose it on the

facts, and imagine the facts to be the results of

things on this theory. This is what materialists

and utiUtarians constantly do.
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Essential Nature of the Soul and of its Evolution
Unchangeable.

The essential nature of the soul itself is unchange-
able. The essence of the soul is not changed in con-
version. And the goal of soul-development always
will be what It now is, and what it has ever been
It the human hand, or foot, were not each in the
very same form always as each is in to-day, still the
perfection of each would always have' meant
and will always mean, what is meant by it to-day'
Ihe perfection of the hand will never mean
and never did mean, that it should be wholly or
partially converted into a foot, or that it should be
anything else except what can handle. Similarlv
with the foot

; Its perfection always meant, and
will alM-ays mean, what will enable us to walk.

Similarly, the soul in its essence and ideal always
meant, and always will mean, what it means to-davAnd being a rational-moral agent, the soul must be
an active and efficient agent in its own evolution
and development

; and this implies that the goal
ol these processes must be known to the soul itself
Ihe soul may sometimes have required, and it may
still occasionally require, to be held providentially in
position, as it were, for certain things being done
to It, as one needs to be held in position for a
surgical operation. But even in these instances
what the soul does not discern at the time it is
given to know afterwards. It is left to the soul
Itself to a large extent to devise means for itsown development, and this impHes on its part
a knowledge of its own goal. As we have already
seen in our first two chapters, the goal of soul-
eyolution is clearly descried by living souls,
bt. Paul says, " that I may know him, and the
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power of his resurrection, and the fellowship of his

sufferings, etc."

The working of Jesus in the soul, and His self-

manifestation to it, form the kernel of Christianity

as a means and a religion. And if these agencies

were once good and powerful they are also so to-

day, and ever will be so until the soul meet with

Jesus face to face. No other religion has its Foun-

der along with its votaries as the Christian religion

has. In the case of faithful souls, film after film

is being taken away which separates the soul from
Christ.

A great part of soul-development consists in

morahsing the animal and social parts of human
nature, that is, in bringing these parts under the

control of the moral law. These parts of our

nature are necessary for our present state, neces-

sary even for our observance of the moral itself,

and necessary for our living here at all. True

religion embraces the regulation and the results

of a man's entire correspondence with his present

environments. Light from the goal may be

experienced as a dynamic in all this correspond-

ence. But these correspondences, the dynamics

which sustain them, and the inner results of the

correspondences, have ever meant, when pure,

what they mean to-day. The conditions of near-

ness to, and of fellowship with, the great Objects

of faith, have always been what they now are.

The conditions of beholding the divine glory re-

flected as in a mirror, and the results of this be-

holding, have always been what they presently

are. Nothing can change the soul into the image

of Christ unless there be a beholding by it of

Christ's glory.

:
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Bishop Boyd Carpenter, in his Bampton lecture,

(1887), says :

" Man is the same creature of misunderstandings,

hopes, fears, of love lost and found, and resolutions

made and broken. The tragedy of Ufe and the

comedy of life move together through all the ages.

The draperies change, the scenery shifts ;
but the

characters bear a family hkeness ;
the nature of

man is unchanged."*
The same writer quotes in this connection Long-

fellow's words :
" Every human heart is human."

The nature of man is, indeed, essentially the same

in all ages. The pathology, therapeutics, and hy-

giene, of the soul, had these sciences always existed,

would have ever meant what they mean, or would

mean, to-day. The true goal of humanity, which

we have alreadv described as love, union, Ufe, Hght,

communion, and happiness, have always meant

what they now mean. And if so, then it is im-

possible that the means to reach this goal could

ever have been essentially difterent from what they

now are. The way to do a thing will ever be just

to do it. People that aim at love must cultivate

loving feelings and do loving deeds.

The traits of character which were injurious

to human souls in all past ages, and, on the other

hand, the traits which have always been beneficial,

have never changed in their respective effects.

The vicious and harmful traits and acts are :

Hatred to what ought to be loved, and love to what

ought to be hated and shunned ;
wrath, unholy

strife, malice, dishonesties, unfaithfulnesses, lusts,

envyings, jealousies, adulteries, thefts, unkind-

nesses, overreachings, mistrust of God, irrever-

ences, coldnesses, selfishnesses, distance, improper

< The Permanent Elements of Keligion, p. 10.
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reserve, uncourteous and
^""^^""f.'l^y .^/'^^.^S

and such like. The virtues on he other hand

are the opposite of these, such as love to God and

man, trust where trust ought to be exercised

meekness gentleness, courtesy, kindness, rever-

ence hones^ty, faithfulness, peace, humility dili

genc'e in busin'ess, purity, and a good and enhght-

'"¥li:^1:"'the vices, on the one hand, and

thJse' were the virtues on the other o human

beings in all ages. ^e practice of the Mrtues

named was alwav •
• ctive in bringing .oils

^^rward in the de .opment-hne, and tlu Mces

havee-r bUn equa e'ffective in the dovolut^n o

souls. In every past age men
^'J^^j;-^ ^^^/^

disauieting and dangerous effects of guilt Ottore

God and, on the other hand, they always experi-

enced the' blessings of reconciliation -d peace wUh

Him To-day men experience precisely the same

tlCgs-more acutely now, indeed, as might be

expected- but essentially the experiences are the

^ame We may sav that the new dispensation

waTthe intermediate goal for the old-dispensation

period and shone all along in that period. So

also the final goal of the faithful portion of human-

ky stones to-day in the movement of that portion.

Neither Love Nor Sptrit-Umon Can Ever Change.

In every past age true reUgion sought to regulate

eve?v kind of legitimate .ove among human beings,

ancl\o prohibit Illegitimate and -ordmate loves^

The love of God was in every past age, and in

itrverv nature incompatible with the love of

mammo^ anTso will i? be in every fuUire age^

It never was, nor will it ever be, m the nature

'1
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or capabilities of a soul to alternately often love

and hate the same object. In all ages conjugal

love and family love meant the same, when pure,

as they mean to-day. On the day that Abraham
of old wedded Sarah, and on the day that Rebekah

was brought home to Isaac, conjugal love, and the

sexual love on which it is founded, meant exactly

the same as they now mean. Religion of the true

kind took then to do with these loves, and it

does the same now. If we conceive of rehgion as a

superstition, or as something entirely unearthly,

then we shall the more easily conceive of changes

occurring in its essence. But although religion

is unworldly it is not unearthly. Religion makes a

man a real man, a.nd a woman a true woman, fit

to live in the present earth.

The methods according to which marriages were

celebrated in the long past, and the ceremonials

accompanying these occasions, were in almost every

detail different from what they are to-day. But

these formalities are not what make a marriage.

They have really nothing to do with the making

of it. The celebration of a marriage and the mak-

ing of the marriage itself are quite different things.

Mutual love and consent are what always made a

marriage between parties suitable for the marriage

relation, and it is these very same things that

make a marriage to-day. No one is ever found

foohsh enough to prophesy a change at hand in the

essentials which make a marriage, although changes

may often occur in the things which accompany the

celebration of marriages.

The commencement of true soul-religion is

often spoken of in Scripture and other religious

literature as a marriage. It is said to be the soul's

marriage to the heavenly Bridegroom. Several
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things in this connection are usually understood

aXs to make atonement for guilt, nor merely

as a Phvsici"i to free from disease, but a so as One

save the soul.

Tt is unhkelv that in this case even the external

t mereh a change in the method of n,arnage-

of the marriage. But it makes no yo.

actual marriage.

The Bridegroom's heart is unchangeable, and can

never come to be satisfied with anything shot of

;;.^nage to souls^ It --
^-^^^^^^^^

than the present one of brmging souls to the noma

above be ever resorted to.

The manner, signs and methods for expressing
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love in one age or nation, may differ very materi-

ally from what they may be in another age or

nation. But this is very" different from the love

itself not being the same. The love that seeks

union, communion, and devotion to its object,

can never change in its desire for these things,

however differently these things themselves may
be externally expressed. Expression is for the

purpose of making known, and for the increase of

what it is an expression of. But any usual signs,

generallv understood, are effective for making

love known to its object. If the signs go further

than this, and if they are made an end in themselves,

as the Pharisees made them, then, instead of

shewing love, the signs rather shew the absence

thereof, and manifest a hypocritical heart, or a

mind ignorant of the end of the signs, or means of

expression. So also it is the case whe. there is

overmuch symbolism.

If we were witnessing courtships as carried on

by people of different nations, we would see

what a great variety in manner and methods of

these there exists. But would it not be foolish of

us to suppose that, owing to this variety of the

externals, sexual love must mean a different thing

in the one nation from what it does in the

other. So some imagine that because one people

have different externals in their pubUc worship

from the externals employed by other people,

that this implies in itself that there are differences

in the spiritual love. Of course the lack of love

in the heart may be exhibited in the nature of the

externals, as already explained ; but this is not due

to the fact of these externals being different among
some people from what the\^ are among others.

It is the nature of the differences that tells in this
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respect, and not the mere fact of there being differ-

^"Snt althoueh many of the external ways and

rne^Sodffor expressing love may and do change

Irnmaee to age there are other ways which never

cha^ge^evenln the expressing of love. Human

bdnis throughout the world have a variety of

needs among them. Hardly any human being is nv

SepenH o'f his fellow-men. Many stand ni need

even o^ the very necessaries of life. Many thou

sinds are in sickness, griefs, disappointments^

or vexations of one kind or another. Many need

Sght advice, cheer, guidance courage, co-dation

admonition, or warmng, '\,:^^^^j:^t,Zl
flUvavs present everywhere. The manner oi supS these needs will be always the same, and so

alS will the methods of preparmg one s self for

doTng this in the best manner be always the same.

There will be alwavs required prayer, l^.^mihty

love w^ chfulness, consecration, the keeping near

the source of inspiration and dynamic for the

T^nrr^ose of being adequately moved by the neeas

Kr fenow-min, an'd bein^g prepared m he^est

manner to do what we can by way «f ^" f^/^J^e

to these needs. This is true religion, and its essen

tials can never change.
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Chapter XIV.

HELL EXISTS ON EARTH.

Never will any one, in truth, believe the redemption of

Christ, who does not believe in hell,—Pu«cy.

That he might go to his own place.

—

Peter.

Preliminary.

If heaven exists on earth, we might expect

that hell would also exist here. There is, however,

one notable difference between the manner of the

present existence of the one and that of the other.

Every soul-experience that will exist in heaven

above, we have reason to beUeve exists on earth

also. But this is not true to the same extent of the

soul-experiences of the other place. Particularly

it is not commonly the case with respect to the

consciousness here of that full state of darkness

which will characterise the final state of the lost.

Neither is it true, as a general rule, with regard to

the terrible remorse characteristic of the final hell

that this remorse is experienced on earth by all

those who are presently in the kingdom of dark-

ness.

One of the principal elements of the final hell

is the darkness just alluded to. This darkness in-

cludes not only despair, but also a certain want of

knowledge of the full condition. Final hell is a

bottomless pit, and this implies on the part of those
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in it a continual sinking without findnig a basis

for definite thought or expectation. This full state

of darkness does not, as a rule, exist here in the

case of the unregenerate. It is true, the nnregener-

ate are in darkness about their state, but they do

do not always, nor usually, haow that they are in

this darkness. They, as a rule, imagine that they

are in light, and even in clearer light than all

others, as was the case with the Jews that crucified

the Messiah ;
they imagined that God was their

Father • whilst thev were told by Jesus that they

were of their father the devil, and were doing his

^
Deception, hes, ddnsion, deceit, and all darkness

of this kind, are among the principal means by

which the kingdom of hell is advanced on earth

Souls are taken captive and blinded ;
and thus witn

greater hopes of success do the principalities and

powers of darkness operate on and within souls

to instil into them the various elements of hell,

and strengthen these elements in them. We read

of the " wiles " and " depths " of Satan, the prince

of darkness. Darkness in the form of deceit and

delusion, is the special characteristic of the opera-

tions of this prince, of the principalities and powers

under L.m, and of the rulers of the darkness of this

world The god of this world blinds the minds of

them that believe not lest gospel-light should

shine into them. Therefore we do not look for a

knowledge of their present state to exist amon|

souls in which the darkness of hell reiguh on this

^arth But we shall revert to this terrible state.

"

Another difference which exists between the

final hell and hell as it exists here, is that from the

final hcP- there is no deliverance in the case of tho^e

who reach it, whereas from hell on earth there is the

4
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possibility of deliverance. We have cause to be-

lieve that there are those even on earth who have

committed the unpardonable sin, and whom it is

impossible to renew to repentance. There are

those who have s'nned away the day of grace, and

cannot, nor do t as a rule desire to, repent.

They cannot repeni with an evangelical repentance,

although final remorse may in some of these in-

stances shew itself at the approach of physical

death, and when the conscience then awakens.

But who they are tliat have committed the sin

which is unto death, as St. John describes it, is

not given us to know. We ought, therefore, never

to despair of any soul whilst it remains in the body,

nor in anything which it is open to us to do by way

of assisting to bring souls into the kingdom of

light, should we permit the thought of the possi-

bility of any soul among them having committed

the unpardonable sin ever to influence our feelings

or actions.

The benefit of being aware, however, that it

is possible to commit the unpardonable sin here,

is that we may ourselves refrain, and seek to induce

others to refrain, from entering on the line which

may have such an awful termination, whether it

be known or not when the termination is reached

on earth. St. John remarks that he does not say

that one should pray for the forgiveness of the

" sin unto death," that is, presumably when com-

mitted by some other one than the supphant him-

self ; but it would seem that the apostle had likely

in view general prayer for the forgiveness of all

specific sins, without particular persons who had

committed these sins being before the mind of the

suppliant ; all specific sins might be the object of

prayer for forgiveness to the sinners, with the
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exception of the specific sin which is unto death.

The apostle tells us how to discern other kinds of

sins but he gives no sign whereby the sm unto

death might be infalhbly discerned. The great

matter however, in this connection, is that this

sin may be committed on earth, and that we are

told what sort of transgression has the special

tendency to terminate in this sin, namely, sin

against the light, or what the psalmist calls " pre-

sumpiuous sinsr (Ps. xix.) Hearing the gospel

invitation and deliberately refusn^g it, is a sin

against the light, although this sin may not cul-

minate in the state that cannot repent, not at

least until after a series of refusals, we cannot say

how many. In the case ot the disciple-evangelists,

even one dehvery of the message being met by

decUnature brought a return of the peace, and a

shaking of the dust from off the feet of the preach-

ers But it is verv probable that in these cases

there had been previous refusals of the measure

of heavenly light which had already been pos-

It is also to be noted that many of the elements

of the final hell are even in the hohest saints on

earth • but these elements ao not reign there. Ihe

process of soul-salvation in the case of the saints

consists, on its negative side in dehverance fiom

these internal elements ;
and on its positive side

this process consists in soul expansion and having

the elements of the final heaven instilled into their

souls.

The Manner of New Testcwtent References to the

State of the Finally Lost.

It would seem that the apostles, as a general rule,

experienced a certain amount of delicacy in referring

i:
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i;

to the state of the finally lost, and they exhibit

a measure of reserve in any references of this kind

which they do make. Thev refer abundantly to

the state of being outside Christ, and its result in

this present life ; but they seldom refer to the final

result of meeting phvsical death outside soul-

salvation. It is improbable that the divine inspir-

ation under which thev were had as its contents

very much, or verv clear, materials about the

future world, especially the world of the lost.

The apostles certainlv knew about the existence

and nature of the latter world, but apparently

they did not know very much on this subject by

direct inspiration, with the exception of the apostle

John who wrote the Apocalypse from special

vision. The apostles knew, of course, what our

Lord had uttered about the two states in the world

to come. This was, however, a different kind of

knowledge from that which usuallv came by inspir-

ation, or vision.

The apostles had to work out their own salvation

with fear and trembling just Uke other Christians.

They had to live by faith, and not by sight
;
but

had' they seen the future very clearly they wo aid

have lived afterwards by sight, or by knowledge

obtained otherwise than as the light of that per-

sonal assurance which requires to be wor in the

manner described by St. Peter in the first chapter

of his Second Epistle, and as we have previously

seen. Further, it might have interfered with the

due balance of the apostles' own minds to have

seen the state of the lost, as it would interfere with

the state of mind of saints on earth if they saw

some of their departed friend': in thP-r present con-

dition. St. Paul refers to the judgment seat of

Christ where, as he expresses it, all will receive
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according to the deeds done in the body, whether

good or bad ; and "ven this vision itself, or this

thought, inspired hi. . with terror, for lu" imme-

diately savs, " Knowing, tlu'refore, tlu- t.-nor

of the Lord, we persuade men." It did not ap]n'ar

to the apostles what the full condition of either the

saved or the lost would be in the future wi.rld.

But the apostles evidently i)referre(l to dwell on

the final state of the saved rather than on the hnal

condition of the lost.

Again, there is a certain measure of unhealtliy

coerciveness in the fear Uiat is begotti- ' isions,

or strone statements, about the coiu iio' .f the

lost a fear that interferes with the soul s syiontan-

ietv of choice. Thus il is that tlu-re is so verv

seldom any true evangelical repentance on a death

bed in the case especially of those who have lived

a life of sin. The fear ol death and of its conse-

quences destroys the soul's spontaniety. It is,

therefore, far better for one to decide about eter-

nity when there is the absence of any external cause

for slavish fear, and we can thus easily understand

why it is that divine evidence, or light, about a

future state requires tempering by means of divine

wisdom. But many, very foolishly, postpone their

decision until the approach of that time when they

will run great risks that their inner spontaniety

will be interfered with by overmuch of the external

being brought to bear on them. These externals

will cause the saint to mount upwards in soul,

whilst they will probably draw others into the tear

of perdition, as the waters of the flood hi ted up

Noah's ark heavenwards, but would ha\e destroyed

any other expedients for safety which might have

been begun to be framed vvlicn the waters appeared

to have actually commenced coming. The time
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of the beginning of the rains and the winds is not

the time for the beginning to build on the rock
;

for the great UkeUhood is that no foundation

can be then seen except the shifting and drifting

sand.
. , ,

. .

But although the apostles, with the exception ot

St. John, appear to have confined themselves

mainly, as far as the lost are concerned, to descrip-

tions of their condition in this life, yet our Lord

went considerably further, and depicted for us the

state of the finaUy lost. But receiving a descrip-

tion of this kind is different from actually seeing in

vision the state described. Our Lord's descrip-

tion would have been beUeved, or disbelieved,

according to belief or disbelief in Himself. Yet

our Lord gave descriptions of the finally lost

state alongside of descriptions of the finally saved

state. It is unhkely that, as a general rule,

even He saw who those particular souls were that

were to be finally lost ; for we must, I think, believe

our Lord to have had the power of hiding from His

own eyes what it was expedient that He should not

look at. He heard and saw only what it was given

Him, as a servant, to hear and see. It was not

given Him to see the time of the final judgment,

as He Himself expressly tells us ;
and how much

else of the then present, and the then future, were

not given Him to see, we are not told.

But if it was not given Him to see, as a general

rule, who the particular souls were that were to be

finally lost, yet we have general descriptions from

Him of the state of souls who reach the awful con-

dition. On one occasion that we are told of, our

Lord does seem to have had a vision of the final

state of certain souls, and the sight so affected Him
that He wept over it ; and He did so notwithstanding
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that the souls in question were at that very time

His mortal enemies, and were so soon to seal their

enmity by their nefarious deed. In the case of

Capernaum, our Lord said that this people were

exalted to heaven, that is, by having the privilege

of such a measure as they had of precious light in

their midst ; but they would be brought down to

Hades on account of the rejection, and the conse-

quent hardening effects, of this light. I do not

think, however, that there is any intimation in all

this to the effect that the people of this city would
be finally lost, and lost for certain. For the ex-

altation to heaven was figurative, and so also was
the being brought down to Hades. But the latter

intimation may have signified that some great

trials awaited the people—the pains of Hades tak-

ing hold of them—if they were ever to be saved

from this terrible hardness which they had per-

mitted the Ught to bring upon them.

Some would seem to think that our Lord pro-

nounced that even Martha of Bethany was in an

unsaved state, when He remarked to her that she

was anxious and troubled about many things,

and at the same time contrasted her fussy spirit

with the spirit of her more contemplative sister.

But Christ merely meant to say that Martha was
inspired more than was good for her with a spirit

which, if indulged continuously, might issue in the

thorny state described in the parable of the sower,

a state that brought no fruit to perfection.

If there was anyone whose final state we may
suppose was clearly before our Lord as being a lost

one, one should think it was the state of Judas
Iscariot. Yet Jesus does not refer even to this

man as being eternally in a state of weeping and
wailing. But He does say that it were better for
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the betrayer that he had never been born ; and in

the Ught of our Lord's descriptions at other times
of the state of the finally lost He left it to be in-

ferred from His remark about Judas what his final

state was to be. And St. Peter afterwards re-

referred to Judas as having gone " to his own
place," but said nothing; more definite as to what
that place was than is connoted by the two
words, " his own."

In passing, we may notice that what brought
out the innate evil in Judas was proximity to
the heavenly light, which shone in and from Jesus.
Judas might have seen this Ught in a certain way
at first, and been taken with it. But the temporal
kingdom was not coming which Judas probably,
like the rest of the disciples, expected. Moreover,
the enemies of Jesus were seen to be permitted,
as if Jesus could not have helped it, to be surround-
ing Him with their plots, and seemed likely finally

to capture and slay Him. Judas, therefore, did not
continue to see the heavenly light through the
lowly state of his Master ; and his inability to see
came from his love of the world, particularly his
love of mammon, which blinded his eyes, and
caused him to permit in himself a dishonest and
thievish heart whilst in proximity to what was
heavenly light. The Baptist seems to have felt

the power of a similar temptation to suppo-:? that
Jesus might not, after all, be the coming Messiah

;

and this temptation he felt through the apparently
commonplace and lowly fife of Him Whom he had
believed to be the Lamb of God, sent to take away
the sin of the world. Similar temptations still assail

people through the lowliness of Christ's cause on
earth. " Blessed is he who is not offended in me."
By what our Lord witnessed from time to time

mmmmm Mi
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among men, He was impressed with the fact that
power from heaven, and that of a very special

kind, was required to make people sec heavenly
light in a saving manner. Clear explana'"ons,

entreaties, reasonings, and even " common grace
"

itself, were all insufficient. This impressed itself

upon our Lord when He saw how Capernaum and
certain other cities had treated His light. (Mat. .\i.)

Also when He came to the knowledge of the

Baptist's doubts He v/as impressed with the Bap-
tist's inability to accept the evidence afforded by
the lowly and loving life of Jesus as contrasted with
the role which the Baptist himself had apparently
laid out for him, a role which would have probably
inrluded therein the conquering of all his enemies,

his shewing to the world by unmistakeable
who He really was. The Baptist came in the,Ki

* of Elijah of the old dispensation, one whose
"

I, . jurite maimer of overcoming opposition to the

good cause was by such expedients as the sword,
and calling down lire from heaven to devour the

adversaries. When the Baptist was assailed with
doubts, he was in prison, and was nearing his end.

And yet even then he could not appreciate the
spirit of the new dispensation as our Lord intimated
in His remark, that among those born of women
a greater than the Baptist had not arisen, yet that

he who was but little in the new form of the king-

dom of heaven upon earth was greater than he.

Was, then, the Baptist, when beheaded, elevated to

a state equal to the state of those who departed this

life within the kingdom of heaven in its new form ?

I merely ask this cjuestion here, but do not intend

to discuss it at present ; I shall discuss it in a future

volume of the present series, a volume entitled,
" The Disembodied Soul."
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Our Lord's Description of the Finally Lost State.

Our Lord describes the state of the finally lost

as a being cast into the lake which burns with
unqdenchable fire, where the worm does not die.

There is also a being bound hand and foot ere the

casting into this lake takes place. The fire can
hardly be supposed to be literal, or physical fire,

but is rather the fire of unavailing remorse, for it is

in the soul that the fire is ; arid those who believe

that the souls of the lost are sent to the final

hell immediately upon physical death, cannot
consistently believe also that the fire is a physical

fire, for the body is then in the dust, and a physical

fire cannot burn the soul. But the consuming fire

of remorse is not an element that commonly ap-
pears in souls that are in the present life in a lost

condition ; and, therefore, we need not here dwell

upon it. St. John saw the smoke of the torment
of the lost ascend, and saw the lost also gnaw their

tongues with pain.

It is difficult to say what all the elements may be
which are included in being bound hand and foot

;

but in any case, there appears to be implied some
inability of a special kind. Probably this inability

is also intimated in the door being shut, or, at

least, there is a measure of this inability thus intim-

ated. Everything pertaining to the final state

comes on gradually. It would seem that the final

judgment is a gradual process, part of which we see

proceeding in the case of Dives (the rich man in the
parable) ; for Abraham informed Dives of several

things which we are told of, and we know not
how many other things which we are not told of.

The arguments of Dives were in process of being
answered by Abraham ; we are told that the saints

Mm
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shall judge the world. This process of judgment
may proceed up till the second advent, when the

great Judge Himself shall appear and give the final

deliverance, a deliverance already pronounced
in the individual conscience on accouut of all the

previous process of judgment. Christ's word shall

judge in the last day—the very word known here

on earth. (John xii., 48). This means of judg-

ment shall possibly be ministered by the saints.

The wicked shall see in these saints Jesus Himself,

and shall see that they had not ministered to Jesus

in such saints, whilst the latter were on earth

along with them.
It was the coming of the Bridegroom, or the

cry that He was coming, and probably also some
kind of sight of the Bridegroom, either directly

or indirectly, that decided the state of the fooUsh

virgins. Heavenly light, or proximity to the

Bridegroom, from Whom this light comes, always

seals the state of souls. Even here itself -this is

the case to some extent, and it will be the case com-
pletely with each soul when Christ shall appear in

His glory. The foohsh virgins had not made
thorough work of their personal surrender to Christ,

and to those heavenly princip ^s of which He is

the embodiment. They did not stand the proof

in this Ufe (Luke xvi., 10-12), and therefore had
never the real love of God shed abroad in their

hearts. (Rom. v., 4-5). They would not cut off

the right hand nor pluck out the right eye, nor sell

all, for the possession of the Pearl jf great Price.

They did not face Zionward" at whatever cost.

The vessels in which there was no oil found at last

were their whole souls far down to the core. They
made superficial work of their salvation, taking the

world along with them in whatever they had done

i
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in this way. So it was with the man without the

wedding garment, who appeared even at the marri-

age supper ; and it was the sight of the king in his

case also that sealed his doom. Did this man come
out of the bottomless pit in order to appear in the

marriage supper-room ?

The closed door,- then, is some sort of inability

which is sealed by the sight of the king. At first

this sight does not seem to be complete, for the

fooHsh virgins went to buy oil when it was too

late ; and it was the linal voice of the Bridegroom
which revealed the irrevocably closed door. The
Bridegroom Himself had not come into direct

contact with the foolish virgins till then. But the

first measure of binding seems to create an inner

remorse, as we see in the case of Dives who was
tormented in a flame of remorse even ere the judg-

ment was completed. And we see fear also in the

case of the foolish virgins, and in the case of tliose

who call on the rocks to fall on them, and the moun-
tains to cover and hide them. But there would
seem to be some forlorn hope among the lost,

even up till the final binding which takes place

after the judgment of the great day. Dives had
hope of the assuagement of the flame which caused
the torment, and he did not seem at first to be
aware of the existence of the fixed gulf of separation
—a gulf which probably consists in the difference

of inner state between the righteous and the w icked.

Only at the last day will the just be severed from
the possibility of communication with the wricked.

But further discussion of the future state of each
class must be for the present postponed.

There is, however, one particular circumstance
noticed bv our T.ord in connection with the finally

lost that we must not fail here to mention, but
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will at present only mention it, namely, that

the finally lost will be with the devil and his angels.

This implies that they will have become entirely

hkc the devil from a moral point of view. They

will hate and blaspheme like him. Many of the

works of the flesh, lists of which have been given

in a previous chapter, are fruits of the devil's

character ; and we ai . given to understand that

those who are here guilty of any of these works

shall not inherit the kingdom of heaven, unless they

repent.

In our next chapter we shall have before us

in more detail those features of the finally lost

state which shew themselves here on earth along

with a form of darkness which will not be present

in the final hell.

m
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Chapter XV.

HELL EXISTS ON EARTH (Continued).

The logic which closes hell, annihilates heaven.

—

Parker.
Man's future doom is what he has chosen ; is what he

deserved ; is what he has fitted himself for.

—

Ratntay.

Hell the Reverse of Heaven.

Hell is really the reverse, or outside, of heaven.
All those who are not inside heaven on earth are
inside the special form of hell which exists on earth.

There are only two possible states, as we shall see
more particularly later on.

It is possible for some to be in heaven on earth
without their being sure of the fact. But those who
are in this state do not make a pillow of their con-
dition. They are either much distressed on ac-
count of their doubts, or else they assume more
than they experience inwardly. When the latter

is the case with any of the saints, they are sooner
or later awakened out of this condition, and then
they know that all is not right with them. They
straightway fall into distress, they set out to look
for their Beloved, and give not over until they find
Him. But it appears to be one of the devices of
hell to make souls that are at their ease imagine
that they are Christians, although they are not
what they ought to be, arc not sure of where they
stand, think they may be in a backsHding state,

»i.
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and are content to abide as they are and take their

chance.

The usual state for the living Christian to be in

is well-known to the Christian himself, and is set

forth already in the New Testament. The hving

Christian is necessitated to watch and pray lest

he enter into temptation, lest he get cold and go

astray from the source of his help. He must keep

near this source, or else darkness will readily over-

take him, and then all the wild animals of the

bottomless pit come out on his track. Unless he

maintain a good conscience in all things he cannot

pray with faith, but is like a wave of the sea when
he prays, tossed and driven with the wind ;

let

not that man, says St. James, think that he shall

receive anything of the Lord. A small sin on the

conscience will darken the throne of grace on him,

which the Christian must at all hazards keep clear

and open. He must cut off whatever is experienced

to hinder prayer, for he finds that merely saying

his prayers will not do ; he must often wrestle

hke Jacob at a throne of grace. But even a Uttle

evil leaven will leaven the whole lump. A lustful

imagination will be felt to defile and weaken,

unless thrust out with decision. As a small pebble

under a ship's keel will prevent the great vessel

sUpping out from the dock into the water, so a

small inner sin, wilfully cherished, will have similar

effects on the Christian's state.

The living Christian must maintain his first love,

or else he hears his Lord speak to him also that ter-

rible message sent to the ancient Ephesian church,

or the one sent to Laodicea, if he gets lukewarm.

He must abide in his Lord's love, united to the

Vine, or else he can bear no fruit, nor do any good

thing. (John xv.) He will then feel in danger

{ h

hi
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of being cut off, and cast forth as a branch and
withered, and be thus among the branches that
men eventually gather and burn. He must main-
tain in position every piece of the whole armour
provided by God, or he knows by experience that
he cannot wrestle successfully against the principal-
ities and powers and rulers of the darkness of this
world, who are always on the watch for any weak
or loose joint. He is in the war, and always
at the front, and knows that he must overcome if

he is to be eventually crowned.
The Christian has a new heart, called a bro' -i

heart, because it is mouldable by heavenly ir ^-

ences in the degree in which these obtain jre
below. He is contrite in spirit, teachable, meek,
open in ear to hear the voice of the Good Shepherd.
His heart is analgous to the sensitive glass of the
photographer after the chemicals are put on it,

and it is set up in the camera ready to take the
impress of the object. A very little adverse in-

fluence will spoil this glass. So will a \'ery little

adverse influe) e from the inner flesh, the outer
world, or the prince of darkness, mar the sensitive
heart within, and will tell unfa\'ourably on the hear-
ing ear and the seeing eye. Even the wilful neglect
of known duty will exert similar adverse effects.

Now these characteristics of the living Christian,
who is advancing in the kingdom of heaven on
earth, will shew, as by a foil, the state of the soul
which has none of these experiences, and who does
not find that in the kind of life which it leads,
these experiences, watchfulnesses, fears, hopes, or
precautions, are necessary. Those who can in-

dulge in, or venture to do, evil knowingly and wil-
fully, without repentance, are not yet in the king-
dom of light, but are in the kingdom of darkness.
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Those who are content without any of the experi-

ences described in our second chapter, are not yet

in the kingdom of Ught. Neither, a fortiori, are

any of the numerous class who live the kind of

lives which defile the conscience, for they thus pre-

clude any probability that they may be within the

kingdom of light. They bear no signs of being

within thit kingdom.

There is only one or other of the Two Conditions

for a Soul to he in on Earth.

This is put beyond all doubt by the teaching

of our Lord and His apostles on the point. There
is either the single or the evil eye. The treasure

is either in heaven or on earth. Those who have
not entered in at the strait gate are on the broad
way. There are the wise and foolish builders,

the wise and foolish virgins, and the faithful and
slothful servants only. The tree is either good or

evil. The branch is either in the Vine or not in it.

He that gathers not with Christ scatters abroad.

He that is not with Christ is against Him. There
is only one good gr iind ; all the other kinds of soil

are defective. Eveiy plant which God has not

planted shall be rooted up. The man who has

entered the good fight, professedly, either over-

comes or is overcome. There are those who are

of the world, and those who are not of the world.

There are only the spiritually dead and the spiritu-

ally living. Those who believe are saved ; those

who believe not ar«' unsaved. To those in Christ

Jesus there is now no condemnation ; but all others

are under sentence of condemnation. There are

those who arc born again, and those who are not.

Except one eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and
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drink His blood ne has uu life in him. These are

some of the statements of (• tr Lord Himself on the

fact that only two classes exist here. He is equally

explicit on "th* re being onl\ two ( lasses at last.

There will then be only the ^iieep and tin- goats,

the righteous and the wicked, the wheat and the

tares, heaven and hell.

The apostles are no less explicit on thf »'xistence

of only two classes here. Therf aie tho>o who are

in the flesh, and tho^*^ who are in the >pirit. If

a man have the Spirit of Chri?t he belongs to

Christ ; if any man have not the Spirit of Christ

he is none of His. Those who are in the flesh

are spiritually dead ;
those who are in the spirit

are spiritually living, and beside these two classes

there are none known to tlie apostles If any man
be in Christ Jesus he is a new creation ;

if a man
be not in Christ Jesus, he is under the dominion of

the old man. Know ye not, says St. Paul, that

Christ Jesus is in you except ye be reprobates ^

Either, therefore, Jesus dwells in a man, and walks

in him'as in a temple, or else the man is what the

apostle calls reprobate (adokimos, or disapproved).

St. John writes at length of the tv o classes, but

of the two 07//y -those who are of

those who are not ; children of thi

dren of the darkno^s ; children of Go<

of the devil.

If, therefore, wc are to trust to

of our Lord and His apostles we "ay

definitely that ther are only the tw. classes among

souls here, namely, those who a in h ivt on

earth, and those who are not

but in the other condition. The

visible from this conclusion.

There are various descriptions

he truth and
iht and chil-

mdchildre

• iescri;=tion;

onclude most

he:; 1

IS 1

re,

Si^
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New Teslameii of the cond as ouls^ lat are
not in heaven lere, b' t who art ii th( >utside

thereof. Thes( are >. i to ^e spirituali dead,
bhnd -^steemiTt^ spinti al th ngs as fooli iness,

enmii against hem, taken ci!j)tive by the strong
man a nied, anr; aol 1 false peace by him. They
arr in the kiisgdom i c irkness, requiring the exer-
cise «f almighty pov t to translate them out of this

state i : tia- mai ilous light of God's kingdi m.
Further, +heir po^-ition 1.^ one under sen net ><{

cond mnaiion, o? under the curse of the law, ; 1

in this positior tii re ar< no dealings by God v\ h
a view to thi r :alv\ti 1, unless those dealii

which fie may have in s external provide net

with a vif'v to what He n. nds ultimately to t 'f<"

in the ca~ of uir e whom He is to call into the
doiii )f h^ i.

cai inrhide all that we 11

no ce i.; to the condition ou
my im of heaven under t\ uam

, latrcd and darkness. TiiCbL- are
ristics of the devil, as mentioned

by our Lord, w sen He .>ays that the dev was a
murderer and a liar from the beginni.ig {ohn
viii., 44.)

Hel/'s Hatred on Earth.

I link

Sj iri iit-rt'

outside th

headings , u
the two char

In order to be as inclusive as needful, the term
hatred here must be held to include the absence
of that love which is due. But this hatred often
shews itself in the positive form, and it will always
eventually culminate in the positive h tred which
characterises the dcil hirnself, unlesb .cpcntarcc
supervene. Our Lord says that he who does not
hate father and mother, etc., for His sake, cannot
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be His disciple. This means that one coming to

Christ must prefer Christ's commands and princi-

ples to those of even the nearest and dearest rela-

tions on earth, if these latter should give commands,

or indicate preferences, at variance with the com-

mands or principles of Christ. In this broad sense,

therefore, must we interpret the term hatred as

here appUed.
^ ^u 4.

But there is a positive hatred also to that

which is good, or to that which we are commanded

to love. There is enmity against the good, an

enmity which may not be experienced as such as

long as we feel at Uberty to reject the good, or not

to close with it. There is often to be met with m
the world enmity against one's neighbour. This is

a form of that hatred which is characteristic of hell.

St. Paul, collecting the Old Testament descriptions

of the ungodly state, gives it as one of them that

" their throat is an open sepulchre," that is, for

the reputation of their fellow-men also "the poison

of asps is under their lips." " Destruction and

misery are in their ways, and the way of peace have

they not known." St. Paul adds that there is

" no difference " in this respect among the un-

saved, for all are concluded as being under sin.

(Rom. iii.)

But there are many other and more subtle sins

which come untler this heading. All cheatery of

our neighbour, all dishonesty in trade, commerce,

politics, and social relationships ; all double-dealing,

deception, cliicanery, slander, discourtesy, unkind-

ness, roughness, unduo reserve, isolation, mis-

representations, lie-teUing, lie-making, lie-loving,

etc. All these are contrary to that love which the

gospel commands and inspires. E\'en isolation

itself, if from cold feelings, is wrong. Christians

am^ me;
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are united to each other, and even isolation, in-

difference, coldness, and formality, are here all out

of place, and pertain to a different kingdom from

the kingdom of heaven on earth. We ought to

take ourselves to task for coldness, not to speak

of dishonesty and cheatery, towards our neighbour,

as we should take ourselves to task for coldness

towards God Himself. Our Lord says that the

second table of the moral UiW is like unto the first,

and we remember how we are to be finallv judged

as to our love to Christ. We are commanded to

love even our enemies, and no man that loves will

slander or cheat or hate. He will not follow the

multitude in trade, commerce, or politics, to do

evil in any of these pursuits.

We also hate our neighbour if we do not strive

in a gospel manner to preserve ourselves from all

illegitimate loves, contaminating influences, such

as lusts of the flesh, strong arink, sloth, pride,

love of mammon, love of the world, all of which

tend to unfit us for the love of, and ministry to,

our neighbour. Every thing '^hat tends to make

us ashamed of the Christian armour, ashamed to

give advice, or even warning and exhortation,

when needed, is a species of hatred of our neighbour.

The Mosaic law says that he who does not do these

things to his brother suffers sin upon his brother,

and gives signs of hating, that is, not loving him.

(Lev. xix., 17). St. John says that he who loves

not his brother is in the same category with the one

who hates him. And he that hates his brother is

of the spirit of Cain, who said :
" Am I my brother's

keeper ? " He is a murderer, says the apostle,

and he has no eternal hfe abiding in him.

b
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HeWs Darkness on Earth.

The term darkness must also be here taken in a
comprehensive sense. Especially does this darkness
include fatal errors in religious doctrine, in the mean-
ing and value of correct doctrine, fatal errors in

judgment in religious matters, and, most dangerous
of all, an error as to one's self being wrong in convic-
tion on fundamental doctrines, in habits of life,

soul-experiences, or the absence of saving experi-

ences in the soul, and wrong in one's standing
before God and in view of eternity. Darkness also

includes one's being unconsciously wrong in one's

standards of appeal as to his religious state, such as
the standard of the opinions, or the want of opin-
ions, or of the religious or irreligious habits of the
multitude ; or the standard of tradition, hereditary
custom, etc. All these are unsafe standards. This
does not say that they are all necessarily wrong,
but it simply says that, without strict examination
in the light of a true standard, none of these stan-
dards ought to be trusted.

The worst possible form of soul-darkness in

respect to matters of religion is the darkness
which supervenes on a continued back-sliding state

after the light has been enjoyed for a season. The
Scriptures explicitly declare this to be a fact.

Better for people not to have known the way of Ufa
than, after having known it, to turn from the holy
commandment given them. In Heb. vi., we are
told that it is impossible to renew souls again to
repentance who had " been once enlightened,
and had tasted of the heavenly gift, and were made
partakers of the Holy Ghost, and have tasted the
good word of God, and the powers of the world to
come," and who, after this kind of inner experience^
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fall away. The sign of this reprobate state is that

those under it do not care whether they can be re-

newed or not. There is, in their case, an entire

atrophy, or wasting, of the spiritual sensibilities.

The sub-soil of the soul is exhausted, and no

heavenly plants can be grown any more in that

soul. One may not, indeed, be able to read with

absolute assurance the sign mentioned ;
but every

seeming appearance of this sign is just cause for

much -^larm.

Every coldness in professing peopid, and, most

especially, every indifference as to the clearly

perceived existence of this coldness among this

class of people, is a matter for very special concern.

This is more particularly so when the coldness

is common and commonly unheeded. This condi-

tion always makes for the finally impenitent state,

because there is a mingling of gospel light with a

declinature to be illumined thereby. There is a

forsaking, or a ncver-e.xperiencing, of " first love"
;

and we are aware what the divine message says

about the danger of this state. Unless remedied,

there is an explicit intimation that there will be a

cutting off, a removal of the c Midlestick, or church-

state ; and there is in this intimation an implica-

tion that there will be spiritual darkness that may
never be illumined. Those that have ears to hear

this message are bidden hear. (Rev. ii., 1-5
;

iii., 14-19). Unless there be an abiding in the love

of Christ there can be no fruit borne ;
and in the

case of the fruitless branches that are in a state of

severance from the Vine, they are to be all gathered,

and finallv burned. Now when intimations like

these, which are found so plentifully in Scripture,

are plainly unheeded ; and when, at the same time,

there is a distinct knowledge that this state of
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union to the Vine, fruitbearing—not out of the

Vine, but in union therewith—the state of first love

and similar living signs, ore uncommon, then there

is the greater cause for the apprehension of danger.

It ought to be remembered in this connection
that people who have light and who, notwithstand-
ing, decline to come into the soul-state which the
light describes, and which it shews to be the only
safe state, are in a \'ery different condition from the

state of thosf" who have not the light. God bears
with this latter state, as He Himself often tells us,

in a manner in which He will not bear with the state

of those who have the light, but do not walk there-

in. Or, to express the matter more correctly,

the laws which God has created, and made opera-
tive in the soul, are laws which of themselves bring

darkness and impenitence upon souls that know
but dechne the light. Such ones will not continue
to appreciate the light. They maj^ indeed, con-
tinue to be very sensitive about their own forms
and views of rehgion, just as the Scribes and Phari-
sees were in our Lord's time about their forms and
views ; but they will be dead, immovable, and hos-

tile, or else entirely indifferent, towards the true

religion, never more coming to an appreciative
understanding, or true heart-acceptance, thereof.

That such is the case with rejectors of the light

we have already seen to be the teaching of Scrip-

ture, and to be abundantly illustrated from the
records given there of people who had the light

butV declined its dictates. These people were
always blinded by the light. Ezekiel was told that
had he been appointed to go to the heathen,
they would have heard him and accepted his mes-
sage ;^ but he was appointed to go to Israel, who
had had the light, and had become hardened under

•i\
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it, and they, therefore, would not hear him.

We have already seen the great hardening which

occurred under the preaching of Noah, Lot, Isaiah,

and our Lord. In each of these cases the light from

heaven hardened countless multitudes. But the

case now is, as it was then, that if this hardening

occurs, people imagine that they would become

aware of it, or be conscious of it in themselves.

It is one dangerous form of darkness so to imagine.

Ihe pnnce and principalities and powers of this

darkness are not so simple, nor so new to their

business, as to permit of this consciousness. They

will, indeed, permit of a little superficial and tem-

porary devoutness occasionally so as to delude

people about this hardening.

Another characteristic of the darkness that leads

to the outer darkness, is that of inconsistency and

irrationality. People will profess to believe the

Bible doctrines about salvation, and many of them

would be quite alarmed were there to be heresy

proclaimed in their pulpits about these doctrines,

who yet do not believe these doctrines. There are

countless numbers who, if they were to take up the

Scripture to studv it carefully as to the real signs

of living Christianity, such signs, for instance,

as can easily be gathered from a study of our second

chapter of the present work, could understand these

signs ; and were they to ask themselves in the light

of these signs whether they themselves are living

Christians or not, what answer would they be con-

strained to give, if they answered honestly ? They
would have to acknowledge that they have not any

of these essential signs connected with them.

Yet they have been making a profession of being

living Christians notwithstanding, and in many
cases have been doing so for years. Is this not
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inconsistency and irrationality ? People do not
act so in their worldly affairs.

But in addition to inconsistency and irrational-

ity, the darkness which leads to the outer darkness

has in it a species of delirium, frenzy, or madness.
There is a stirring within against listening to the

voice of reason and self-consistency. There is

sheer wickedness, stubbornness, false indepen-

dence, pride, and a spirit of opposition, in respect

to the truth, the proclamation of truth, consistency

and reason. There may be calmness, or even ad-

miration, when undiscerned error is proclaimed in

the name of truth ; but when truth and rationality

about their own personal inconsistency in making
a dead profession are proclaimed, then there is not
usually found the meekness, humihty, penitence,

self-examination, that the occasion calls for. There
may be so on the part of those who have the light

presented to them for the first time ; but not as a
rule are these heavenly virtues found in the case

of those who make a dead profession. In the

latter case there is usually opposition, either silent

or active, or else there is the cultivation of a spirit

of indifference, or of careless and proud indepen-

dence. All these things pertain to, and make for,

the darkness of the finally lost condition, and for

the increase of the form of that darkness which is

prevalent in the present world. But we must
devote another chapter to the consideration of the
religious state of the majority of our professing

people, owing to the unspeakable importance of the
subject.
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Chapter XVI.

PROBABLE STATE OF MAJORITY OF
PROFESSING PEOPLE.

Wide is the gate, and broad is the way that leadeth to

destruction, and many there be which go in thereat.

—

Jesw.

There is an age approaching, during which righteousness

will be universal.

—

I$aac.

Are the Majotity of our Professing People Inside

the Kingdom of Heaven or Outside ?

This is a most delicate question, but a most
important one. to discuss and try to answer.

We cannot suppose, however, that the great Head
of the church means that such a question should

not be answered, nor, therefore, that it is impossible

to answer it, nor that there are never any sufficient

materials in sight for answering it.

Do the majority of professing people in our

churches exhibit the signs that they have Christ

energising in them as the hope, earnest, substance,

and illumination of glory ? Have they ever them-
selves energised to enter in at the strait gate ?

or have they come, encouraged it may be by church

officials, to make a profession when they became
of age, or when they had been somewhat touched

after hearing some particular sermon, or by some
other temporary means ? Did they get easily and
pleasantly inside the strait gate > Did this gate
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open wide for them ? Are they now abiding united

to the Vine, bearing fruit through this union,

workers in the vineyard, putting their talent to use

whilst it is called to-day, maintaining their first

love, and sedulously and prayerfully watching

against getting lukewarm—neither cold nor hot ?

Do they shew a disposition to part with all for the

Pearl of great Price ? Do we ever and anon see

several among them go asearching for the Beloved

when they miss Him, or when, through their world-

liness, or some sin or infirmity, they have caused

Him to move away ? Have they manifestations of,

feasts and suppings with, the Bridegroom of their

souls ? Do they often mourn for their sins and
bewail the effects of these sins on their prayers,

on their shining with~Christ's light, or on their

seasoning of others with the salt of the gospel ?

Do they maintain the way open +o the throne of

grace by carefully abstaining fro.n what would

impart an evil savour to the ointment ? Have
they their loins girt about, waiting and watching,

having oil in their vessels with their lamps, and,

through their po-^ession of the wedding garment,

having often suppers in foretaste of the great marri-

age supper ? Are they in process of being filled

with all the fulness of God ? Are they broken-

hearted, contrite in spirit, hearing, therefore, the

Good Shepherd's voice, with their faces directed

Zionward, and not mammon-lovers, not pleasure-

hunters, not conformed to the present world,

diligently laying up treasure for themselves in

heaven, and being evermore transformed by the

renewing of their minds, proving what is that good,

perfect, and acceptable will of God ? Are they

circumcised in heart, rejoicing Christ Jesus, rejoic-

ing with joy unspeakable, and full of glory, having

IlSOi
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no confidence in the flesh, whether the flesh in

religious forms, or the flesh in lusts ?

Jesus Chn:.t came from His home in glory to

suffer and die to save souls, so great is His love for

souls. Are the majority in our churches possessed

of this same spirit ? Do thc\ watch and pray,

not only for their own personal salvation, but also

for the salvation of others ? H any man have not

the Spirit nor the disposition of Christ, he is none of

His. Do the majority find, from their own per-

sonal experience, that they require to feed on the

bread, and drink for their strength and refresh-

ment the water, of life ? Must they necessarily

come ever and anon to the Word of life to feed on

its sincere milk, and go evermore to the throne of

grace, that they may be strong in the Lord and in

the power of His might ?

These are a few of the peritent questions which

ought to be answered before it can be definitely

decided whether the majority in our churches

are inside or outside the kingdom of heaven on

earth. These questions indicate the mimmum
of requirements for the inside of the kingdom.

Those on the outside can ac with less. But the

requirements for those on the inside arc all strung

together like beads on a thread. If one bead slip

off, the others follow.

Now everyone knows how much dishonesty,

cheatery, insincerity, robbery, unfairness, graft,

mammon-loving, rowdyisn* among the young

Sabbath-breaking, neglect of family worship and

of :loset prayer and Bible study, are prevalent

amongst us, even among those who profess to be

living on the bread of hfe. And everyone also

knows how very common all forms of dishonesty

in trade and commerce are. The great majority of

f
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country people in the Dominion of Canada have a
great deal of buying and selling to do. They buy
and sell cattle, farm produce, and horses. Now
is it, or is it not, a fact, that when one sets about
buying or selling a horse or a cow, he ever trusts
what the one he transacts business with says ?

Does he ever rely on the word of that one, unless he
knows otherwise that that word is true ? Does
one in these circumstances not always assume most
completely that every one that deals with him,
or that offers to do so, is on the watch to steal some
march on him, in order to take as much money off

him as possible in the transaction ? Is not this a
correct description of the spirit prevalent in that
buying and selling which almost everyone engages
in ? And, in all seriousness, I ask is this spirit

consistent with the prevalence of living Christianity
in our midst ? Docs not this watchfulness, this

assumption of the prevalence of the dishonest spirit,

bear clear testimony from those who know best
of all what the common spirit is, those, namely,
who are experienced in it, have to meet it and are
sharpened by contact with it ? does not all this, I

ask. bear clear and very emphatic testimony to the
common ibsence of the true spirit which is indi-

cated in the series of questions asked in the begin-
ning )f this chapter The facts cannot possibly
he gainsaid, nor can the inferences be invalidated
bv those who know the state of matters, and who
know their Bibles also.

There is, indeed, a form of Christianity cu the
Sunday, but how much in the presence of these
things does the Sunday Christianity count for ?

There was a far more zealous church religion in

Isaiah's time, as we baw in previous chapters,
and also among the Jews who crucified the Lord of
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glory, than there is prevalent to-day. In Isaiah's

time the people who went to church wondered,
and asked serious questions, as to why the Lord
did not notice them nor appear to hear their

prayers. (li. Iviii.) Their defect lay in their

earth-life. So it is now. There is too much world-

liness, mammon-loving, covetousness, extortion

in secret, watchfulness—not for prayer, but to

deceive one's neighlx)ur, and to mulct him of as

much of his property as possible luider the guise of

fair dealing. There is far too much selfishness

prevalent, every man for himself and his party
;

far too little regard for humanity, not to speak of

Christ's love ruling in the heart. Comparatively
few people ask why the Lord does not meet them
nor hear their prayers.

Among (»ther signs of numbers being on the out-

side of the kingdom, there is tlie general apathy
and complete indifference reigning both inside and
outside of our churches as to the common state

among us of even the professing part of the people.

People in general do not se^m to care. Is this not
a sign of the atrophy of tlie spiritual sensibilities

previously treated of ? Is spiritual darkness and
spiritual death not prevalent in our midst ? When
God's hand may be lifted uj) people do not seem
to see nor care. In Noah's time peo])]e planted,

builded, married, and were given in marriage,
until the day that Noah entered the ark, and
knew not, until the flood came and took them all

away. So it woultl seem to be now
;

])eople

are worldly, and will be worldly, no matter what
is said to them, if once their spiritual sensibilities

are wasted.

Of course there are many real Christians in our
midst, many that mourn for the declensions among

vv,

mi
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professing people, and God ought to be praised for

these people. But I refer to the general run of our

professing people. Are they true, living Christians,

or not ?

It may be profitable to inquire into some of the

causes for the present state of affairs. And let

me remark here, in the first place, that we ought not

to suppose that our national or public institutions

are all right and sound ethically just because they

exist, and because we ha\ e been accustomed to

them'. The principle of them may be so far right,

but if this is so, tliere are great and scandalous

abuses notoriously prevalent.

Public Legislatures.

Almost all our people take an interest in our

legislative bodies and in their doings. Some

take a deep and consuming interest in these things,

and hardly think seriously of anything else. But

everyone knows the dishonesties, bitternesses,

vituperations, slanders, defamation of character,

and other similar evils which characterise party

spirit in our legislatures. Many members of

Parliament, both in and out of the Parliament-

house, recklesslv traduce the character of a political

opponent, without taking all, if any, of the care

necessary to sift reports ; nor do they take as much
care in their enquiries as to reach even a moderate

degree itself of assurance that they are right in

what they are about to say against an opponent.

There are honest men in all our legislatures,

as there are everywhere. But can the general run

of our parliamentary speeches really be trusted,

that they express the honest conviction of the

speakers after full and patient enquiry, and more

B!^
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especially their honest conviction even although
they have been severely tempted to speak wilful

falsehood. No doubt even a dishonest man may
often declare his convictions, and also witli great

pleasure, when he has actually discovered his oppo-
nent halting. Then even the dishonest man may
have a (Tance of making a great and redeem-
ing shew of honesty of character and purpose.

But wl at of that ? It shoi' . '^unt for nothing

unless tii character of the eaiu: ^'^ known for

absolute probity and honour I'uici t i ry kind of

temptation. Let me add in t a* .-•nuv tion that

I know of no valid reason w'' 'ur lembers of

Parhament should be allowed wiin impunity to

traduce characters when they speak inside Parlia-

ment, whilst others arc dealt with by the civil law

when they do similar things outside Parliament.

When our members of Parliament are known
to be men of the pink of honesty and honour, and
specially sen-itiv<' about even an opponent's repu-

tation, then , certain degree of liberty inside Parlia-

ment might be e.xpedient. But in view of the

terrible aroma of party spirit, the vituperation,

slander, and reckless dealing with an opponent's

views and character, and in view also of the notor-

ious and scandalous corruptions at elections, which
the candidate could easily make to cease if he

chose, it is nothing less than an evil burlesque

to permit men to speak as they choose of tliC doings

and character and motives of others if they only

speak inside the Parliament-house.

These doings in high quarters bear the most
disastrous fruits outside the legislature, and among
our people. The common dishonesties in buying

and selling, the dishonesties in trade and commerce,

the shady and the nefarious deeds in certain

K
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professions, are evils enough for our people to be

aware of, although these evils should not be crowned

as they so often are by the doings of some of our

members of Parliament. Our people are trained

by these doings never to trust any utterance made
in public unless they themselves know the utter-

ance at first hand to be true. They are trained

outside the church to mistrust pulpit utterances

inside ; and they discount the statements even

of the Bible itself. They arc trained to distrust

their fellow-men. They make allowances of ninety

per cent for professionalism in the pulpit, and often

of a hundred per cent. They know how much
public bodies, and public officials, cater for their

sufferagcs, and how much, therefore, these want

to please the people. They also assume, and some-

times, alas, with good cause, that the pulpit wants

to please likewise. The ])reaching of so man^ candi-

dates in vacancies, the grandeur and oclat of many
of our church services, including the treatment of

all who are in church as being good and living

Christians, all go to train our people in the direction

described.

Pulpits and Church Courts.

It is to be feared that we who occupy pulpits,

and are members of church courts, are not entirely

immaculate in respect to tlie state of many of our

professing people. We may, indeed, feel too

dependent on the people for speaking out our con-

victions as we ought, and as the gospel demands.
We may often fall into that fear that bringeth a

snare, and may, in consequence train ourselves

to be men-pKasors. Wc admit that tact is needed
;

hnt we may pern\it mncli of our tact to descend
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into an unworthy trimming for mere selfish reasons.
If we do this, It is certainly far from that love to
souls that will constrain us to speak what we believe
to be the truth. There is often with us too much
satisfaction if only the Sunday service appears to
give satisfaction to our people, without very seri-
ously enquiring as to wlu-ther we have, with suffi-
cient judgment, knowledge and discretion, sought
faithfully to discriminate those outside the king-
dom from those inside, and to bring our message
to bear on each class.

I fear that our solo-singing, anthems, grand
choirs and organs, give a wrong impression to
many of our people, and cause them to believe that
we are trusting all as if inside the kingdom. People
have consciences, and thev know well when these
are honestly appealed to; and well can they
percfive when their lives and inner state are
faithfully laid bare and exhibited in true Scripture
light. Mai.y of them become deadened to all this
by being ])ermitted to sleep .spirituallv ; and
above all, by their dishonest, or mammon-loving
lives; but they can, unless hardened beyond
remedy, be awakened bv the power of the Spiritm preaching that is but very ordinary as far as
knowledge and depth are concerned, if it be truly
consecrated and faithful.

It is a question of considerable importance
whether or not our church courts do as mucii good
to our people and c ^ngrcgations as their appearance
aiul ponderousnesi of machinery would seem to
indicate. If each one of our ministers, or sessions
were asked the (juestion individually : What good
have you received, or advantage derived, for either
yourselves or your people, from any of our church
courts since you were ordained ? what reply would
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be Ukelv to be received from the majority of minis-

ters and elders ? I would venture to suggest this

question for our next schedule on Life and Work.

There is some cause to suspect that our,church

courts fear the people also ; and if they do. they

are not the people'^ true friends. Church courts

and leaders in them are sorely tempted to be

trimmers. There is cause also to fear that these

courts do not stand faithfully by the ministers of

the church in any difficulties they may have m their

work Now a church court is morally bound to

uphold the hands of all her ministers, and institute

a faithful enquiry wherever such seems called for,

in order to discover and deal with real delinquents.

But this is very seldom done, espcciallv if, as was

the case when Pilate sat m judgment, the majority

clamour for a certain course. Both Presbyterians

and Methodists are really Congregationahsts m
church government, and ought openly so to say.

The Multitude.

An unethical multitude is perhaps the greatest

suDDorter and abettor of individual irrehgion in our

midst In thousands of cases there is no possi-

bilitv. humanly speaking, of moving the individual

out of his irreligious rut, or evil habits, as long as he

is supi>orted by the example of an irreligious

multitude. Individuals may be moved to agree to

am] adopt, cour^es in relation to religion, that

will not imply much if any self-denial on their

Dart But when brought face to face with decision

for a rtal religious life, if the habit of the community

in whu li one lives shews the mam body of the

Dcople to be outside the kingdom, or if it exhibit

10 signs that they are im^de, then it teciuires an
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individual with considerable backbone and muscle

to decide for the right in the face of this condi-

*°Wrongdoers will listen to any kind of appeal,

publicly or privately, if only they feel they are in

line with the habit of the community around them

in remaining as they are. Some dishonest buyers

and sellers in a community that has only at best a

Sunday religion will even boast of their dishonest

actions and of how nicely they succeeded in fleecing

so and so. Thev can Usten to any sort of appeals

from the pulpit," and even enjoy hearing an occa-

sional description of themselves, as long as they

know thev have the friendship of the community,

and know also that it makes no difference to this

community in their friendly relations with them

how much thev cheat and rob. The whole of the

cheatery and deception of this class of robber is

as enioyable to themselves as a game of cricket or

baseball is to the players thereof. And who dare

discipline them as long as the community is with

them, and as long as they can charge many in the

community with similar shady deeds if matters

were coming to a serious investigation ? Many

people do much of their buying and selling with

men whom thev know are dishonest and must

be watched ;
vet they must not cast out with these

men, for the'y can often, shady though they

be do business with them to proht. It is tne

mightN- dollar that rules, got by fair means if con-

venient, but by all meaiu the dollar must be

^^It has seldom, if ever, been known that when the

multitude were irrehgious, and hardened under the

light they were reclaimed short of some great

providential trial. God must make bare his arm

I
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for the reclamation of reclaimable ones. Genera-
t >ns may be lost ere this process takes due effect,
ai was the case with Israel of the captivity.

Yet notwithstanding terrible hardenings and
ruinous reactions from the good, the church of
Christ on earth will continue to make progress
until He Himself come. Even the reactions
from the good will be overruled for the spiritual
benefit of the church as a whole, though many may
be drowned in these reactionary waves. The gates
of hell will claim many souls, but will not finally
tnumph over the kingdom of heaven on earth
I have not considered the kingdom of darkness
as e.xhibited in literature. This will fall to be con-
sidered in the next volume to be published of the
present series.






